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Abstrat

In this thesis we present a study of the fluctuations and noise which

occur in a particular nanoelectrical device, the single electron transis-

tor (SET). Electrical transport through the SET occurs through a com-

bination of stochastic, incoherent tunnelling and coherent quantum

oscillations, giving rise to a rich variety of transport processes. In the

first section of the thesis, we look at the fluctuations in the electrical

properties of a SET. We describe the SET as an open quantum system,

and use this model to develop Born-Markov master equation descrip-

tions of the dynamics close to three resonant transport processes: the

Josephson quasiparticle resonance, the double Josephson quasiparti-

cle resonance and the Cooper-pair resonances. We use these models

to examine the noise properties of both the charge on the SET island

and the current flowing through the SET. Quantum coherent oscilla-

tions of Cooper-pairs in the SET give rise to noise spectra which can

be highly asymmetric in frequency. We give an explicit calculation

of how an oscillator capacitively coupled to the SET island can be

used to infer the quantum noise properties close to the Cooper-pair

resonances. To calculate the current noise we develop a new tech-

nique, based on classical full counting statistics. We are able to use

this technique to calculate the effect of the current fluctuations on an

oscillator coupled to the current through the SET, the results of which

are in good agreement with recent measurements. In the final part of

the thesis we explore the coupled dynamics of a normal state SET ca-

pacitively coupled to a resonator in the presence of an external drive.

The coupling between the electrical and mechanical degrees of free-

dom leads to interesting non-linear behaviour in the resonator. We

are able to find regions where the resonator has two possible stable

amplitudes of oscillation, which can lead to a bistability in the dy-

namics. We also look at the fluctuations in the energy of the system.

We use numerical methods to simulate the dynamics of the system,

and to obtain the probability distribution for the work done, whose

form can be interpreted by the appropriate fluctuation relation.
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Single Eletron Transistors
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Fluctuations and noise play an increasingly important role in the

dynamics of systems as they become smaller. Noise not only pro-

vides an intrinsic problem to be minimised in an experiment, but

measurement of noise can also provide a sophisticated way of un-

covering the behaviour of a system [1, 2, 3]. Features in the noise,

beyond those which are present in the mean dynamics, give informa-

tion about the interactions within the system, and also the energy and

time scales which are important to the dynamics [1, 4, 5].

In this thesis we examine the information we can gain by studying

noise in nanoelectrical systems, small electrical circuits, in which the

quantisation of charge is important [2]. We will focus our attention

on one particular example, the single electron transistor (SET).

1.1 single electron transistors

The SET consists of a small metallic island coupled to leads via tunnel

junctions. Current is transported through the device via individual

electrons hopping on and off the island into the leads. Examples of

such devices can be seen in Fig. 1.1. The SET was first proposed by

Averin and Likharev in 1986 [6] and was demonstrated in 1987 by

Fulton and Dolan [7]. It was shown in these early examples that the

electrostatic energy of the island is highly sensitive to the charge on

a nearby gate, and so changing the voltage applied to the gate can

dramatically change the current through the SET.

It is also possible to make the leads and island of the SET from

materials which, at sufficiently low temperatures, become supercon-

ducting [12]. In this case, the transport can become highly complex

with a number of different processes which can contribute. To fully

describe a superconducting SET (SSET) the use of quantum mechan-

ics is essential. In such systems, the presence of steady state quantum

coherence leads to interesting features in both the average current [13]

and the noise spectrum [14, 4, 15] of the device. While transport in

the normal state SET is purely due to the tunnelling of normal elec-

trons, in the SSET a much richer variety of processes are possible.

Different combinations of coherent Cooper-pair oscillations and inco-
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Figure 1.1.: Experimental realisations of single electron transistors, taken
from (a) Ref. [8], (b) Ref. [9] and (c) Ref. [10]. In (d), from
Ref. [11], we show a carbon nanotube (indicated by the arrow)
with an embedded quantum dot, the dynamics are described in
a very similar way to the SET.

herent quasiparticle tunnelling can become favourable, with a highly

sensitive dependence on the choice of bias point [13].

The SET also provides a prototype for many other physical systems.

Similar dynamics can occur in quantum dots [16, 17, 18], molecular

transistors [19], and carbon nanotubes, which can support single elec-

tron transport [11, 20].

1.2 measurement and noise

The SET found uses as a detector, since it can easily be integrated

with other systems and its current measured. The current through

the SET depends strongly on the charge, Qg, induced on the gate

electrode: a change in Qg by only e/2 can change the current, I, from

its maximum value to zero. This means that the SET has a large

gain G = dI/dQg and so can be used as a highly sensitive electrome-

ter [21] for detecting nearby charges. Because of this it was suggested

as a read out device for qubits based on systems with charge coher-

ence [22, 23].

The position of a nearby mechanical object, such as a nanomechani-

cal beam, can also be measured with a high degree of accuracy by the

SET [24, 25]. If the beam forms one plate of the gate capacitor, then, as

the beam moves, it changes the capacitance, thus effectively changing
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Qg, this then leads to sensitive dependence of I on the position of the

oscillator. An example of this kind of device is shown in Fig. 1.1 (c).

More recently, experiments have shown that a SET can be used to

image surface acoustic waves (SAW) [26] in piezoelectric crystals. The

displacement of the surface induces a polarisation in the substrate,

which is detected as a change in the potential of the SET, and so

measurement of the current through the SET allows the imaging of

SAW [27].

The sensitivity of all these measurements is limited by two distinct

sources of noise. Firstly, the intrinsic noise of the SET; the current

through the SET fluctuates about its mean value. Charge is trans-

ferred one electron at a time, which creates shot noise in the current,

and so limits the sensitivity of the measurement [1]. Secondly, the

sensitivity is limited by the effect of back-action noise [3]. Since the

SET and the measured system are coupled, fluctuations in the SET

cause fluctuations in the measured system, thus creating uncertainty

in the measurement. This back-action noise is a very general feature

of quantum measurement, and absolute limits on sensitivity, imposed

by quantum mechanics, can be calculated [3].

1.3 fluctuations beyond measurement

Back-action noise can be seen from a different point of view. As

well as being a nuisance in the context of sensitive measurement,

the back-action can have dramatic effects on the measured system

which is coupled to the SET and can, in fact, be used to manipulate

its dynamics and can even be used for the dissipative generation of

quantum states [28]. Recent experiments have used the back-action

of SETs to cool an oscillator to a temperature lower than the thermal

environment [10] and also to induce laser-like instabilities in a super-

conducting resonator [28], by pumping energy from the SET into the

resonator. Other experiments have used the back-action effects of

single electron tunnelling to induce non-linear behaviour in driven

carbon nanotubes [11, 20]. Finally, the back-action caused by a con-

ductor provides a ‘fingerprint’ of its noise properties. This means we

can learn a lot about the intrinsic quantum dynamics of a conductor

simply by measuring the effect it has on the dynamics of a simple

system like a harmonic oscillator to which it is coupled [8, 29].

Fluctuations in the electrical properties of the SET can lead to fluc-

tuations in the mechanical properties of a resonator coupled to the

SET. This, in turn, leads to fluctuations in the energy of the resonator.

Therefore, the thermodynamic quantities, such as the work done on

the resonator by an external drive, do not have a definite value but

can take on a range of values, and so have an associated probability

distribution. These quantities can then, apparently, violate the second

law of thermodynamics, for example, the work done can be negative
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for some particular rare trajectories [30]. Quantifying the probability

of such trajectories occurring led to the development of the so-called

fluctuation relations [31, 32]. Very recently there has been interest in

applying these relations to mesoscopic conductors [33, 34, 35]. The

SET-resonator provides a particularly simple model system to study

these fluctuation relations in an out-of- equilibrium system.

1.4 this thesis

The structure of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 2 we provide a

brief outline of the physics of the single electron transistor. We begin

by describing the dynamics of SETs, both normal state and super-

conducting. We then develop the master equation formalism which

we use throughout this thesis to describe the SSET, and outline the

models which we use to describe transport through the SSET at three

points where resonant transport occurs via different mechanisms: the

Josephson quasiparticle (JQP) cycle, the double Josephson quasiparti-

cle cycle (DJQP) and the Cooper-pair resonances (CPRs).

In chapter 3 we describe the formalism used for quantifying the

noise properties of the SSET. This formalism is then used to calculate

the island charge noise for the various transport mechanisms in the

SSET outlined in chapter 2. We show that these calculations reveal

features of the dynamics which cannot be seen by simply looking at

the average behaviour of the system. For the CPRs, we develop the

model further and look at how it could be experimentally feasible to

probe the charge noise by weakly coupling an oscillator to the SSET

island.

The focus of chapter 4 is on developing a method to calculate the

quantum noise in the current through the SSET. Calculating the cur-

rent noise is non-trivial: quantum coherence between states with

Cooper-pairs in the leads and on the island means that the usual

classical counting methods break down. A new technique, capable

of solving this problem, is described in the first part of the chapter,

which is then applied to the transport mechanisms in the SSET. We

pay particular attention to the noise at the DJQP resonance, since we

are able to provide an interpretation of a recent experiment, described

in Ref. [8]. We also show how the quantum current noise gives de-

tailed information about the charge transfer processes which occur in

each of the junctions, beyond what was found for the charge noise.

In chapter 5 we look at a more complex system; an oscillator capac-

itively coupled to a normal state SET which is subject to a periodic

driving force. Our simple model for the coupled dynamics of this sys-

tem allows us to explore regions of interesting non-linear behaviour

in the system. We are able to find regions where the resonator has two

stable states which oscillate with different amplitudes. In this region,

the steady state distribution of the oscillator can exhibit a bistability,
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in which the system infrequently switches between the two states. We

go on to present some preliminary results of the thermodynamics of

this driven system. We investigate the distribution of work done by

the external force, and find that, even though the mean work done

is guaranteed to be positive, there are some trajectories in which the

work done is negative. These trajectories allow us to examine the

work fluctuation relations in this system.

The original material in this thesis is the result of collaboration with

several individuals and some of it has been published elsewhere. The

work presented in sections 2.5 and 3.7 has been published in Ref. [36],

while the material in sections 4.2 and 4.3 form the basis of the preprint

[37]. This work along with the remainder of the original material in

chapter 4, was produced in collaboration with Fabio Pistolesi, Manuel

Houzet and Andrew Armour. The material in chapter 5 resulted from

a collaboration with Andrew Armour.
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2
T H E S E T

Recently it has become possible to create mesoscopic devices in

which electrons tunnel one-by-one through a series of junctions.

Such devices rely on the quantisation of charge and energy to func-

tion, this means that quantum mechanics is fundamental to their be-

haviour. Single electron devices also have important technological ap-

plications in metrology and sensing; as discussed in chapter 1, they

have been used as ultra-high precision measurement devices for quan-

tities such as charge [38] and displacement [25, 39], and also there is

a possibility of using these devices for determining a new current

standard [40].

The particular example which we focus on this thesis is the sin-

gle electron transistor (SET) [7] (described in detail in the following

section). This device provides the prototypical example of a single

electron transport device. The SET can be made from metal which

is either in the normal state, or at low enough temperatures, in the

superconducting state. For a normal state SET, the transport involves

individual electrons. For a superconducting device, the current can

be transmitted both by Cooper-pairs and, at high enough voltages,

by quasiparticles. SETs support a wide range of different transport

mechanisms, and can have rich and complex current-voltage charac-

teristics.

In this chapter we will introduce several transport mechanisms

which occur in SETs. We begin with a detailed description of the

transport in a normal state SET in Sec. 2.1. Then, in Sec. 2.2, we give

a general overview of the techniques used to describe the dynamics

of the superconducting SET (SSET); we write down a Hamiltonian

and show that, to correctly describe the transport, we need to include

dissipation in our model. In the following sections we give detailed

models for a variety of transport cycles in the SSET, in Sec. 2.3 we de-

scribe the Josephson quasiparticle resonance, in Sec. 2.4 we describe

the double Josephson quasiparticle resonance and finally, in Sec. 2.5

we describe the Cooper-pair resonances.
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Figure 2.1.: A schematic diagram of the SET. The encircled region shows the
SET island.

2.1 normal state sets

A normal state single electron transistor consists of a small island

coupled to leads by tunnel junctions with capacitances CL(R). A

schematic of the circuit is given in Fig. 2.1. The electrostatics of the

system are controlled by two voltage sources; a source-drain bias, V,

is applied symmetrically across the junctions, and a gate voltage, Vg,

is applied to a gate capacitor, Cg. This then induces a polarisation

charge on the island [41], which we write in terms of the effective

number of electrons required to create it,

ng =
CgVg

e
, (2.1)

which controls the energy levels of the island. Since the device is

not superconducting, transport is purely due to incoherent tunnelling

of electrons. To make sure that these electrons travel one at a time

through the transistor, we require the energy cost for adding extra

electrons to the island to be the largest scale in the problem. This

charging energy is given by [41],

EC =
e2

2CΣ

, (2.2)

where CΣ is the total capacitance of the island CΣ = CL + CR + Cg. To

make sure that charging effects dominate over thermal fluctuations

we need EC ≫ kBT, and so the island needs to have a small capac-

itance, this means that the SET island needs to be physically small.

The energy of the system with n excess electrons on the island (as-

suming CL = CR) is given by the Hamiltonian [42, 43],

H(n) = EC(n − ng)
2. (2.3)

For certain choices of source-drain and gate voltage single electron

transport occurs through the device. To quantify the conditions for
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this we consider the change in electrostatic energy when an electron

tunnels at each junction. We choose the direction of the source-drain

voltage such that electron tunnelling occurs from left to right across

the transistor. The change in electrostatic energy due to a forward

tunnel event at the left and right junctions is given by [41],

∆EL = (H(n)− H(n + 1)) +
eV

2
, (2.4)

∆ER = −(H(n)− H(n + 1)) +
eV

2
. (2.5)

In each case, the first term is due to the electrostatic energy difference

between the states before and after the tunnel event and the second

term is the energy gained due to the source-drain voltage. We then

substitute the Hamiltonians from Eqn. (2.3) into the expressions for

∆E and obtain,

∆EL = EC(2n + 1 − 2ng) +
eV

2
, (2.6)

∆ER = −EC(2n + 1 − 2ng) +
eV

2
. (2.7)

So, if we choose1 0 ≤ ng ≤ 1, then the lowest two island states are

given by n = 0, 1. In the low temperature limit considered here, the

only spontaneous changes which can occur are from higher to lower

energy states, i.e. with ∆E > 0. This allows us to set a bound on the

source-drain voltage such that both the n = 0, 1 states are accessible

by allowed transitions and all others are forbidden,

max[(1− 2ng), (−1+ 2ng)] ≤
eV

2EC
≤ min[(1+ 2ng), (3− 2ng)]. (2.8)

At voltages smaller than the lower bound, the system enters the re-

gion of Coulomb blockade [41], where only one state is available to the

island and so no transport can occur: the system is stuck in a single

state. At voltages above the upper bound, another channel of trans-

port opens up, and three or more states are available for transport.

This Coulomb diamond structure of available island states is shown in

Fig. 2.2, where we show the various states available as a function of

the gate and source-drain voltages.

We now limit ourselves to regions where single electron transport

can take place (the green region of Fig. 2.2). To describe the dynamics

of the island in this region we use the orthodox model of transport

through the SET [44]. This states that the transition rate at each of the

junctions is simply related to the free energy difference between the

initial and final states. At zero temperature this is given by [44],

ΓL(R) =
∆EL(R)

e2R
Θ(∆EL(R)), (2.9)

1 without loss of generality, since the replacement ng → ng ± 1 gives the same dynam-

ics but with the island states shifted by n → n ± 1

9



Figure 2.2.: A Coulomb diamond. The red regions are those where only one
state is available to the island and no transport is available, the
green region is where single electron transport can take place
since two island states are available and the blue region shows
where more than two states are available and more complicated
transport occurs.

where Θ(·) is the Heaviside step function which ensures the energy

differences are positive, and R is the tunnel resistance of the junctions.

We then assume that an ensemble of SETs can be described by proba-

bility functions P0(1)(t), which describe the probability of finding the

island in the state n = 0(1) at time t [44]. These evolve according to

the master equations,

Ṗ0 = ΓRP1 − ΓLP0, (2.10)

Ṗ1 = ΓLP0 − ΓRP1. (2.11)

The master equations can then be used to calculate the average steady

state current though the SET,

〈I〉 = eΓLP0 = eΓRP1, (2.12)

which is given by,

〈I〉 = eΓLΓR

ΓL + ΓR
. (2.13)

We will come back to systems involving normal state SETs in chapter

5, but for the remainder of this chapter and chapters 3 and 4, we turn

to the dynamics of superconducting SETs.

2.2 superconducting single electron transistors

Single electron transistors can also be made using superconducting

material [45, 38, 21] for the leads and island so that, at low enough
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temperatures, the main charge carriers through the device are Cooper-

pairs. The tunnel junctions then become Josephson junctions which

allow quantum coherence between states with a Cooper-pair on each

side of the junction to develop. This then means that a full quantum

mechanical description of the system is required.

A convenient set of basis states which describe the Hilbert space of

the SSET island and leads consist of the states |n, NL〉, where n labels

the island charge state and NL counts the number of electrons in

the left hand lead of the SSET. We choose to count electron transport

through the left-hand junction (we could equally have written the

states with NR), we include this degree of freedom which is absent in

many models [14, 46, 47], since it gives more information about the

current than just the island charge n, as we will see in chapter 4.

The Hamiltonian which describes the coherent evolution of the sys-

tem contains two terms [41, 48, 4],

HS = HC + HJ , (2.14)

where HC describes the charging energy of the island, this is very

similar to the classical Hamiltonian used to describe the normal state

SET in Eqn. (2.3), and also includes a term which describes the energy

gain from the source-drain voltage,

HC = ∑
n,NL

[

EC(n − ng)
2 +

(

NL +
n

2

)

eV
]

|n, NL〉 〈n, NL| . (2.15)

The term neV/2 arises from the fact that electrons on the island have

passed through one of the junctions and so enter the Hamiltonian

with half the energy cost of those in the lead. The Josephson coupling

is described by HJ , which couples states that differ by one Cooper-

pair transition,

HJ = −EJ

2 ∑
n,NL

[

|n, NL〉 〈n + 2, NL − 2|+ |n, NL〉 〈n − 2, NL|
]

+ h.c.,

(2.16)

where EJ is the Josephson energy of the junctions (taken to be equal),

and h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate. The first term in this expression

(and its conjugate) describes Josephson oscillations at the left hand

junction, which change the value of the counting variable, NL, while

the second term describes oscillations at the right junction, which do

not change NL.

As with the normal state SET, the choice of ng and V have a strong

affect on the transport mechanisms available. Experimental results

for the current through a SSET as a function of both drain-source

and gate voltage are reproduced in Fig. 2.3 (from [13]). We see a

variety of features which can be attributed to the various transport

mechanisms, which we will describe in detail in the remainder of
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Figure 2.3.: Current-voltage characteristics of an SSET. The various resonant
transport mechanisms discussed in the main text are labelled.
Adapted from [13]

this chapter. At high source-drain voltage we see the current gets very

large. In this region, labelled QPs, quasiparticle tunnelling (described

in the next section) can occur at both junctions, this leads to behaviour

which is very similar to a normal state SET. At lower voltages than

this we see lines of high current, these can be attributed to Josephson

quasiparticle (JQP) resonances. At even lower voltages, at the points

where two JQP lines would cross we see large peaks which are due

to double Josephson quasiparticle (DJQP) resonances.

The presence of a steady state dc current through the SSET cannot

be explained without some form of dissipation, a simple Hamiltonian

description is not adequate. If the SSET island was completely iso-

lated from its environment, then the dynamics would simply evolve

coherently under the action of the Hamiltonian, and the equation of

motion for the density operator [49] would simply be,

ρ̇ = −i[HS, ρ], (2.17)

where, for simplicity, we now work with units where h̄ = e = kB = 1

(unless otherwise stated). The long time behaviour of such an equa-

tion simply contains oscillations between states linked by the Joseph-

son Hamiltonian, and so only describes an ac current. To describe the

dissipative dynamics, we need to introduce dissipation to our system

induced by coupling to an external bath.

2.2.1 Coupling to an environment

In general an open quantum system [50] can be described by partition-

ing the universe into the system which is the part that contains the
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degrees of freedom we are interested in, and the bath which contains

everything else. The complete Hamiltonian can then be written as,

H = HS + HB + HSB, (2.18)

where HS contains operators which act only on the Hilbert space of

the system, HB is the Hamiltonian of just the bath and HSB describes

the interaction between the two subsystems. The complete evolution

of the full density operator of the system and bath is then given by

the coherent master equation,

ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ]. (2.19)

This equation is usually too complicated to directly solve, and so ap-

proximations are made. In this thesis, we always work with systems

which can be described by a Born-Markov master equation [50]. This

relies on two approximation schemes for the above equation. Firstly,

in the Born approximation, we assume that the coupling Hamiltonian

between the system and bath is weak, in the sense that we can use per-

turbation theory in this Hamiltonian. Secondly, we use the Markov

approximation, which requires the relaxation timescale of the bath to

be much faster than any of the dynamics of the system. This allows

us to ignore any memory effects of the bath, and assume the evolution

equation for the system is local in time. After these approximations,

we end up with an equation for the reduced density operator of the

system, ρS = TrB[ρ], where TrB is the partial trace over bath degrees

of freedom. This equation of motion is given by [50],

ρ̇S = −i[HS, ρS] + LBρS, (2.20)

where LB is a superoperator [50] which contains all the remaining in-

formation about the interaction with the bath.

In the following sections, we outline the form of the Born-Markov

master equation descriptions, which we will use in the following

chapters to describe the various current carrying processes in the

SSET. We will give brief overviews of the derivations for the JQP and

DJQP cycles, since complete derivations are available in the literature,

but, for the Cooper-pair resonances a master equation description is

not available elsewhere, and so the description we provide contains

rather more detail.

2.3 josephson quasiparticle resonance

We begin with the Josephson quasiparticle (JQP) resonance. Solving

the coherent equations above shows that, even at zero applied bias,

it is possible for ac Josephson oscillations to occur in the SSET. How-

ever, this does not on its own lead to dc current. For this to occur we

need dissipation, provided in the case of the JQP resonance by a bath
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Figure 2.4.: The JQP cycle. Cooper-pair tunnelling at the left junction is fol-
lowed by two quasiparticle decays at the right junction.

of quasiparticles, collective excitations which, for the purposes of this

thesis, behave exactly as electrons in a normal conductor. For quasi-

particle transport to occur, the applied bias needs to be high enough

to overcome the gap in the density of states, V > 2∆, where ∆ is

the superconducting gap. When this condition is met, the transport

can involve a mixture of both resonant Cooper-pair transport and

quasiparticle decays. Under certain conditions, this combination of

coherent and incoherent effects can lead to the JQP cycle [51, 12, 52];

the steps involved are shown schematically in Fig. 2.4. We choose the

left-hand junction to be resonant for a Cooper-pair transition, while

quasiparticle decays occur at the right-hand junction, the results pre-

sented are equally valid for the reverse situation. The JQP resonance

is referred to as a cycle, since the number of Cooper-pairs on the is-

land returns to its initial state (n = 0 in Fig. 2.4), but the counting

variable NL decreases by 2 each cycle, and so a dc current results.

Resonant Cooper-pair oscillations can occur when two states for

which the number of Cooper-pairs on the island differ by one are

degenerate in charging energy. Labelling these states as |0, NL〉 and

|2, NL − 2〉, the resonance condition becomes [53, 4],

V = 4EC(1 − ng). (2.21)

This is derived by setting the charging energies of the two states

equal, 〈0, NL| HC |0, NL〉 = 〈2, NL − 2| HC |2, NL − 2〉, with HC defined

in Eqn. (2.15). In Fig. 2.3, we see the JQP features as lines of en-

hanced current. Here we focus on one of these features described

by the expression above. There are, of course, a whole set of reso-

nance points at which the JQP cycle takes place, for example, when

the states |n, NL〉 and |n + 2, NL − 2〉 are resonant, along the line V =
4EC(1 − ng + n), which, together with the resonances at the right

hand junction, gives the pattern of lines seen in Fig. 2.3. All of the re-

sults presented here are valid for any of these other JQP cycles, with

trivial shifts in the definitions of n and NL. This leads us to naturally
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introduce a parameter which describes how far the system is detuned

from the JQP resonance [15]

δ = 4EC(1 − ng)− V. (2.22)

For the JQP cycle to occur, we need to provide enough energy to allow

the quasiparticle decays to occur. To be able to break up Cooper-pairs

on the SSET island we need the applied voltage to be able to overcome

the superconducting gap, ∆. This condition can be derived in the

same way as we did in Sec. 2.1, for the normal state SET, including

an extra energy cost, 2∆, to be overcome [54, 4]. This leads to the

following result for the two decays to be energetically favourable,

V ≥ 2∆ − EC n = 2 → 1, (2.23)

V ≥ 2∆ + EC n = 1 → 0, (2.24)

since the condition for the n = 1 → 0 transition is always more strin-

gent, we only need to make sure the voltage is high enough to satisfy

this, as then n = 2 → 1 will automatically be satisfied. There is also

an upper limit to the voltage at which the JQP can be seen. For drain-

source voltages, V > 4∆, quasiparticle tunnelling is favourable at

both junctions, and so incoherent transport dominates, and the SSET

behaves as a normal state SET. This can be seen in the experimental

results in Fig. 2.3, in the region labelled QPs, where the Coulomb

diamond structure can be clearly seen.

We now calculate the rates for the quasiparticle decays, Γ1(2) (as

labelled in Fig. 2.4). To do this, we employ a slightly more sophisti-

cated approach than we did for the normal state SET in Sec. 2.1. The

tunnel rates depend on the density of states available for the particle

to tunnel into, and the energy which it gains by tunnelling. The rates,

calculated using Fermi’s golden rule, are given by [54],

Γ1(2) =
1

R

∫ ∞

−∞
̺(ǫ)̺

(

ǫ + E1(2)

)

f (ǫ)
[

1 − f
(

ǫ + E1(2)

)]

dǫ, (2.25)

where f (ǫ) is the Fermi occupation at a given energy, which, at T =
0, is simply f (ǫ) = Θ(−ǫ) with Θ(·) the Heaviside step function.

This expression is only valid when the junction resistances are small

enough to use perturbation theory, which is the same condition on

that used in the Born approximation for the master equation. The

energy gained in each quasiparticle decay, E1(2), is given by [15],

E1 = V + EC +
δ

2
, (2.26)

E2 = V − EC +
δ

2
. (2.27)

We have also introduced the density of states at energy ǫ, which, for

a superconductor, is [54],

̺(ǫ) = Θ(ǫ2 − ∆2)

√

ǫ2

ǫ2 − ∆2
. (2.28)
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Figure 2.5.: Dependence of quasiparticle rate on the energy difference for
the transition, Γ(E).

In Fig. 2.5 we show the dependence of the quasiparticle rate on energy.

We see that the rate is zero for applied bias below the threshold, V <

2∆, and increases, to a very good approximation, linearly above this.

The energy dependence of the rates close to resonance is rather weak,

and so from now on we simply use the on-resonance values for the

decay rates [4, 15, 47].

2.3.1 Master equation

We now sketch the derivation of a Born-Markov master equation,

which can describe the full quantum dynamics of the SSET tuned

close to the JQP. We do not give a full details of derivation here, a

more complete derivation can be found, for example, in Refs. [53, 48,

4, 15]. The Hamiltonian is, in this case, given by [53, 48],

H = HS + Hqp + HT, (2.29)

where Hqp describes the bath provided by the quasiparticles, and HT

is the tunnel Hamiltonian which couples the SSET island to the bath,

these are the bath and coupling Hamiltonians for our system (as in

Eqn. (2.18)). We assume that the quasiparticle bath is weakly cou-

pled to the system Hamiltonian, which is equivalent to assuming that

the junction resistances are large, R ≫ RQ, where RQ = e2/h is the

quantum of resistance, and that the decay time of the bath is short

compared to all other timescales (this is equivalent to requiring that

EC is the dominant energy scale [55]). This results in a standard Born-

Markov master equation for the evolution of σ, the reduced density

matrix of the SSET [56, 4, 57, 47],

σ̇ = −i[HS, σ] + Lqpσ, (2.30)
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where we only include the terms relevant to the JQP in Josephson part

of HS, since all of the other terms are far from resonance [53, 48, 4],

HJ = −EJ

2 ∑
NL

|0, NL〉 〈2, NL − 2|+ h.c. . (2.31)

The dissipative part of the evolution is given by [53, 48, 4],

Lqpσ = ∑
NL

Γ1 [|1, NL〉 〈2, NL| σ |2, NL〉 〈1, NL|

−1/2 {|2, NL〉 〈2, NL| , σ}]
+Γ2 [|0, NL〉 〈1, NL| σ |1, NL〉 〈0, NL|

−1/2 {|1, NL〉 〈1, NL| , σ}] .

(2.32)

For the purposes of calculating the average current and charge

noise (as we will go on to do in the following chapter), we can trace

out the counting degree of freedom, NL, and introduce the reduced

density operator,

ρij = ∑
NL

〈i, NL| σ |j, NL + q〉 , (2.33)

where q is chosen to pick out the relevant coherences, i.e. for ρ00 we

use q = 0, but for ρ20 we need to use q = 2. This leaves us with

a simple equation which only describes the evolution of the degree

of freedom corresponding to the charge on the island [14, 46, 47]. We

notice that the only coherences which couple to the diagonal elements

of the density matrix are those between the states which are linked by

the resonant Josephson transition, |0, NL〉 and |2, NL − 2〉. Therefore,

we only need to consider the evolution of five elements of ρ which

are given by,

ρ̇00 = Γ2ρ11 − iJ(ρ02 − ρ20), (2.34)

ρ̇11 = Γ1ρ22 − Γ2ρ11, (2.35)

ρ̇22 = −Γ1ρ22 + iJ(ρ02 − ρ20), (2.36)

ρ̇02 = −iJ(ρ00 − ρ22) +

(

iδ − Γ1

2

)

ρ02, (2.37)

ρ̇20 = iJ(ρ00 − ρ22) +

(

−iδ − Γ1

2

)

ρ20, (2.38)

where J = EJ/2. This set of equations can be converted into a matrix

equation,

d|ρ〉〉
dt

= M|ρ〉〉, (2.39)

where we now work in Liouville space [49, 58, 59, 60] in which opera-

tors in Hilbert space are described by vectors such as,

|ρ〉〉 = (ρ00, ρ11, ρ22, ρ02, ρ20)
T, (2.40)
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and the evolution is described by a superoperator which in Liouville

space is the matrix M. This has the form,

M =



















0 Γ2 0 −iJ iJ

0 −Γ2 Γ1 0 0

0 0 −Γ1 iJ −iJ

−iJ 0 iJ iδ − Γ1/2 0

iJ 0 −iJ 0 −iδ − Γ1/2



















. (2.41)

We can then find the unique stationary state density matrix as the

eigenvector of M with eigenvalue 0,

M|0〉〉 = 0, (2.42)

where |0〉〉 is the vector representation of the stationary state density

matrix normalised correctly so that ρ00 + ρ11 + ρ22 = 1.

2.3.2 Average current

The average current at the JQP can then be calculated in a similar

way as for a normal SET, if we count the number of particles which

go through the right-hand (incoherent) junction then we find that the

stationary state current is simply,

〈I〉 = Γ1ρ22 + Γ2ρ11, (2.43)

where the density matrix elements are evaluated in the steady state.

This gives the simple expression [51, 4],

〈I〉 =
2E2

J Γ1

4δ2 + Γ2
1 + E2

J

(

2 + Γ1
Γ2

) , (2.44)

which is a Lorentzian as a function of detuning, δ. We note that,

around the resonance, the energy dependence of the quasiparticle

rates, Γ1(2), is rather weak, and the main voltage dependence of the

current is due to the detuning parameter, δ. In the following chap-

ters, to simplify our model, we will ignore the difference between

the two quasiparticle rates, since this does not significantly alter the

results [15, 57, 47].

2.4 double josephson quasiparticle resonance

At the point in the V-ng plane where two JQP lines would cross trans-

port in the SSET becomes dominated by the double Josephson quasi-

particle resonance (DJQP) [14, 55, 15, 57], as has been observed by a

variety of experimental setups [61, 13, 62, 8]. A schematic of the cycle

can be seen in Fig. 2.6. The cycle consists of two resonant Josephson
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Figure 2.6.: The DJQP cycle. Quasiparticle decays and Cooper-pair tun-
nelling occurs at both junctions.

transitions, one at each junction, linked by incoherent quasiparticle

decays. The DJQP occurs at lower voltages than the JQP cycle, be-

cause the limiting quasiparticle decay, n = 1 → 0, is not involved.

The signature of the DJQP can be seen in the experimental results

reproduced in Fig. 2.3, where at voltages below the JQP lines a large

peak is seen in the current.

The description of the DJQP follows a natural extension to that

presented in the previous section for the JQP resonance. The con-

dition for resonant Cooper-pair transport at each junction is given

by [14, 15],

4EC(ng − 1) + V = 0, (2.45)

4ECng − V = 0, (2.46)

which implies that the DJQP occurs when ng = 0.5, V = 2EC. It then

follows that the DJQP is only seen in the vicinity of a point in Fig.

2.3, whereas the JQP resonance was a line. We can then identify two

detuning parameters, one for each junction as,

δL = 4EC(ng − 1) + V, (2.47)

δR = 4ECng − V. (2.48)

The quasiparticle rates can be calculated in exactly the same way as

for the JQP in Eqn. (2.25). This leads to the result that, for the relevant

quasiparticle transitions to be energetically favourable, we require,

V ≥ 2∆ − EC. (2.49)

Combining these results, on resonance, we need system parameters

such that 3EC ≥ 2∆, to ensure that all of the conditions are met to

observe the DJQP. We find at the centre of the DJQP resonance the

two quasiparticle rates are the same, ΓL = ΓR, since the two quasipar-

ticle processes have the same energy gain at this point [15]. Since

the energy dependence of the rates is weak (as for the JQP), we

will simplify our model by using the on-resonance values, and set

ΓL = ΓR = Γ [14, 55, 15].
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2.4.1 Master equation

The master equation for the DJQP can be derived in exactly the same

way as for the JQP [14, 55, 57, 15] (making the same Born-Markov

approximations), to find the form [14],

σ̇ = −i[HS, σ] + Lqpσ, (2.50)

where the Josephson part of the Hamiltonian includes the transitions

at both junctions, since they are both resonant at some point in the

cycle [55],

HJ = −EJ

2 ∑
NL

(|0, NL〉 〈2, NL − 2|+ |−1, NL〉 〈1, NL|+ h.c.). (2.51)

The dissipative part of the master equation describes the quasiparticle

decays and can be written as [48, 55],

Lqpσ = ∑
NL

Γ

[

|1, NL〉 〈2, NL| σ |2, NL〉 〈1, NL|

−1

2
{|2, NL〉 〈2, NL| , σ}

]

+Γ

[

|0, NL〉 〈−1, NL − 1| σ |−1, NL − 1〉 〈0, NL|

−1

2
{|−1, NL〉 〈−1, NL| , σ}

]

.

(2.52)

We can again, as with the JQP, trace out the degree of freedom

associated with NL, by defining the same quantity as in Eqn. (2.33),

which then leaves us with an equation of the same form as Eqn. (2.39),

but now the density matrix vector contains the eight elements,

|ρ〉〉 = (ρ00, ρ22, ρ02, ρ20, ρ−1−1, ρ11, ρ−11, ρ1−1)
T. (2.53)

We include the evolution of the four charge states involved in the cy-

cle, (ρ00, ρ22, ρ−1−1, ρ11), and also four coherences, (ρ02, ρ20, ρ−11, ρ1−1),

two for the resonant Cooper-pair tunnelling at each junction. The evo-

lution matrix is given by [55],

M =



































0 0 −iJ iJ Γ 0 0 0

0 −Γ iJ −iJ 0 0 0 0

−iJ iJ G−
L 0 0 0 0 0

iJ −iJ 0 G+
L 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −Γ 0 −iJ iJ

0 Γ 0 0 0 0 iJ −iJ

0 0 0 0 −iJ iJ G−
R 0

0 0 0 0 iJ −iJ 0 G+
R



































, (2.54)
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where G±
L(R)

= ±iδL(R) − Γ/2, and we have chosen the order of the

basis in such a way that it emphasises the block structure. The top left

4 × 4 block of M describes the coherent Josephson oscillations at the

left junction, while the bottom right block describes the oscillations

at the right junction. These blocks are linked by the two Γ terms

which correspond to the incoherent decays which link the two sets of

oscillations.

2.4.2 Average current

Calculating the average current at the DJQP is slightly more com-

plicated than for the JQP, since both junctions involve the coherent

transport of Cooper-pairs, and so rate equation arguments are not so

simple to apply: there is no simple rate associated with the Joseph-

son transitions. To overcome this problem, we note that the average

current is simply accounted for by counting charges through the de-

vice and so an incoherent model of the transport is sufficient [55]. To

produce this model, we adiabatically eliminate the coherences from

the evolution matrix, by substituting the steady state values for the

coherences into the evolution equations for the populations. This

then gives an effective incoherent model for just the evolution of the

probabilities. This is described by the matrix [55],

Minc =













−γL γL Γ 0

γL −(γL + Γ) 0 0

0 0 −(γR + Γ) γR

0 Γ γR −γR













, (2.55)

where,

γL(R) =
E2

J Γ

4δ2
L(R)

+ Γ2
, (2.56)

describe an effective incoherent rate for Cooper-pair tunnelling at the

left (right) junction, and we use the basis |ρ〉〉 = (P0, P2, P−1, P1)
T,

with Pi the probability of being in the island state n = i. We can then

use rate arguments to find the current as,

〈I〉 = 2γL(P0 − P2) + ΓLP−1. (2.57)

where the P’s are evaluated using the stationary state of the evolution

matrix, Minc. This gives the result [13, 55]

〈I〉 =
3E2

J Γ

2Γ2 + 4E2
J + 4(δ2

L + δ2
R)

(2.58)

We see that, for given system parameters EJ and Γ, the current is a

Lorentzian peak with a maximum at zero detuning, δL = δR = 0, as
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Figure 2.7.: Experimental results showing the low voltage Cooper-pair reso-
nances, as the diamond shaped pattern. Reproduced from Ref.
[65].

with the JQP, but now we have two detunings and so the DJQP feature

is seen as a 2D Lorentzian peak as a function of the two voltages. This

peak can clearly be seen in the experimental results of Fig. 2.3, at the

points where pairs of JQP lines would intersect.

2.5 cooper-pair resonances

We now turn to a slightly more complex transport process in the SSET,

the Cooper-pair resonances [52, 63, 45, 64, 65, 66] (CPRs). These are

features which occur at voltages much lower than the JQP and DJQP,

where transport is dominated by the coherent transfer of one or more

Cooper-pairs across both junctions of the SSET. At these low voltages,

there is not enough energy provided to break the superconducting

gap thus the bath which causes dissipation and decoherence is not

provided by quasiparticles (as it was for the other resonances), but

instead is the electromagnetic environment in which the circuit is

embedded. These features have been observed in measuremnts of

the current through the SSET at low voltages. One set of results is

shown in Fig. 2.7 (reproduced from Ref. [65]), the highlighted series

of lines which depend on gate and drain source voltage are due to

the CPRs.

In this section, we develop a detailed model of the SSET close to

the CPRs, including the electromagnetic environment for the transis-

tor, which requires a different treatment from that used for the JQP

and DJQP resonances. We note that, throughout this section, we will

go back to using dimensionful units, since we will often refer to ex-

periments to pick realistic parameter values.
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Figure 2.8.: Circuit diagram of the SSET. The SSET island is linked to the
leads by the Josephson junctions, JL(R), and is coupled to the
voltage gate by the capacitance Cg. The bias voltage, V, and
impedances in the circuit, Z0, are taken to be distributed sym-
metrically.

2.5.1 Model System

The SSET, including the embedded environment, is shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 2.8. For simplicity, we assume that the drain-source bias,

V, is applied symmetrically and take the junctions to have equal ca-

pacitances, CJ , and Josephson energies, EJ . A voltage, Vg, is applied

to the gate which has capacitance, Cg (assumed to be much less than

CJ). The electromagnetic environment of the SSET is modelled by the

impedance Z0, distributed symmetrically between the leads. Since

the transport involves only Cooper-pairs, we use the slightly different

definition of the charging energy of the island, EC = 4e2/2CΣ, which

we assume is the dominant scale in the system, so that EC ≫ kBT, EJ .

We again describe the state of the SSET by |n, NL〉, but now n counts

the number of excess Cooper-pairs on the island, and NL the number

of Cooper-pairs in the left hand lead [52, 45, 64].

The full Hamiltonian of the system can be written as,

H = HS + Hint + Henv, (2.59)

where Henv is the Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic environment,

and the SSET Hamiltonian, HS, consists of two parts HS = HC + HJ .

The charging Hamiltonian of the island is,

HC = ∑
n=0,1

∑
NL

[EC(n − ng)
2 + 2eV(NL + n)] |n, NL〉 〈n, NL| , (2.60)

where ng = CgVg/2e is the number of Cooper-pairs equivalent to the

induced polarisation charge. The sum runs over n = 0, 1, since we

have chosen 0 < ng < 1 such that these are the only available states

for the island, at low temperature, as with the normal state SET.

It is useful to introduce the new counting variable k = (NR −
NL)/2, with NR the number of Cooper-pairs in the right reservoir [45].

This takes into account transitions at both junctions, and makes it eas-

ier to visualise the state of the system. We can then label the state with

the complete basis set {|n, k〉}.
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The states {|n, k〉} can be separated into two ladders: {|0, k〉 , |1, k + 1/2〉}
and {|0, k + 1/2〉 , |1, k〉}, where k is now an integer. Josephson cou-

pling links together adjacent members of the same ladder, but does

not connect states from different ladders. Since the drain-source volt-

age V ≪ 2∆, we may assume that quasiparticle tunnelling (which can

link the ladders) is negligible, hence we need only consider one of the

sets of states. Choosing the ladder {|0, k〉 , |1, k + 1/2〉}, the Josephson

coupling between states is given by [45, 66],

HJ = −EJ

2 ∑
k

(|0, k〉 〈1, k + 1/2|+ |0, k〉 〈1, k − 1/2|+ h.c.). (2.61)

We assume that the dominant source of dissipation and decoher-

ence of the SSET is the electromagnetic environment, modelled by

the impedances in the leads connecting it to the voltage sources. The

impedances lead to fluctuations in the drain-source voltage, δV̂, which

couple to the system operator, k̂, and give rise to the interaction

Hamiltonian (a detailed derivation of this is given in appendix A),

Hint = −2ek̂δV̂. (2.62)

The effects of δV̂ on the SSET are determined by the equilibrium

spectrum of the voltage fluctuations, which takes the form [41, 45, 67,

66, 2],

SV(ω) = 4e2
∫ ∞

−∞
〈δV̂(t)δV̂(0)〉eiωt dt

=
8e2h̄ω

1 − e−h̄ω/kBT
Re[ZT], (2.63)

where ZT = (Z−1
0 − iωC2

J /CΣ)
−1 is the total effective impedance seen

at the junctions. At the low frequencies which turn out to be rele-

vant for the system dynamics, ω ≪ (Re[ZT]CJ)
−1, we can ignore the

second term in the definition of ZT above and take Re[ZT] = Re[Z0].
We further assume that the embedding circuit provides a low, real

(Ohmic) impedance, to ensure weak coupling to the environment,

which allows us to use the Born approximation later. This amounts to

assuming that Z0 = R ≪ RQ, where RQ is the quantum of resistance,

such as would be generated by a transmission line [3]. Our descrip-

tion can easily be extended to take into account a finite impedance in

series with the gate voltage [66], but since we take the limit Cg ≪ CJ ,

this has a much weaker influence, and so we neglect it here (see ap-

pendix A for details).

The voltage dependence of the charging energy leads to resonances

where the eigenvalues of the charging Hamiltonian, HC (Eqn. 2.60),

become degenerate. The charging energies of the states |0, k〉 and

|1, k + p + 1/2〉, where p = 0, 1, 2, . . ., become degenerate at particu-

lar values of the drain-source voltage, V = V
(p)
res , are given by (2p +
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Figure 2.9.: Energy levels of HC, (a) with V = V
(1)
res at the p = 1 resonance

and (b) with V & V
(0)
res for p = 0. The dashed lines enclose the

doublets: the energy levels which are almost degenerate near
the given resonance.

1)eV
(p)
res = EC(1 − 2ng). The energy levels near the p = 0 and p = 1

resonances are illustrated in Fig. 2.9.

The dynamics of the system around the resonances can be thought

of as follows. Since EJ ≪ EC for most choices of operating point,

the charging energy dominates, however, close to degeneracies in the

charging energy, the Josephson coupling becomes important, and the

pairs of states, |0, k〉 and |1, k + p + 1/2〉, become strongly mixed, form-

ing doublets. The interaction with the environment can then cause

the system to decay into the neighbouring doublets with lower energy.

Taken together, the coherent evolution and decay form a cascade in

which k increases systematically, and hence a dc current flows. Away

from the resonances, the coherent evolution is suppressed, and decay

processes cannot take the system to ever higher k values, so the cur-

rent is also suppressed. Thus, the degeneracies in the charging energy

lead to resonances in the current [52, 63, 45, 68, 66]. The one excep-

tion to this picture arises for the p = 0 resonance, where one can see

from Fig. 2.9(b) that, for voltages above resonance, V > EC|1− 2ng|/e,

the system can move indefinitely to larger values of k, via incoherent

decay processes alone. Hence in this case the resonance becomes

strongly broadened on one side [45, 66].

2.5.2 Master equations

Having seen how and where the Cooper-pair resonances arise, we

now proceed to derive a quantitative description of the charge dy-

namics of the SSET that includes the dissipation and decoherence

induced by the electromagnetic environment. As a first step, we use

a unitary transformation method to derive an effective Hamiltonian

which provides a systematic way of accounting for the coherent effect

of the Josephson coupling between resonant states. We then proceed

to derive the master equation for the SSET, tracing out the environ-

ment using the Born-Markov approximations. The resulting master
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equation can then be used to derive a much simpler equation that

describes just the SSET island charge.

2.5.2.1 Effective Hamiltonian

Close to the p-th Cooper-pair resonance, and provided that the volt-

age, V, is not too small, the eigenvalues of the SSET charging Hamil-

tonian are grouped into doublets, {|0, k〉 , |1, k + p + 1/2〉}, with the

spacing between members of a given doublet much less than the

spacing between the doublets. If the voltage drops below a certain

threshold, the resonances start to overlap, since the various values

of V
(p)
res get very close together at low voltages, and the simple pic-

ture presented above breaks down. When all of these conditions are

met, the main effect of the Josephson Hamiltonian is to introduce

couplings between states within each doublet. Since the full system

Hamiltonian cannot be diagonalised exactly, we treat the Josephson

coupling as a perturbation, and use a unitary transformation to de-

rive an effective Hamiltonian which takes into account the mixing it

induces between states within a doublet [69].

In the full Hamiltonian, the Josephson terms link states which are

far from resonance, these terms taken together form an effective link

between the states in the same doublet. We therefore want to find a

transformation to the Hamiltonian which makes this structure obvi-

ous. We seek a unitary transformation, U, such that the transformed

Hamiltonian, H′
S = UHSU†, is block diagonal in the space of the

doublets. This transformation is found as a perturbation series in EJ ,

and we keep only the leading order contributions and those which

occur at the correct order to describe the resonant coupling (details

are given in appendix B). This results in an effective system Hamil-

tonian which is block-diagonal in the pairs of nearly-resonant states

{|0, k〉 , |1, k + p + 1/2〉}. Each block takes the form,

H′
k =

(

Ē − ∆E Jp

Jp Ē + ∆E

)

, (2.64)

where Ē = −2eVk is the average charging energy of the resonant

states, and Jp is the high order coupling between the states. For p ≥ 1,

Jp = (−1)p Jq

(

2eV
(p)
res

)2p
(p!)2

, (2.65)

where q = 2p + 1 and J = EJ/2. For the case p = 0, Jp = J. This term

links the two resonant states by Josephson transitions at the junctions

since there are q such Josephson event this occurs at order q in the

perturbation theory. The splitting between resonant states, ∆E, is

given by,

∆E =
EC(1 − 2ng)− qeV

2
+

J2

eV
(p)
res

2q

q2 − 1
. (2.66)
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The first term is the electrostatic energy difference between the states,

and the second term is a correction which arises at second order in

the perturbation calculation2. For p = 0, the second order correction

is given by J2/(eV
(0)
res ).

The block Hamiltonians are diagonalised by a rotation, Uα = e−iσyα,

where σy is the usual Pauli matrix, to give the eigenstates of the dou-

blets,

|a, k〉 = cos α |0, k〉+ sin α |1, k + (2p+1)/2〉 , (2.67a)

|b, k〉 = − sin α |0, k〉+ cos α |1, k + (2p+1)/2〉 . (2.67b)

The corresponding eigenenergies are, Ea,k = Ē − ∆E′, Eb,k = Ē + ∆E′,
where α is defined by,

sin 2α =
−Jp

∆E′ , (2.68a)

cos 2α =
∆E

∆E′ , (2.68b)

and the energy level splitting is,

∆E′ = sgn(∆E)
√

∆E2 + J2
p, (2.69)

which changes sign at the resonance.

Note that the description of the system in terms of doublets is only

valid within a region around each resonance. The requirement that

the spacing between energy levels in the doublet should be much

smaller than the spacing between the doublets means that we must

have |∆E′ | ≪ eV.

2.5.2.2 Born-Markov description

We now use the block-diagonal form of the Hamiltonian to derive

the master equation for the SSET. To do this we need to calculate

the different decay mechanisms which link the various states of the

system. We will find that there are two important types of decay:

firstly the inter-doublet decays which link states in different doublets

and also the intra-doublet decays which link states within the same

doublet.

We assume that the interaction between the SSET and the bath is

weak [67], R ≪ RQ, and that the bath has a sufficiently dense spec-

trum of levels that the standard Born and Markov approximations

can be made [69].

2 We evaluate Jp and the second order correction to ∆E using the resonance value

for the voltage, V = V
(p)
res , as these terms only give a significant contribution in the

vicinity of the resonances when the electrostatic part of ∆E is small. Making this

approximation simplifies the calculation of the perturbation series.
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Written in terms of the eigenstates of the system Hamiltonian, the

Born-Markov master equation for the components of the SSET den-

sity operator, σ, takes the form [69],

dσ̃µν

dt
=

sec

∑
µ′ν′

Rµνµ′ν′ σ̃µ′ν′ . (2.70)

The tilde denotes the interaction picture, and the sum is over only

the secular3 terms, for which ωµν = ωµ′ν′ , with ωµν the frequency

difference between eigenstates µ and ν. The coupling tensor, Rµνµ′ν′ ,

which describes how different states couple to each other in the mas-

ter equation, is given by,

Rµνµ′ν′ = −
∫ ∞

0
dτ

×
[

g(τ)

(

δνν′

[

∑
n

k′µnk′nµ′e
iωµ′nτ

]

− k′µµ′k′ν′νeiωµ′µτ

)

+g(−τ)

(

δµµ′

[

∑
n

k′ν′nk′nνeiωnν′τ

]

− k′µµ′k′ν′νeiωνν′τ

)]

, (2.71)

where k̂′ = Uk̂U†, and g(τ) = 4(e/h̄)2〈δV̂(τ)δV̂(0)〉 is the correlation

function of the electromagnetic environment whose properties were

specified in Eqn. (2.63).

The transformed operator k̂′ (given explicitly in appendix B) takes

the form of a power series in J,

k̂′ = k̂(0) + k̂(1) + k̂(2) + . . . , (2.72)

where the term k̂(n) is nth order in J. We proceed by expanding the

terms of the form k′µµ′k′νν′ in R up to second order in J. The ze-

roth order term, k
(0)
µµ′k

(0)
νν′ , is diagonal in the charge state basis and

generates dephasing of the charge states. For states within the same

doublet, this leads to dissipative transitions between the eigenstates

(intra-doublet transitions). The next non-zero contribution comes

from terms of the form k
(1)
µµ′k

(1)
νν′ , which link states from a given dou-

blet with states in the nearest neighbour and next-nearest neighbour

doublets, leading to inter-doublet transitions. The same generic de-

scription applies to all the resonances with p ≥ 1, but, for the p = 0

case, the states in a given doublet only couple to one other doublet

leading to a slightly different form for the master equation, as we

discuss below.

3 Secular terms are those for which |ωµν − ωµ′ν′ | ≪ 1/∆t where ∆t is the coarse-

graining timescale (much larger than the correlation time of the environment, but

much shorter than the timescale over which σ̃ evolves) over which the master equa-

tions are valid. Only terms where ωµν = ωµ′ν′ are included since the smallest Bohr

frequency in the system is Jp/h̄ which we can safely assume is much larger than

1/∆t.
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To calculate the inter-doublet terms, we note that close to resonance,

the inter-doublet transitions occur on a much larger energy scale than

the spacing between levels in the doublet, peV ≫ ∆E′. This allows

us to simplify the calculation by ignoring the Jp terms in the block-

diagonal Hamiltonian (Eqn. (2.64)), and treat the charge states, |n, k〉,
as the eigenstates of the system. Thus, using the charge state basis,

the inter-doublet contributions take the form,

dσ̃0k,0k′

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

= ΓLσ̃1k+1/2,1k′+1/2 + ΓRσ̃1k−1/2,1k′−1/2

−Γ∆kσ̃0k,0k′ ,

(2.73a)

dσ̃1k+1/2,1k′+1/2

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

= −(ΓL + ΓR + Γ∆k)σ̃1k+1/2,1k′+1/2, (2.73b)

dσ̃0k,1k′+1/2

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

= −
(

ΓL + ΓR

2
+ Γ∆k

)

σ̃0k,1k′+1/2, (2.73c)

dσ̃1k+1/2,0k′

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

inter

= −
(

ΓL + ΓR

2
+ Γ∆k

)

σ̃1k+1/2,0k′ , (2.73d)

where we have assumed kBT ≪ peV, and the dephasing rate is given

by,

Γ∆k =
SV(0)

2h̄2
∆k2, (2.74)

with ∆k = k1 − k2 for σ̃ik1 ,jk2
. The transition rates at the centre of the

resonance4 are given by,

ΓL =

(

J

4peV
(p)
res

)2
SV(ωp)

h̄2
, (2.75)

ΓR =

(

J

4(p + 1)eV
(p)
res

)2
SV(ωp+1)

h̄2
, (2.76)

with ωp = 2peV
(p)
res /h̄. For the p = 0 case, there is only one decay

channel linking different doublets, and the associated energy differ-

ence is 2eV. Thus, provided 2eV ≫ kBT, ∆E′, the same set of inter-

doublet terms is obtained, but with ΓL = 0.

To calculate the terms in the master equation describing the intra-

doublet transitions, we need to use the full eigenstates of the sys-

tem (Eqn. (2.67)), and take account of the effects of the Jp terms in

the Hamiltonian. The energy differences between the states within a

doublet can be much smaller than those between the doublets, and so,

in this case, we include the effects of a finite temperature by keeping

4 All of our calculations are performed in the vicinity of the resonances and so we

generally evaluate ΓL,R using the resonance value for the voltage, V = V
(p)
res , as

within the range of voltages over which the doublet picture is valid these quantities

are typically very slowly varying.
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the finite temperature part of the voltage fluctuation spectrum in Eqn.

(2.63). This leads to the intra-doublet equations,

dσ̃ak,ak

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

= γbaσ̃bk,bk − γabσ̃ak,ak, (2.77a)

dσ̃bk,bk

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

= γabσ̃ak,ak − γbaσ̃bk,bk, (2.77b)

dσ̃ak,bk

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

= −
(

γab + γba

2

)

σ̃ak,bk, (2.77c)

dσ̃bk,ak

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

intra

= −
(

γab + γba

2

)

σ̃bk,ak, (2.77d)

where γij gives the transition rate between the states, |i, k〉 and |j, k〉,
within the k-th doublet. These have the form,

γij =

(

2p + 1

2

)2

c2s2 SV(ωij)

h̄2
, (2.78)

where s = sin α, c = cos α and ωab = −ωba = −2∆E′/h̄.

Finally, we transform the inter-doublet contributions, Eqn. (2.73),

into the eigenstate basis, and combine them with the intra-doublet

terms, Eqn. (2.77), to obtain the full master equations of the system.

For sufficiently weak dissipation, ΓL(R) ≪ |ωab|, it is possible to sim-

plify the master equation significantly by making a further rotating

wave approximation (RWA). In this approximation, we only keep

terms which couple a population to a population or terms which

couple a coherence to another coherence with the same energy spac-

ing [69]. After this approximation the master equation takes the form,

dσ̃ak,ak′

dt
= Γ

p
aaσ̃ak1 ,ak′1

+ Γ
p
baσ̃bk1 ,bk′1

+ Γ
p+1
aa σ̃ak2 ,ak′2

+ Γ
p+1
ba σ̃bk2,bk′2

+ γ∆k
ba σ̃bk,bk′

− (Γ
p
ab + Γ

p
aa + Γ

p+1
ab + Γ

p+1
aa + γ∆k

ab + Γ∆k)σ̃ak,ak′ , (2.79a)

dσ̃bk,bk′

dt
= Γ

p
abσ̃ak1 ,ak′1

+ Γ
p
bbσ̃bk1 ,bk′1

+ Γ
p+1
ab σ̃ak2 ,ak′2

+ Γ
p+1
bb σ̃bk2,bk′2

+ γ∆k
ab σ̃ak,ak′

− (Γ
p
ba + Γ

p
bb + Γ

p+1
ba + Γ

p+1
bb + γ∆k

ba + Γ∆k)σ̃bk,bk′ , (2.79b)

dσ̃ak,bk′

dt
= −

(

Γ
p
aa + Γ

p
bb

2

)

σ̃ak1 ,bk′1
−
(

Γ
p+1
aa + Γ

p+1
bb

2

)

σ̃ak2 ,bk′2

−
(

ΓL + ΓR

2
+ γ∆k

coh + Γ∆k

)

σ̃ak,bk′ , (2.79c)
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where k1 = k − p, k2 = k − p − 1 and Γ
p
ij are the transition rates

between the states |i, k + p〉 → |j, k〉, which are given by,

Γ
p
aa = Γ

p
bb = ΓLc2s2, (2.80a)

Γ
p+1
aa = Γ

p+1
bb = ΓRc2s2, (2.80b)

Γ
p
ba = ΓLc4, (2.80c)

Γ
p+1
ba = ΓRc4, (2.80d)

Γ
p
ab = ΓLs4, (2.80e)

Γ
p+1
ab = ΓRs4. (2.80f)

We have also defined,

γ∆k
ij =







γij ∆k = 0,
(

2p+1
2

)2
SV(0)

h̄2 c2s2 ∆k 6= 0,
(2.81)

γ∆k
coh =







γab+γba
2 ∆k = 0,

[(

2p+1
2

)

(c4 + s4) + ∆k cos 2α
] (

2p+1
2

)

SV(0)

h̄2 ∆k 6= 0.

(2.82)

For the RWA to be valid, the incoherent decay rates must be much

smaller than the Bohr frequency associated with the doublets, which,

for p ≥ 1, results in the condition ΓL ≪ 2|Jp|/h̄ (since ΓL is the largest

decay rate). From Eqs. (2.65) and (2.75), we find that, h̄ΓL/|Jp| ∝

(R/RQ)(eV
(p)
res /J)2p−1. By tuning the gate voltage, V

(p)
res can take on

any value in the range 0 < (2p + 1)eV
(p)
res < EC, thus, for a given

value of R, the requirement that the RWA is valid puts a limit (which

becomes stricter as p increases) on the maximum voltage that can

be considered. Our interest here is in the regime where the SSET

charge dynamics are largely coherent, leading to sharp resonances in

the current, and hence we naturally focus on the regime where the

RWA is valid. Since these conditions can only be met in practice [66,

63, 65] for the lower values of p, we will concentrate on the p = 0, 1

resonances.

The master equations bear a strong resemblance to those which

describe the radiative cascade of quantum optics [69]. In the radiative

cascade, a laser field drives a two-level atom, and when the field is

treated quantum mechanically, the eigenstates of the system are atom-

field hybrids (dressed states). Decay processes lead to a cascade in

which photons are emitted, and the laser state moves progressively

towards lower photon numbers. Analogously, in the SSET, the states

{|a, k〉, |b, k〉} are like the atom-laser dressed states, with the island

charge states playing the role of the atom, and k like the state of the

laser. In this case, decay processes generate a cascade, in which the

system evolves towards states of ever increasing k.
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2.5.2.3 Effective two-level system

Although the full master equation for the SSET is rather complicated,

it is possible to derive a much simpler set by tracing over the charges

that have passed through the SSET. We define the full set of reduced

coherences,

ρ
q
ij(t) = ∑

k

〈i, k + q| σ(t) |j, k〉 , (2.83)

and, carrying out the trace over k, we obtain a much simpler matrix

equation,

d|ρq〉〉
dt

= (2iqeV +Mq)|ρq〉〉, (2.84)

where |ρq〉〉 = (ρ
q
aa, ρ

q
bb, ρ

q
ab, ρ

q
ba)

T. Within the RWA the form of the

evolution matrix, Mq, is given by,

Mq =













−(Γq + Γ
q
a) Γ

q
b 0 0

Γ
q
a −(Γq + Γ

q
b) 0 0

0 0 −(iωab + Γ
q
coh)

0 0 0 −(−iωab + Γ
q
coh)













,

(2.85)

where Γq = Γ∆k=q and the other rates are given by,

Γ
q
a = (ΓL + ΓR) cos4 α + γ

q
ba, (2.86)

Γ
q
b = (ΓL + ΓR) sin4 α + γ

q
ab, (2.87)

Γ
q
coh =

(ΓL + ΓR)(1 + 2c2s2)

2
+ γ

q
coh + Γq. (2.88)

By taking q = 0, we obtain the equation which describes the evolution

of the island charge. This is equivalent to the evolution matrices

presented earlier for the JQP and DJQP. The resulting master equation

describes a two-level system (TLS) which is both driven and damped.

The full density operator, σ, does not have a steady state, the sys-

tem cascades to increasing values of k, as charge tunnels though the

transistor. The reduced equations derived above, however, do have a

well defined steady state. All of the reduced coherences, where q 6= 0,

are zero in the steady state, ρ
q 6=0
ij = 0. The q = 0 case has the steady

state: ρ
aa(bb) = Γb(a)/(Γa + Γb), and ρab = 0. Note that here, and in

what follows we drop the superscripts on ρ and Γ for the case q = 0.

2.5.3 Average current

We now go on to calculate the steady state average current, 〈I〉, through

the transistor. The current is determined by the rate of change of the

number of Cooper-pairs which have crossed the device,

〈I〉 = 2e
d〈k̂′〉

dt
= 2e Tr[k̂′σ̇]. (2.89)
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Figure 2.10.: Current-voltage characteristics of the SSET in the vicinity of (a)
the p = 0 resonance (b) the p = 1 resonance. The current is
scaled by I0 = e(ΓL + ΓR) in each case. The values of the other
parameters are given in the text. In (a) we also show in the
dashed, red line the current calculated using the full voltage
dependence of the decay rate ΓR and the Hamiltonian.

We calculate only the dominant term, which comes from the lowest

order part of the k̂′ expansion, k̂(0) = k̂, as the next lowest order contri-

bution (from k̂(1)) vanishes and we neglect higher order contributions.

In this basis, the density matrix is diagonal, and so we do not need

to eliminate the coherences as we did for the DJQP. We can ignore

the contributions from the intra-doublet rates, since these are in ther-

mal equilibrium, and do not give any contribution to the average dc

current. This means that, in terms of the inter-doublet rates, we have,

〈I〉 = 2e
(

p
[

(Γ
p
aa + Γ

p
ab)ρaa + (Γ

p
bb + Γ

p
ba)ρbb

]

+(p + 1)
[

(Γ
p+1
aa + Γ

p+1
ab )ρaa + (Γ

p+1
bb + Γ

p+1
ba )ρbb

])

, (2.90)

which can be more compactly written by transforming the decays to

the charge basis,

〈I〉 = 2e
(

ρaas2 + ρbbc2
)

(pΓL + (p + 1)ΓR) . (2.91)

Within the regime where the RWA is valid, this matches the results

obtained previously [70, 45, 64] using a rate equation approach and

Fermi’s golden rule.

The current near the p = 0 and p = 1 resonances is shown in Fig.

2.10, for the typical parameter values [66, 63, 65] EC = 4EJ = 100 µeV,

T = 30 mK, a resistance for the embedding circuit R = 50 Ω, and we

have set ng = 0.1. The full lines in Fig. 2.10 show the current calcu-

lated with the decay rates, Jp and ∆E, given by their on-resonance

values. As the p = 0 resonance is very broad (in comparison to the

p = 1 resonance), we have also calculated the current including the

full voltage dependence of the relevant decay rate and the Hamilto-

nian (dashed curve in Fig. 2.10(a)).

The two resonances show rather different characteristics. The cur-

rent around the p = 0 resonance is broad and highly asymmetric.

This is because, in this case, purely dissipative processes can generate
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a dc current for V > Vres (incoherent Cooper-pair tunnelling [2]), as

can be seen from the energy level diagram in Fig. 2.9(b). The current

for the p = 1 resonance is much closer to the standard Lorentzian

form of a resonance, the small amount of asymmetry still present

arises from the intra-doublet transitions. For V < Vres, relaxation be-

tween the levels of the doublets (controlled by γab(ba)) hinders current

flow, whilst for V > Vres it helps it. This leads to a small asymme-

try in the current as a function of voltage which is only removed

when the temperature is sufficiently high such that γab ≃ γba, and a

Lorentzian shape is recovered.

Extending our calculation to include the regime where the RWA

is no longer valid, we find that the current peaks at the resonances

become suppressed. This is because, outside of the RWA, the system

is unable to build up the coherence between charge states necessary

for current to flow. This is consistent with Ref. [66], where this effect

was studied in detail.

2.6 summary

In this chapter, we have described the main transport mechanisms

which lead to dc current, in both the normal and superconducting

SET. For the normal SET, we saw that it was enough to use a classical

master equation description to give access to the full dynamics. For

the SSET, we needed to develop a full quantum description, includ-

ing both the coherent Hamiltonian evolution, as well as environment

induced dissipation. The dominant environment is different for the

different current carrying processes, for the JQP and DJQP quasipar-

ticles are present and generate dissipation and decoherence, for the

CPRs dissipation is induced by fluctuations in applied voltage source

due to impedances in the circuit.

In the following chapters, we will show how the master equations

we have just described can be used to investigate the fluctuations

in both the charge on the SSET island and the current through the

transistor.
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Part II.

Quantum Noise
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3
C H A R G E N O I S E

As we have seen in the previous chapter, quantities such as the

average current through the SSET, or the average charge on the

island, do not give any insights into the quantum mechanics of the

transport. Effective classical tunnelling models are enough to give

results, and the Cooper-pair transport can be modelled as a classical

stochastic process. In this chapter and the next, we will consider the

quantum noise spectra [71, 3] of the SSET, and show how information

contained in the noise can give more information about the under-

lying quantum mechanics of the transport. This chapter focuses on

the noise in the charge on the SSET island, in the following chapter

we will look at the noise in the current travelling through the SSET.

We will show how these quantities can give definite signatures of the

quantum mechanical nature of the dynamics. We will also describe

the quantum mechanical nature of the processes used to observe such

quantities.

In Sec. 3.1 we outline exactly what we mean by quantum noise

and describe how quantum noise differs from classical noise. Then in

Sec. 3.2 we show one way of experimentally accessing the quantum

noise, by coupling the system of interest to a harmonic oscillator. We

return to the SSET in Sec. 3.3, and discuss possible systems which

can be used to measure both the island charge and current noise.

The remainder of the chapter focuses on charge noise. In Sec. 3.4,

we begin by giving an outline of the technique which we use for

calculating the charge noise. This is followed in Secs. 3.5 and 3.6 by

reviews of previous calculations of the charge for the SSET close to

the JQP and DJQP resonances. Finally, in Sec. 3.7, we give a new

calculation of the noise close to the Cooper-pair resonances, discuss

how this differs from the other resonances, and analyse the back-

action when an oscillator is coupled to the SSET.

3.1 quantum noise

A fundamental part of the study of noisy classical processes involves

the calculation of two-time correlation functions of some observable

F, 〈F(t)F(0)〉 [3]. These quantities allow us access to information

about the nature of the fluctuations which are not available from just
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the steady state mean dynamics 〈F〉. An equivalent way of looking

at these two-time correlation functions is through their Fourier trans-

form, the noise spectral density, defined as,

Sclas
F (ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
eiωt〈δF(t)δF(0)〉 dt, (3.1)

where the average is taken over the stationary state probability distri-

bution, and δF = F − 〈F〉 quantifies fluctuations away from the mean.

For a classical quantity F, 〈δF(t)δF(0)〉 = 〈δF(0)δF(t)〉: the order

we do the measurements in doesn’t matter, furthermore 〈δF(t)δF(0)〉
must be a real quantity [72]. This then allows us to write the spectral

density as,

Sclas
F (ω) =

∫ ∞

0
2 cos ωt〈δF(t)δF(0)〉 dt, (3.2)

which is symmetric in frequency, Sclas
F (ω) = Sclas

F (−ω) [3].

Similarly, the study of quantum noise is concerned with the two time

correlation functions of quantum mechanical operators, 〈F̂(t)F̂(0)〉. It

is again convenient to work with the quantum noise spectral density,

which is defined in an analogous way to the classical quantity [71, 3],

SF(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
eiωt〈δF̂(t)δF̂(0)〉 dt, (3.3)

where the average is now taken over the stationary density matrix,

and we have defined the operator, δF̂ = F̂ − 〈F̂〉. Since F̂(t) and

F̂(0) do not necessarily commute, we have, 〈F̂(t)F̂(0)〉 6= 〈F̂(0)F̂(t)〉.
In fact, the situation is complicated even further: the product of

two Hermitian operators is, in general, no longer Hermitian, and

so 〈F̂(t)F̂(0)〉 can be complex, and therefore is unobservable [3]. The

spectral density, however, is real. As long as the average is taken

in the stationary state, we may write, for some Hermitian Hamilto-

nian, H, which describes the full unitary evolution of the system and

environment,

〈F̂(t)F̂(0)〉 = Tr[eiHt F̂e−iHtF̂ρ] = Tr[F̂e−iHtF̂eiHtρ] = 〈F̂(0)F̂(t)〉∗.

(3.4)

Here we have used the cyclic property of the trace [71],

Tr[ABC] = Tr[CAB] = Tr[BCA], (3.5)

and the fact that, in the steady state, [ρ, H] = 0, along with the as-

sumption that our observable F = F† is Hermitian. This allows us to

write the noise spectrum as,

SF(ω) = 2Re
∫ ∞

0
eiωt〈δF̂(t)δF̂(0)〉 dt, (3.6)
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which is real and so, in principle, can be observed, but the quantum

noise spectrum is not symmetric in frequency. Measurement of an

asymmetric noise spectrum is a signature of quantum dynamics [3].

As a simple example of the difference between quantum and clas-

sical noise, consider the position noise spectrum of a harmonic oscil-

lator in thermal equilibrium with an external bath [3],

Sx(ω) = 2Re
∫ ∞

0
eiωt〈δx̂(t)δx̂(0)〉 dt. (3.7)

The two time correlation function can be calculated as,

〈x̂(t)x̂(0)〉 = 〈x̂(0)x̂(0)〉 cos ω0t + 〈 p̂(0)x̂(0)〉sin ω0t

ω0
, (3.8)

where ω0 is the frequency of the oscillator and p̂ is the operator for

the oscillator’s momentum. We use units with h̄ = M = 1, with

M the mass of the oscillator. We have changed to using x̂ instead

of δx̂, since in thermal equilibrium, 〈x̂〉 = 0. In the classical limit,

〈 p̂x̂〉 = 0, since the position and velocity of a thermal oscillator are

uncorrelated. In the quantum case, since x̂ and p̂ do not commute,

we find [3], 〈 p̂(0)x̂(0)〉 = −i/2. Using this, and the fact that the

stationary state of a harmonic oscillator in thermal equilibrium at

temperature T, is given by the Bose distribution, nB(ω0), we find that

the two-time correlation function is,

〈x̂(t)x̂(0)〉 = 1

2ω0

[

nB(ω0)e
iω0t + (nB(ω0) + 1)e−iω0t

]

, (3.9)

which gives the noise spectrum,

Sx(ω) =
π

ω0
[nB(ω0)δ(ω + ω0) + (nB(ω0) + 1)δ(ω − ω0)] . (3.10)

This expression is asymmetric at low temperatures, T ≪ ω0, and

becomes symmetric in the high temperature limit, where nB(ω0) ≈
nB(ω0) + 1. Thus, as expected, it is only necessary to use a quantum

mechanical description when T ≪ ω0 for a harmonic oscillator [3].

Even though the quantum noise spectrum is real, and so there is no

formal reason why it should not be observable, it is not immediately

obvious how to measure it. It is necessary to find a detector which

can distinguish between the noise power at positive and negative fre-

quencies. In the following section, we will show how this is possible

using an auxiliary quantum system coupled to the device of interest.

3.2 linear response

In the previous section, we outlined a definition of the quantum noise

spectrum. We showed that the spectrum is real, and so now the obvi-

ous question to ask is, how do we go about measuring such a quan-

tity? To do this we must couple the system to an external device
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SYSTEM

weak coupling
harmonic oscillator

Figure 3.1.: Schematic representation of the system-oscillator coupling
Hamiltonian, Eqn. (3.11).

known as a quantum spectrum analyser [3]; a quantum mechanical sys-

tem which can distinguish between noise at positive and negative fre-

quencies. Examples of such systems which have been used in recent

experiments include quantum two level systems [73, 74, 3], Josephson

junctions [75, 9] and quantum harmonic oscillators [76, 10, 8, 3].

In this section, we will give an overview of a calculation showing

how a quantum harmonic oscillator can be used as a quantum spec-

trum analyser, closely following the approach outlined in Ref. [3].

The harmonic oscillator will be the most relevant example when we

return to consider the SSET in the remainder of the chapter, since

the noise has been measured in this way in a number of experi-

ments [10, 8]. The calculation for a two-level system follows along

similar lines [3].

We examine the behaviour of a harmonic oscillator weakly coupled

to an operator in our system, the set-up is shown schematically in

Fig. 3.1. To calculate the dynamics we use the ideas of linear response

theory [77, 3]. We consider the case of linear coupling between the

system operator F̂ and the position of the oscillator, which gives the

coupling Hamiltonian the form,

Hint = AF̂x̂, (3.11)

where x̂ = â + â† is the dimensionless position operator for the oscil-

lator and A is the coupling strength. In the weak coupling limit we

may use perturbation theory to obtain expressions for the transition

rates between eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator, induced by the

interaction with the system, by using Fermi’s golden rule. These are

given by [3],

Γn→n+1 = A2(n + 1)SF(−ω0) = (n + 1)Γ↑, (3.12)

Γn→n−1 = A2nSF(ω0) = nΓ↓, (3.13)

where Γi→j is the transition rate between the Fock states, |i〉 and |j〉,
of the oscillator, ω0 is the frequency of the oscillator, and SF(ω) is the

quantum noise spectrum of the system. We have defined the rates,

Γ↑ = A2SF(−ω0) and Γ↓ = A2SF(ω0), for compactness.

We see from these expressions that fluctuations in the system op-

erator F̂ at the frequency of the oscillator cause transitions between

eigenstates. We also see that the rates to go up an energy level and to
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drop down an energy level are proportional to the noise at negative

and positive frequencies respectively, and so we begin to see how the

dynamics of the oscillator can measure the quantum noise.

To proceed, we use these rates to construct a simple master equa-

tion for the probability that the oscillator is in state |n〉,

Ṗ(n) = nΓ↑P(n − 1) + (n + 1)Γ↓P(n + 1)

− (nΓ↓ + (n + 1)Γ↑)P(n), (3.14)

which then has the stationary state distribution,

Pst(n) = exp

(

− nω0

TBA(ω0)

)[

1 − exp

(

− ω0

TBA(ω0)

)]−1

. (3.15)

We can map this onto the distribution which would be measured

in an oscillator in thermal equilibrium, as long as we identify the

(frequency dependent) effective temperature due to the back-action of

the system on the oscillator as,

TBA(ω) =
ω

ln
(

SF(ω)
SF(−ω)

) . (3.16)

This can equally be written as an effective Bose occupation number

for the oscillator,

nBA(ω) =
1

exp
(

ω
TBA(ω)

)

− 1
=

[

SF(ω)

SF(−ω)
− 1

]−1

. (3.17)

The back-action arises because of the coupling between the system

and the oscillator. This means that the dynamics of the system have

an effect on the oscillator, in principle we also expect the dynamics of

the oscillator to effect the system, but as we only consider the lowest

order contributions, this effect is ignored within the linear response

formalism [77, 3].

More information can be gained by looking at how the oscillator

reaches this steady state. We can write an equation for the average

energy of the oscillator,

〈E〉 =
∞

∑
0

ω0

(

n +
1

2

)

P(n), (3.18)

which is given by,

〈Ė〉 = γBA(ω0)

[

ω0

(

nBA +
1

2

)

− 〈E〉
]

(3.19)

where the effective damping rate is given by the asymmetric part of

the noise,

γBA(ω) = A2(SF(ω)− SF(−ω)). (3.20)
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We note that the energy equation (3.19) has the expected stationary

solution for a harmonic oscillator with an average of nBA quanta,

〈E〉 = ω0 (nBA + 1/2).

If the oscillator is also in contact with another thermal bath which

forms the rest of its environment (excluding the coupled system),

then these results can be generalised [78, 79, 80]. If the external en-

vironment can be characterised by a thermal occupation number next

and a damping rate γext, then the total effective damping and occu-

pation number of the oscillator are found to be,

γeff = γBA + γext, (3.21)

neff =
γBAnBA + γextnext

γBA + γext
. (3.22)

We see from these that, if the back-action damping is positive and

the back-action temperature is smaller than the external tempera-

ture nBA < next, then the system can be used to cool the oscilla-

tor to temperatures lower than its thermal environment [15, 57, 10].

The effective damping can also become negative if the noise satisfies

SF(ω) < SF(−ω), this can lead to instabilities in which the oscilla-

tor undergoes self-sustained oscillations [15, 46] (we will not consider

this behaviour in detail here).

The effective damping rate and temperature of the oscillator are

linearly independent quantities, and thus, if both can be measured,

the noise spectrum at ±ω0 can be constructed. Hence, a harmonic

oscillator can be used to measure the quantum noise spectrum at its

natural frequency [8, 3].

3.3 noise in the sset

We return now to think about the SSET. Recent experiments have

probed the dynamics of SSET-resonator systems in which the res-

onator is coupled to either the island charge [10] or the current [8]

of the SSET. The charge noise, with F̂ = n̂, can be probed by cou-

pling a nanomechanical beam to the gate of the SSET, the position

of the beam then changes the gate capacitance, affecting the charge

on the island. The coupling Hamiltonian is then as in Eqn. (3.11),

with the system operator being the island charge. It is also possible

to probe the noise in the current through the SSET [8]. In this type

of experiment a harmonic oscillator, made from an LC circuit, is cou-

pled directly into the current travelling through one of the leads of

the SSET, this then creates a coupling Hamiltonian as in Eqn. (3.11),

but now the relevant operator is, F̂ = Î, the current through the SSET.

The charge noise is the simplest of these quantities to analyse. The

dynamics of n̂ is entirely contained within the evolution of the sim-

ple reduced density operator, ρ (when the counting variable, NL, has

been traced out, see Sec. 2.3), and so it is a system operator, with re-

spect to this simple master equation. This fact allows us to use the
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quantum regression theorem (detailed in the following section) to calcu-

late the noise. The current noise is a more complex quantity, since

the current is not represented by a system operator, and more com-

plex techniques need to be developed, we will describe these fully in

chapter 4.

3.4 calculating the charge noise - the quantum regres-

sion theorem

We have seen in the previous chapter how the dynamics of open

quantum systems can be described by a master equation within the

Born-Markov approximations. In general, this allows us to write the

evolution of the density operator as,

d|σ〉〉
dt

= L|σ〉〉, (3.23)

where L is a superoperator which fully describes both the coherent

and incoherent dynamics of the system. In this section we will show

it is possible to calculate the charge noise spectra of the SSET from

an equation of this form. To do this, we need to develop a technique

for calculating the two-time correlation functions. A convenient basis

for the Hilbert space of the SSET, as seen in the previous chapter, is

{|n, NL〉}, where NL counts the number of charges in the left-hand

reservoir, and n is the excess island charge.

Since the charge noise does not depend on the counting variable,

NL, we can simply trace it out to obtain a finite equation of motion as

in the previous chapter. We define,

ρ = TrNL
[σ], (3.24)

which then has the equation of motion in Liouville space,

d|ρ〉〉
dt

= M|ρ〉〉. (3.25)

We now go on to show how this equation of motion can be used to

calculate the charge noise spectrum,

Sn(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
eiωt〈δn̂(t)δn̂(0)〉 dt. (3.26)

To be able to calculate the spectrum, it is simplest to start by calculat-

ing 〈n̂(t)n̂(0)〉, and simply subtract the average part, 〈n̂(0)〉2, at the

end. To do this we use the quantum regression theorem [81, 82], this

states that, for a Markovian master equation, a two-time correlation

function has the same evolution equation as the mean value and so

can be written, for the system operator F̂ [83, 71] as,

〈F̂(t)F̂(0)〉 = Tr[F̂eMtF̂ρst], (3.27)
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where t > 0. From this, we can write the correlation function of the

island charge in Liouville space,

〈n̂(t)n̂(0)〉 = 〈〈0|ňeMtň|0〉〉. (3.28)

where we use ň to differentiate the Liouville space superoperator

from the Hilbert space operator, n̂. We have also introduced the row

vector, 〈〈0|, which is the left eigenvector of M with eigenvalue 0. This

corresponds to the trace operation in Hilbert space, i.e. 〈〈0| is a vector

which has 1 in elements which corresponding to diagonal elements

of the density matrix, and zero for coherences, this then ensures that

〈〈0|ρ〉〉 = 1 for all valid density matrices, |ρ〉〉.
The time evolution operator is only defined for t > 0, and so, to

find the negative time part required in the definition of the noise

spectrum, we use the relation, 〈n̂(0)n̂(t)〉 = 〈n̂(t)n̂(0)〉∗ (discussed

in Sec. 3.1). We can calculate the exponential in the evolution by

introducing the set of left and right eigenvectors which diagonalise

M, defined by,

M|λi〉〉 = λi|λi〉〉, 〈〈λi|M = 〈〈λi|λi, (3.29)

this then lets us write the exponential,

eMt = ∑
i

eλit|λi〉〉〈〈λi|, (3.30)

where we have assumed the set of eigenvectors, {|λi〉〉}, form an or-

thonormal basis and we have neglected the possibility of degeneracy.

These results together allow us to Fourier transform Eqn. 3.28 and

find an expression for the charge noise,

Sn(ω) = −2 ∑
i 6=0

Re

( 〈〈0|ň|λi〉〉〈〈λi|ň|0〉〉
iω + λi

)

. (3.31)

We do not include the i = 0 term in the sum which corresponds to

the eigenvector |0〉〉. It is given by,

Re

( 〈〈0|ň|0〉〉〈〈0|ň|0〉〉
iω

)

, (3.32)

and so this is the δ(ω) contribution of 〈n̂〉2 which is subtracted from

the definition of the noise in Eqn. (3.3).

In the remainder of this chapter, we present a series of calculations

of this charge noise spectrum for the various resonances in the SSET

introduced in chapter 2. We begin by looking at the JQP and DJQP,

the charge noise at these resonances has been previously calculated

using slightly different methods [4, 14, 57, 15] and so we give a review

of the results and do not discuss in detail the effects of the noise on

an oscillator. However, the results for the Cooper-pair resonances are
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new and so we give much more detail. We also give a full analysis of

the behaviour of an oscillator in the linear response regime; we give

explicit calculations of the damping and effective temperature of the

oscillator for two very different frequency regimes, those typical of

a nanomechanical resonator and also an LC oscillator. We choose to

focus on the CPRs, since the transport at these resonances is fully co-

herent: it is entirely due to Cooper-pair oscillations, no quasiparticles

are involved. This suggests that the CPRs might be a good candidate

for a very low noise process which could cool an oscillator to temper-

atures lower than those found by coupling to the JQP or DJQP [15].

3.5 josephson quasiparticle resonance

We begin by calculating the charge noise spectrum for the SSET close

to the JQP resonance, the Born-Markov model for this system was

outlined in Sec. 2.3. To calculate the charge noise, we need the terms

which make up Eqn. (3.31); the full eigenspectrum of the evolution

matrix, along with the superoperator for the charge. To find the ň

superoperator we need to find a representation of the Hilbert space

operator, n̂, in Liouville space. We know that n̂ acts as,

n̂ρ =









0 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 2

















ρ00 0 ρ20

0 ρ11 0

ρ02 0 ρ22









=









0 0 2ρ20

0 ρ11 0

0 0 2ρ22









. (3.33)

We then wish to find the superoperator which acts in the same way as

this, i.e. we need to find the superoperator ň, such that ň|ρ〉〉 gives the

same result as Eqn. (3.33) in the basis |ρ〉〉 = (ρ00, ρ11, ρ22, ρ02, ρ20)T

defined in Sec. 2.3. The ň superoperator is therefore given by the

diagonal Liouville space matrix,

ň = diag[0, 1, 2, 0, 2]. (3.34)

Diagonalising the 5 × 5 matrix, M, for the JQP (Eqn. (2.41)) is ana-

lytically quite complicated, and so we turn to exact numerical diago-

nalisation, except for a few limits where the analytic result is simple

enough to be informative.

3.5.1 Zero frequency spectrum

We begin by examining the noise at ω = 0. This represents the aver-

age of the fluctuations over time since it is given by

Sn(0) =
∫ ∞

−∞
〈δn̂(t)δn̂(0)〉 dt (3.35)

and so gives information about the overall nature of the fluctuations.
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Figure 3.2.: Zero frequency charge noise Sn(0) as a function of EJ/Γ for var-
ious detunings, close to the JQP resonance. The solid, black line
is δ = 0, the dashed, red line is δ = Γ and the dotted, blue line
is δ = 2Γ.

We show results for the dimensionless zero frequency charge noise,

ΓSn(0), in Fig. 3.2, where we show the variation as a function of EJ/Γ,

for various detunings δ. We see in the two extreme limits, EJ/Γ ≪ 1,

and EJ/Γ ≫ 1, the noise vanishes. In the EJ/Γ ≪ 1 limit, this is

because the system is always stuck in the n = 0 island state, with

very rapid incoherent transitions taking the system instantly through

the states n = 2 and n = 1, this means that the island charge does not

fluctuate. In the opposite limit, EJ/Γ ≫ 1, the system has two states

in which it spends a large amount of time: the rapid Cooper-pair

oscillations mean the system is in a state |n〉 ∝ |0〉+ |2〉, an infrequent

quasiparticle decay can then take the system to the definite island

state n = 1. Both of these states have the same expectation value

of island charge 〈n̂〉, and so fluctuations between them do not cause

noise in n, hence the zero frequency noise again vanishes. Between

these limits, where EJ ≈ Γ, the noise shows a maximum at the point

where the island charge fluctuates rapidly. Detuning the Cooper-pair

resonance by choosing δ 6= 0 smears out the charge noise profile, the

maximum noise is reduced. These results agree with those calculated

elsewhere [4, 15].

3.5.2 Finite frequency noise

We can also evaluate the noise at frequencies away from zero. We

show results in both the coherent (EJ ≫ Γ) and incoherent (Γ ≪ EJ)

transport limits in Figs. 3.3 (a) and (b) respectively. We begin by dis-

cussing the coherent limit. In this case, the picture to have in mind of

the dynamics is that a large number of Josephson oscillations occur

between infrequent quasiparticle events. After the first quasiparti-
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Figure 3.3.: Charge noise spectrum near the JQP. In (a) we show the coherent
limit where EJ = 5Γ, the parameters are δ = 0 (solid, black line),
δ = Γ (dashed, red line) and δ = −Γ (dotted, blue line). In (b)
we show the incoherent spectrum, EJ = 0.1Γ, the parameters
are δ = 0 (solid, black line), δ = 0.5Γ (dashed, red line) and
δ = −0.5Γ (dotted, blue line).

cle tunnels off the island we have to wait a long time, stuck in the

island state n = 1, until another quasiparticle tunnels off and the

Cooper-pair oscillations can start again. The large amount of coher-

ent oscillations lead to correlations in the charge state of the island

at the oscillation frequency which give the large spectral peaks seen

in Fig. 3.3 (a). In the small detuning limit, δ ≪ Γ, the heights of the

peaks are given by,

ΓSn(±EJ) =
4

3

(

1 ∓ 2δ

EJ

)

, (3.36)

we see that detuning from resonance introduces asymmetry to the

heights of the peaks as shown in the figure. When the detuning is

positive, δ > 0, resonant oscillation requires the emission of energy

to the environment, and so the negative frequency peak is enhanced.

The converse is true for δ < 0, enhancing the positive frequency peak.
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The asymmetry in Sn(ω) leads to a non-zero value for the damping

of an oscillator weakly coupled to the island charge, as we can see

from the results of Sec. 3.2 and, in particular, Eqn. (3.20) [15]. When

the positive frequency peak is larger, the damping is positive and

the SSET cools the oscillator [10]. When the negative peak is larger

the damping is negative and the SSET pumps energy into the oscil-

lator [46, 47]. The physics behind this process is very similar to that

used in sideband cooling of trapped ions in which the absorption

spectra of the ions shows very similar asymmetries [84].

In the incoherent limit, there is a different picture of the dynamics,

in this case a very slow Josephson oscillation is immediately inter-

rupted by two fast quasiparticle decays, which take the system back

to the initial island charge state n = 0. This means that we now do

not see side-peaks in the spectrum since there are no correlations at

the frequency of the Cooper-pair oscillations. We only see incoherent

correlations which occur around ω = 0. Detuning the system still

introduces an asymmetry, as this moves the maximum in the noise to

ω ≈ −δ.

The evolution between these two regimes can be seen in Fig. 3.4,

where we show the frequency dependent noise as a function of EJ/Γ

for both the on resonance system, (a), and when the system is de-

tuned from resonance, (b). We see that the single incoherent peak at

small EJ/Γ splits into two resonant peaks as the Cooper-pair oscilla-

tion frequency is increased above Γ. When the detuning is non-zero,

the symmetry of the spectrum disappears, and the negative frequency

peak dominates the spectrum, as explained above. In the incoherent

limit, the negative frequency peak is the only one present, the pos-

itive frequency peak only starts to appear at larger values of EJ/Γ,

when the coherent oscillations have a significant effect.

3.6 double josephson quasiparticle resonance

We now go on to present results for the charge noise near the DJQP

resonance, using the model described in detail in Sec. 2.4. The charge

noise is calculated in exactly the same way as for the JQP, but now

the time evolution is given by the 8 × 8 matrix from Eqn. (2.54), and

the superoperator for the island charge is given by,

ň = diag[0, 2, 0, 2,−1, 1,−1, 1], (3.37)

where the basis for the density matrix in Liouville space is |ρ〉〉 =
(ρ00, ρ22, ρ02, ρ20, ρ−1−1, ρ11, ρ−11, ρ1−1)

T, as in Sec. 2.4. Using these re-

sults, and the general expression, Eqn. (3.31), we are able to find the

charge noise spectrum. Again, analytic diagonalisation is complex,

except for a few specific limits where the results are simple enough

to be useful. So we mostly use numerical techniques to find the eigen-

vectors of M.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4.: Frequency dependent charge noise spectrum near the JQP as a
function of EJ/Γ for (a) δ = 0 and (b) δ = Γ.

3.6.1 Zero frequency

We again start by examining the fluctuations at ω = 0. The results

for this quantity are shown in Fig. 3.5 for various values of detuning.

We can find an analytic expression for the noise in this limit, and for

zero detuning, we find,

ΓSn(0) =
1

2

(

1 +
Γ4 + 4Γ2E2

J

2Γ2E2
J + 4E4

J

)

. (3.38)

In the limit EJ ≪ Γ, which is considered in Ref. [14], we obtain con-

sistent results. At δL = δR = 0, the noise is a decreasing function of

EJ/Γ, which diverges at EJ → 0, and has the limit ΓSn(0) → 1/2 for

large EJ/Γ.

The behaviour is different to that found for the JQP in Fig. 3.2, the

noise does not vanish in the extreme limits of EJ/Γ → 0, ∞. In the

limit EJ/Γ ≪ 1, the dynamics are well modelled by the incoherent

model presented in Sec. 2.4.2. There is a slow Cooper-pair transition
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Figure 3.5.: Zero frequency charge noise Sn(0) as a function of EJ/Γ for vari-
ous detunings close to the DJQP resonance. The solid, black line
is δL = 0, the dashed, red line is δL = Γ and the dotted, blue line
is δL = 2Γ. All results are at δR = 0.

from state n = 0 to n = 2, at a rate γ = E2
J /Γ, followed by an instant

quasiparticle decay to state n = 1. There is then another slow Cooper-

pair transition to the state n = −1, and another instant quasiparticle

decay back to n = 0. This means that the system fluctuates between

the island states n = 0 and n = 1, at a switching rate given by γ,

which goes to zero in this limit, giving rise to a divergence in the

noise. In the coherent limit EJ/Γ ≫ 1, the Cooper-pair oscillations

build up coherence, as for the JQP, and so the system spends its time

in either the state |n〉 ∝ |0〉 + |2〉 or |n〉 ∝ |−1〉 + |1〉 which have

different values of 〈n〉, and so again fluctuations between these states

cause the noise to be finite. Detuning from resonance decreases the

noise for all values of EJ/Γ, the suppression is maximised when the

timescales for the incoherent and coherent processes match (around

the dip in Fig. 3.5).

3.6.2 Finite frequency

We now go on to consider the finite frequency noise. We first look at

the spectrum in the coherent transport limit, where EJ ≫ Γ, shown

in Fig. 3.6 (a). The structure consists of three peaks, one centred at

ω = 0 and the others at ω = ±EJ . The height of the central peak is

approximately 1/2, with only a weak dependence on detuning, the

heights of the side-peaks are given by,

ΓSn(±EJ) = 4

(

1 ∓ δL + δR

EJ

)

, (3.39)

where we have assumed small detuning δL, δR ≪ Γ. The side-peaks

arise in a very similar way to those at the JQP, the island charge is

highly correlated on the timescale of the Cooper-pair oscillation. De-
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Figure 3.6.: Charge noise spectrum near the DJQP. In (a) we show the coher-
ent limit where EJ = 5Γ, the parameters are δL + δR = 0 (solid,
black line), δL + δR = Γ (dashed, red line) and δL + δR = −Γ

(dotted, blue line). In (b) we show the incoherent spectrum,
EJ = 0.1Γ, the parameters are δL + δR = 0 (solid, black line),
δL + δR = 0.5Γ (dashed, red line) and δL + δR = −0.5Γ (dotted,
blue line).

tuning the system from resonance again changes the relative heights

of the sidepeaks, if δL + δR > 0 the negative frequency peak is en-

hanced, whereas the converse happens if δL + δR < 0. As with the

JQP resonance, we can think of this in terms of the SSET’s preference

to absorb or emit energy to undergo resonant oscillations. If the reso-

nances are detuned such that the Cooper-pairs need to absorb energy

to move between the island and the lead, then the negative frequency

part of the spectrum is increased; the opposite occurs if the detuning

is such that the Cooper-pairs need to emit energy. The only differ-

ence between this and the results for the JQP is that it is now the

sign of δL + δR, which determines the relative heights, since it is the

average preference for absorbing/emitting energy of both junctions

which matters.
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Figure 3.7.: Charge noise spectrum as a function of frequency and voltage
around the (a) p = 0 and (b) p = 1 Cooper-pair resonances. The
resonances occur at the point where the central peak disappears.

In the incoherent limit the spectrum is very different, the sidepeaks

are suppressed because of the lack of coherence, and we are just left

with a large central peak (the zero frequency noise is much larger at

low values of EJ/Γ). Detuning from resonance still introduces asym-

metry to the spectrum, but this much less pronounced than in the

coherent case, due to the lack of sidepeaks.

3.7 cooper-pair resonances

We now turn to consider the charge noise properties of the SSET close

to the Cooper-pair resonances. Near the Cooper-pair resonances the

island charge operator is more complicated than for the JQP and

DJQP. The full representation of the operator n̂′ can be written as

a series expansion in terms of powers of the Josephson coupling J (as

we did for k̂′), n̂′ = n̂(0) + n̂(1) + . . ., as described in appendix B. In

the small J/eV limit for which our model is valid (see Sec. 2.5) the

dominant contribution to the spectrum comes from the zeroth order

terms in the expansion, n̂(0) = n̂, and so we consider these terms

first. The higher order terms in n̂′ give rise to weaker features in the

spectrum, which we go on to calculate in Sec. 3.7.2.
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For the Cooper-pair resonances it is possible to find an exact ex-

pression for the charge noise since the eigenbasis evolution matrix

(the q = 0 case of Eqn. (2.85)) is straightforward to exactly diago-

nalise and we are able to find the full set of left and right eigenvectors

normailsed such that 〈〈λ|λ〉〉 = 1,

|0〉〉 = 1

Γpop













Γb

Γa

0

0













, 〈〈0| = (1, 1, 0, 0), (3.40)

|−(Γpop〉〉 =
1

2













1

−1

0

0













, 〈〈−Γpop| =
2

Γpop
(Γa,−Γb, 0, 0), (3.41)

|−iωab − Γcoh〉〉 =













0

0

1

0













, 〈〈−iωab − Γcoh| = (0, 0, 1, 0), (3.42)

|iωab − Γcoh〉〉 =













0

0

0

1













, 〈〈iωab − Γcoh| = (0, 0, 0, 1), (3.43)

where Γpop = Γa + Γb.

We also need the superoperator representation of the charge oper-

ator. This can be found by noting that the charge operator in Hilbert

space is given by,

n̂ρ =

(

naa nab

nba nbb

)(

ρaa ρab

ρba ρbb

)

, (3.44)

where we note that in the eigenstate basis the charge operator is not

diagonal as it was for the JQP and DJQP. We can then construct the

Liouville space representation

ň =













naa 0 0 nab

0 nbb nba 0

0 nab naa 0

nba 0 0 nbb













, (3.45)
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where we use the basis |ρ〉〉 = (ρaa, ρbb, ρab, ρba)
T, as in Sec. 2.5. This

superoperator is then used to construct the charge noise spectrum

using Eqn. (3.31),

Sn(ω) = 2ρaaρbb(naa − nbb)
2 Γpop

ω2 + Γ2
pop

+ 2n2
ab

(

ρbbΓcoh

(ω − ωab)2 + Γ2
coh

+
ρaaΓcoh

(ω − ωba)2 + Γ2
coh

)

. (3.46)

Examples of the spectrum as a function of frequency and voltage

around the p = 0 and p = 1 resonances are shown in Fig. 3.7. In both

cases the spectrum consists of three Lorentzians and has a similar gen-

eral form to that seen at the JQP and DJQP resonances. This triplet

structure is exactly what is expected for a coherent TLS in the pres-

ence of dissipation [69, 80] and is very similar to the Mollow triplet

observed in the resonance fluorescence cascade [69]. The central peak

around zero frequency arises due to incoherent fluctuations between

eigenstates, its height is determined by |naa − nbb|, the difference in

average charge between the |a〉 and |b〉 eigenstates. This peak disap-

pears when the system is tuned to resonance since the eigenstates are

equal mixtures of charge states.

The sidepeaks arise at ω = ±ωab due to coherent oscillations be-

tween the eigenstates. The heights of the sidepeaks are controlled

by the steady state populations of the eigenstates, which is what pro-

vides the asymmetry between the negative and positive frequency

peaks, and the width is given by the rate at which the coherences

decay, Γcoh (see Eqn. (2.88)). Note that the spacing of the sidepeaks

is much larger for p = 0, the splitting is typically of order Jp=0 ∼
25 GHz, compared to Jp=1 ∼ 1 GHz for the p = 1 resonance. This

means that finite temperature effects are not as important in the p = 0

resonance. When the systems is tuned directly to resonance the spec-

trum is not perfectly symmetric, as it was for the other resonances,

this effect is purely because of the presence of the incoherent intra-

doublet transitions which mean that the populations of the eigen-

states are not equal on resonance.

3.7.1 Coupling to an oscillator

We now calculate the effective temperature and damping experienced

by an oscillator coupled to the SSET tuned near to the CPRs. We will

explore the back-action effect of the SSET on resonators in two differ-

ent regimes of frequency, Ω = 100 MHz and Ω = 4 GHz, correspond-

ing to different physical realisations of the resonator. The 100 MHz

frequency is typical of a nanomechanical resonator [25], whilst the

4 GHz frequency matches that of superconducting striplines [85] or

LC resonators [8]. We focus on the p = 1 resonance from now on
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Figure 3.8.: Charge noise, Sn, as a function of ∆E for (a) Ω = 100 MHz and
(b) Ω = 4 GHz oscillator. Solid (blue) lines are Sn(Ω), dashed
(red) lines are Sn(−Ω). The inset in (a) shows the region around
the minimum where the difference between the two curves is
most pronounced.

since the sidepeaks of the p = 0 resonance are too wide to have any

significant effect, even for a high frequency LC oscillator.

Figure 3.8 shows the charge noise as a function of the detuning

from resonance for Ω = ±100 MHz and Ω = ±4 GHz. At 100 MHz

the spectrum is very symmetric, Snn(Ω) ≈ Sn(−Ω) because the side-

peaks have very little weight at this frequency. In this case maximum

asymmetry is achieved at the centre of the resonance (∆E = 0), when

the spacing of the outer peaks is minimized. In contrast, at 4 GHz, the

spectrum is highly asymmetric as here the sidepeaks cross through

this frequency.

The curves for Sn(±Ω) are not simply reflections of each other,

as would be expected for a classically driven TLS [80], or other res-

onances in the SSET such as the JQP and DJQP [15, 57]. This asym-

metry occurs for the same reason that the current peak is not a sim-

ple Lorentzian; the intra-doublet decay rates are not symmetric be-

tween ±∆E. Similar effects are seen in a driven TLS [86], when the
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Figure 3.9.: Back-action damping, γBA, [(a)-(b)] and effective occupation
number, nBA, [(c)-(d)] of an oscillator weakly coupled to the
SSET. (a) and (c) are for Ω = 100 MHz, (b) and (d) for Ω =
4 GHz.

temperature dependence of the relaxation rate is taken into account.

The behaviour of the driven TLS, where Sn(Ω, ∆E) = Sn(−Ω,−∆E),
is recovered in the high temperature limit where the intra-doublet

transition is saturated, γab = γba. We can understand how the intra-

doublet decays lead to this asymmetric behaviour in terms of effective

temperatures. The intra-doublet decays drive the eigenstate popula-

tions towards an equilibrium distribution which corresponds to the

temperature of the bath, this is constant and always positive. How-

ever, the inter-doublet rates drive the SSET to an equilibrium point

whose effective temperature varies strongly with ∆E and, in particu-

lar, changes sign when ∆E = 0. The competition between these two

behaviours causes the asymmetry in this system [15, 57].

In Fig. 3.9 we plot the back-action damping, γBA, calculated using

Eqn. (3.20) from the charge noise for Ω = 100 MHz and Ω = 4 GHz.

The size of the damping depends on the asymmetry of the noise

spectrum. The small asymmetry in the low frequency noise spec-

trum gives the damping a very small magnitude, but for the high

frequency resonator it is much larger. The lack of symmetry in the

noise spectrum, Sn(Ω, ∆E) 6= Sn(−Ω,−∆E), leads to quite different

magnitudes for the damping at ±∆E, with the anti-damping peak

suppressed by the intra-doublet decays for both the high and low

frequency cases.

When a resonator is coupled to the SSET its steady state is deter-

mined by a combination of the back-action of the SSET and the influ-
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ence of the rest of the resonator’s surroundings which are in thermal

equilibrium at a temperature Text, and give rise to a damping rate γext.

The overall occupation number of the resonator, neff, is given by Eqn.

(3.22). At a given external temperature, the SSET can be used to cool

the resonator provided provided nBA < next, where next is the occu-

pation number which corresponds to Text. Such cooling is important

when attempting to reach the vibrational ground state of nanome-

chanical resonators with frequencies in the MHz range, as even at

temperatures below 100 mK they will still contain a large number of

thermal quanta [10, 78, 79, 80].

Figures 3.9(c) and 3.9(d) show the behaviour of nBA (plotted as

1/nBA to emphasize the behaviour near minimas) around the reso-

nance at 100 MHz and 4 GHz. For Ω = 100 MHz, the minimum in

nBA occurs when the system is tuned directly to resonance, where

the central peak in the noise spectrum vanishes. For the typical de-

vice parameters we have chosen (given in Sec. 2.5.3), we find a mini-

mum of nBA ≈ 37, which corresponds through the expression nBA =

(exp(h̄Ω/kBTBA) − 1)−1 to an effective temperature TBA ≈ 29 mK,

only slightly lower than the bath temperature, T = 30 mK. This re-

sult is, however, dependent on T through the intra-doublet rates and

the relative cooling potential does improve at higher bath tempera-

tures, for example TBA ≈ 37 mK for T = 50 mK and TBA ≈ 50 mK for

T = 80 mK.

The cooling potential of the CPRs is less than was found for the

JQP or DJQP resonances [15], where it was found that, in principle,

these resonances are capable of cooling a MHz oscillator from around

500mK to as low as 50mK. The main problem with using the SSET

tuned to a Cooper-pair resonance to cool a mechanical resonator is

the spacing of the peaks in the noise spectrum. For effective cooling,

we need the frequency of the resonator to match the separation of the

peaks. This cannot be achieved at low frequencies in this device since

the minimum intra-doublet spacing (and hence minimum peak split-

ting) 2Jp/h̄ is in the GHz range. Trying to engineer a device where

this splitting was much smaller would lead to a deterioration in the ef-

fectiveness of the cooling because of the effect of thermal noise on the

SSET itself: the asymmetry in the peaks would be reduced and they

would also be broadened (this would take the system outside both

the regime where the RWA is valid and also the resolved sideband

limit where optimal cooling can be achieved [78, 79]). In contrast, for

a driven TLS [80], the potential for cooling is much greater as it is pos-

sible to tune the drive (which corresponds to the Josephson coupling

in our system) and it is the difference between this frequency and the

level separation of the TLS (both of which can be much greater than

kBT/h̄) that sets the spacing of the sidepeaks in the corresponding

noise spectrum.
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Figure 3.10.: Sn(1)(ω) in the vicinity of the p = 1 resonance (a) and (b) show
the spectrum at frequencies around h̄ω = ±2eV respectively.
A schematic illustration of the processes giving rise to the spec-
tral features is shown in (c). This illustrates the inter-doublet
transitions and the corresponding frequencies of the features
they give rise to.

3.7.2 Higher order spectral features

The full charge noise spectrum close to the CPRs also contains con-

tributions at other frequencies far from ω = 0. These arise from the

higher order contributions in the perturbative expansion of n̂′. In

this section we investigate the most significant of these high order

terms, which arises from the 〈n̂(1)(t)n̂(1)(0)〉 term in the expansion.

The form of n(1) is calculated in appendix B,

n̂(1) = −∑
k

J

2peV
|0, k〉 〈1, k + 1/2|

+
J

2(p + 1)eV
|0, k〉 〈1, k − 1/2|+ h.c., (3.47)

for p ≥ 1, in the case p = 0 the first term is not present. When this

is transformed to the eigenstate basis it contains terms proportional

to |i, k〉 〈j, k + q|, with q = ±p,±(p + 1), for p = 0 only terms q = ±1

are present. As an example we calculate the corresponding spectrum,

Sn(1)(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
〈n̂(1)(t)n̂(1)(0)〉eiωtdt, (3.48)

for the p = 1 resonance (note that in the steady state 〈n̂(1)〉 = 0 and

so we do not need to work with the operator δn̂(1)). To do this we

use a slightly different technique. The states linked by n̂(1) are not

present in our definition of ρ and so we need to use a different set of
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reduced master equations. For the p = 1 resonance these correspond

to Eqn. (2.84) with the values of q = ±1,±2, which include the correct

coherences. We can then construct the relevant two-time correlation

using the regression theorem.

We find that the spectrum consists of triplets of peaks centred on

the frequencies h̄ω = 2qeV, with the sidepeaks separated by the intra-

doublet level spacing in each case. The triplets with q = ±1 and

q = ±2 simply differ by a constant prefactor and a slight modifica-

tion to the decay rates, and so we concentrate here on just the q = ±1

case. The spectrum around h̄ω = ±2eV is shown in Figs. 3.10(a)

and 3.10(b). The peaks in this part of the spectrum arise from first

order Josephson coupling between states at the relevant frequency

differences. We show the relevant transitions and their frequencies in

Fig. 3.10(c). Since this spectrum occurs at higher order in the pertur-

bation theory the magnitude of Sn(1)n(1) is much smaller than it was

for the zeroth order spectrum (Fig. 3.7). The central peak in both

Figs. 3.10(a) and 3.10(b) is the same, because the transitions which

give rise to these peaks always link corresponding states within the

two doublets (i.e. an a state with an a state or a b state with a b) for

both the positive and negative frequency processes as shown in Fig.

3.10(c). However, the sidepeaks of the two triplets are quite differ-

ent. The weights of the sidepeaks are proportional to |nq
ij|2ρii, where

n
q
ij = ∑k 〈i, k + q| n(1) |j, k〉, and i(j) is the initial (final) state for the

relevant transition. This means that each of the four sidepeaks has a

different combination of matrix element and population.

Far from the resonance, only one of the three peaks is present in

each triplet. In this region the eigenstates are very close to the charge

states, and since the Josephson effect only couples the states |0, k〉
and |1, k + 1/2〉, we find that each state is only coupled to one other.

Very close to the resonance all of the peaks appear, the eigenstates are

mixtures of charge states, and so transitions between all of the states

in the doublets can occur.

The features seen in this part of the spectrum arise because the

system is not as simple as a true TLS, they arise from couplings be-

tween different doublets and hence require more than two energy

levels. The frequencies at which the features in this part of the spec-

trum occur, ∼ 100 GHz, are much larger than the range that can be

probed with a stripline resonator. However, it might be possible to

observe the noise at this frequency in a different kind of experiment,

in which the SSET is instead coupled to another mesoscopic conduc-

tor, such as a SIS junction, which is sensitive to fluctuations at such

high frequencies [65, 87].
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3.8 summary

In this chapter we have described an efficient technique for calculat-

ing the charge noise spectrum in systems described by a Born-Markov

master equation. We have presented results for the three transport cy-

cles in the SSET which we introduced in chapter 2. The charge noise

gives much more information about the dynamics than can be ob-

tained from mean quantities. All of the resonances show the same

basic behaviour. In the coherent limit, there are three peaks, one at

ω = 0 which is due to incoherent fluctuations, and two at ω = ±J

where here J is the relevant oscillation frequency. The relative heights

of the side-peaks are controlled by which way the system is detuned

from resonance. The ability to change the symmetry of the spectrum

by changing the operating point allows the SSET to both extract en-

ergy from or pump energy into a harmonic oscillator weakly coupled

to the gate of the SSET. We examined this behaviour in detail for

two different experimentally interesting frequencies for the case of

the Cooper-pair resonances. It turned out that the frequency scale

set by the Josephson coupling means that the cooling potential of the

CPRs is not as good as it is for the JQP or DJQP. We also found that

for the Cooper-pair resonances there are further sets of peaks in the

spectrum at higher frequencies, which arise because of the terms at

higher order in the expansion of n̂′.
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4
C U R R E N T N O I S E

Much recent attention has focused on the way in which the

counting statistics of transferred charge through a conductor

can give insights into its dynamics [2]. Transport of electrons through

even a classical tunnel junction is stochastic in nature, this leads to the

idea that examining the distribution of these tunnel events can give a

detailed understanding of the dynamics of the transport [1, 2, 5]. Pre-

vious work using Born-Markov master equations has concentrated

on systems in which the transport can be described by a classical

stochastic process [88, 89, 58, 90] in which the variable, N, that counts

the number of charges passing through a particular point in the cir-

cuit is a definite quantity. In the few results where this is not the case,

the calculated quantity has always been the symmetrised noise [4, 55].

In this chapter we develop a method for calculating the unsym-

metrised noise in the current through the SSET, which is closely re-

lated to the second moment of the classical distribution, and show

how this can be used to predict the back-action on an oscillator (as

discussed in Sec. 3.2). This requires a more sophisticated technique

than those already available; the current through the SSET unavoid-

ably involves quantum coherence, the counting variable can be in

a superposition involving a Cooper-pair on both the left and right

sides of the junction. We show how it is possible to develop a simple

expression for the current noise in systems which involve quantum

coherent oscillations and apply this to the different transport mech-

anisms in the SSET, paying particular attention to the noise at DJQP

which has been measured recently in the experiment of Ref. [8].

The outline of this chapter is as follows. Firstly, in Sec. 4.1, we

explain the differences between quantum and classical current noise

and discuss why unsymmetrised noise is difficult to calculate in the

presence of quantum coherence. In Sec. 4.2 we outline our new tech-

nique for calculating the unsymmetrised current noise. We then use

this technique to calculate the noise close to the DJQP resonance in

Sec. 4.3, these results are compared to those obtained in a recent ex-

periment, Ref. [8]. In Secs. 4.4 and 4.5 we give results for the current

noise close to the JQP and CPRs respectively.
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4.1 classical and quantum current noise

In a classical device the charge transferred, and therefore the current,

is fully described by its probability distribution. For example, con-

sider counting the particles tunnelling through one junction of the

normal state SET1. The particles involved in the transport have either

passed through the junction or not, and so one can write down a full

classical probability distribution, P(N, t), which contains all of the in-

formation about the statistics of N [2]. It is usual to write this quantity

in terms of a moment generating function [2],

P(χ, t) = ∑
N

eiχN P(N, t), (4.1)

where all of the information about transferred charge is now encoded

in the counting field χ. This then allows easy calculation of all the

moments of the distribution [2],

〈Nm〉 = ∂m

∂(iχ)m
P(χ, t)

∣

∣

∣

∣

χ=0

. (4.2)

The current and higher order moments can then be calculated as, for

example, 〈I〉 = 〈Ṅ〉. This type of expression can even be used to

calculate the noise when the internal dynamics are quantum mechan-

ical [88, 89, 58, 90], in this case it is possible to define a probability

distribution by tracing out the internal degrees of freedom,

P(N, t) = Trint[ρ(N, t)], (4.3)

following this, the standard classical techniques can be used.

It is also possible to generalise these techniques to calculate the

finite frequency noise [58, 90]. Previous studies have devoted much

attention to calculating either the zero-frequency [91, 92, 93] or finite

frequency symmetrised [94, 55, 4, 92, 95] noise. The symmetrised noise

is of interest because it is this quantity which is measured by a de-

vice that is insensitive to differences between positive and negative

frequency fluctuations [74, 3] such as a normal state SET [96, 97] or

quantum point contact [98]. It is given by,

S
sym
I (ω) =

1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
eiωt〈

{

δ Î(t), δ Î(0)
}

〉 dt, (4.4)

where {A, B} = AB+ BA is the anti-commutator. From the results of

Sec. 3.1, we see that for systems which can be described by a classical

distribution (ignoring any effects of non-Markovian transport [99, 90,

100]) the current noise spectrum must be symmetric [88, 2]. However

this is not the case for systems involving Josephson junctions, such as

the SSET. In these systems, the counting variable can be in a coherent

1 We only consider the regime where the system is described by a Markovian master

equation.
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superposition, Cooper-pairs can be in a quantum state in which they

are both on the left and right side of the junction.

Here we focus on calculating the quantum current noise (as defined

in Sec. 3.1). Recent experimental progress has made it possible to ob-

serve the asymmetric parts of the noise by coupling the current to a

quantum spectrometer, using the ideas of linear response outlined in

Sec. 3.2. This type of measurement has been performed in a variety

of systems where quantum effects are important, such as in supercon-

ducting tunnel junctions [101, 75], quantum point contacts [102, 103],

a carbon nanotube quantum dot in the Kondo regime [104], as well

as in various transport processes in the SSET [9, 65, 8]. To this end,

here we concentrate on developing a simple and efficient method for

calculating the asymmetric part of the noise which occurs within the

Born-Markov approximations. Previous studies have calculated the

non-Markovian asymmetric noise [99, 90, 100], however these effects

only become relevant at much higher frequencies than are typically

observed in experiments involving SSETs2. The technique which we

develop here is able to explicitly calculate the asymmetric noise in

systems with steady state coherence, induced in the SSET by the pres-

ence of the Josephson junctions, this was not considered in the previ-

ous non-Markovian calculations.

4.2 calculating the current noise

In this section we present a technique for calculating the noise in fluc-

tuations of the current for a device whose dynamics are described by

a generic Born-Markov master equation as in Eqn. (3.23). In Liouville

space this equation has the form,

d|σ(t)〉〉
dt

= L|σ(t)〉〉. (4.5)

To calculate the charge noise the procedure from here was simple:

the dynamics of the island charge are contained within the reduced

density operator, ρ (see Eqn. (3.24)), and the regression theorem then

gives the two-time correlation function which can be used to find the

noise spectrum (see Sec. 3.4).

For the current noise we cannot simply trace out the dependence

on the counting variable, N, as we did for the charge noise. When

considering the current, it is the counting variable which contains all

of the relevant information. This means we still have the problem

that L, which describes the evolution of the full density matrix, σ,

is infinite and does not have a well defined steady state. Motivated

2 For the SSET the Markov approximation starts to break down at frequencies ω >

EC [55] which is much higher than, for example, the frequency of the oscillator used

to measure the noise in Ref. [8] or even the typical frequency of the Josephson oscil-

lations.
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by the classical techniques discussed in the previous section, we in-

troduce the Fourier transformed density operator, which is similar to

Eqn. (4.1),

ρij,q(χ) = ∑
N

〈i, N| eiχN̂σ |j, N + q〉 = ∑
N

eiχN 〈i, N| σ |j, N + q〉 , (4.6)

where the second equality comes from the fact that |i, N〉 is an eigen-

state of N̂. Here q is chosen appropriately for the coherences present

in the problem. The density matrix has elements which are labelled

with i and j and q is simply used as a label which allows us to keep

track of the coherence in N. We have introduced χ, a counting field,

which includes all of the information about N̂. This is very similar

to the way in which counting fields are introduced for classical prob-

lems [2], but to include quantum coherence we make sure that χ is the

conjugate field to the operator N̂. We note that our choice of the defini-

tion of ρij,q(χ) is, in some sense, arbitrary: we could equally have de-

fined, for example, ρij,q(χ) = ∑N 〈i, N| σeiχN̂ |j, N + q〉, and obtained

the same final results, as long as we were consistent throughout.

We can write an evolution equation for the Liouville space repre-

sentation of this Fourier transformed density operator,

d|ρ(χ, t)〉〉
dt

= M(χ)|ρ(χ, t)〉〉. (4.7)

The superoperator M can then be calculated from the full evolution

using the definition of ρ,

ρ̇ij,q(χ) = [M(χ)ρ(χ)]ij,q = ∑
N

eiχN 〈i, N| Lσ |j, N + q〉 . (4.8)

When χ = 0, the evolution superoperator, M(χ), reduces to the evo-

lution for the internal charge dynamics of the island, which we used

in chapters 2 and 3.

Given ρ(χ, t), one can obtain the (time dependent) average of any

operator and, in particular, of N̂,

〈N̂(t)〉 ≡ Tr[N̂(t)σ] = 〈〈0|∂|ρ(χ, t)〉〉
∂iχ

∣

∣

∣

∣

χ=0

, (4.9)

where 〈〈0| is the vector equivalent to the trace operation in Hilbert

space, as introduced in Sec. 3.4. This then gives motivation for the def-

inition of ρ(χ) in Eqn. (4.6), we introduced the Fourier transformed

density operator to allow the simple calculation of quantities like the

one above.

This then gives a simple way of calculating the particle current by

taking a time derivative 〈 Î(t)〉 ≡ ±d〈N̂(t)〉/dt,

〈 Î(t)〉 = ± 〈〈0|
(

M(χ)
∂eM(χ)t

∂iχ
+M′(χ)eM(χ)t

)

|ρ0〉〉
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

χ=0

, (4.10)
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where the choice of sign arises from the particular counting variable,

N, chosen. For example, if N = NL counts the number of particles

in the left reservoir of the SSET, then a decrease in N represents a pos-

itive current, whereas if N = NR is the number of particles in the

right reservoir, then an increase in N is a positive current. In this ex-

pression, |ρ0〉〉, is the initial density matrix, and a prime indicates a

derivative with respect to iχ. The first term of (4.10) vanishes, since

〈〈0|M(0) = 0. This relation follows from the conservation of proba-

bility, 〈〈0|ρ(0, t)〉〉 = 1, and the equation of motion for |ρ(0, t)〉〉, given

by Eqn. (4.7),

d〈〈0|ρ(0, t)〉〉
dt

= 〈〈0|M(0)|ρ(0, t)〉〉 = 0, (4.11)

which must be true for all |ρ〉〉, and so we find 〈〈0|M(0) = 0.

For the second term of Eqn. (4.10), as we have already seen for

the charge degree of freedom, the process is stationary: |ρ〉〉 has a

well defined steady state. This implies that limt→∞ eM(0)t|ρ0〉〉 = |0〉〉
for any initial vector |ρ0〉〉. The resulting simple expression for the

stationary current is then,

〈 Î〉 = ±〈〈0|M′(0)|0〉〉 , (4.12)

which, as we will show later, gives the same result as the simple

counting methods shown in chapter 2.

We can now go on to consider the current-current correlation func-

tion,

SI(t1, t2) ≡ 〈 Î(t1) Î(t2)〉 − 〈 Î(t1)〉〈 Î(t2)〉. (4.13)

The first term can be written, using our definition of the current op-

erator, Î(t) = dN̂(t)/dt, as follows,

〈 Î(t1) Î(t2)〉 =
∂

∂t1

∂

∂t2
Tr[N̂(t1)N̂(t2)σ(t = 0)] . (4.14)

To find the noise spectrum we need to calculate this quantity for both

t1 > t2 and t1 < t2, but since the quantum regression theorem3 [69]

(see the previous chapter) only gives forward time evolution we first

define for t1 > t2,

f (t1, t2) = 〈N̂(t1)N̂(t2)〉. (4.15)

We can then calculate the t1 < t2 part by using the relation 〈N̂(t2)N̂(t1)〉 =
f (t1, t2)∗, as we did for the charge noise. The correlation function is

then,

SI(t1, t2) = ∂t1
∂t2 [Θ(t1 − t2) f (t1, t2) + Θ(t2 − t1) f (t1, t2)

∗]

− 〈 Î(t1)〉〈 Î(t2)〉, (4.16)

3 We are able to use the regression theorem since we have included the counting

variable as a system operator in our Born-Markov description.
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with Θ(t) the Heaviside step function. We can now use the regression

theorem to obtain the correlator f (t1, t2) for t1 > t2,

f (t1, t2) = Tr
[

ŇeL(t1−t2)ŇeLt2σ(t = 0)
]

, (4.17)

where Ň is the superoperator representation of the counting operator

N̂, constructed in the same way as the island charge superoperator ň

in the previous chapter (see, for example, Eqn. (3.33)).

Finally, we express (4.17) as a scalar product in Fourier space, by

converting the Ň superoperators to χ derivatives,

f (t1, t2) = 〈〈0| ∂

∂iχ

[

eM(χ)(t1−t2)
∂

∂iχ
eM(χ)t2

]

|ρ0〉〉 . (4.18)

Performing the time and χ derivatives (see appendix C), we find

that SI(t1, t2) only depends on the time difference, t = t1 − t2, in the

stationary limit, t2 → ∞ and the correlation function reads,

SI(t) = δ(t)Re〈〈0|M′′|0〉〉+ 〈〈0|M′eMtM′|0〉〉
+ 〈〈0|M′e−MtM′|0〉〉∗ − 〈I〉2, (4.19)

where the χ = 0 argument is omitted for brevity.

This expression can then be Fourier transformed and simplified by

introducing the set of orthonormal eigenvectors of M(0), as we did

for the charge noise, and we find the compact expression,

SI(ω) = Re〈〈0|M′′|0〉〉− 2 ∑
i 6=0

Re

( 〈〈0|M′|λi〉〉〈〈λi|M′|0〉〉
iω + λi

)

. (4.20)

Given the full χ dependent evolution matrix M(χ) and its eigenba-

sis, we now have simple expressions for both the charge and current

noise.

At first sight, Eqn. (4.20) looks rather similar to expressions ob-

tained by calculating probabilities for given numbers of charges, N,

to have passed into the leads, such as in Refs. [105, 58, 60]. However,

there is a crucial difference: these calculations assume that there is no

coherence between states with different N. Our choice of basis for σ

allows us to express the counting operator N̂ as a simple derivative

with respect to iχ, leading to the expression (4.20), which takes fully

into account coherence in N. Including such coherences is inherently

problematic for methods based on the counting statistics of charges in

the leads, as discussed in Refs. [55, 106]. The presence of steady state

coherence leads to issues when defining a classical counting variable

at t = 0, since it is not in a definite state [55]; we have overcome this

by using the full evolution of the density operator which keeps track

of the coherence in a consistent way.

In the following sections we go on to calculate these evolution ma-

trices and, from these, the noise spectrum for the different transport
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processes in the SSET, as introduced in chapter 2. We also note that

this technique is able to shed light on the problems encountered in

calculating the current noise through a double quantum dot coupled

to a thermal bath, encountered in Ref. [107]. In this system it was

found, using the previously available techniques, that the noise in

the current between the dots, where quantum coherence is vital for

the transport, violates charge conservation. Using our technique, this

problem does not arise. These results are presented in appendix D.

4.3 double josephson quasiparticle resonance

We begin by calculating the quantum current noise around the DJQP

resonance, described in detail in section 2.4. A recent experiment that

probed the asymmetry in the current noise [8] provides motivation

for us to study the full quantum problem, and go beyond the semi-

classical symmetric results which already exist in certain limits [14,

55]. The previous calculations were only able to obtain the noise in

the limits where the off-diagonal elements of the steady state density

matrix are suppressed, since, in this case, it is possible to use the

classical expressions to find the symmetrised noise.

To calculate the full quantum noise, we need to construct an explicit

form for the evolution matrix, M(χ), used in the expression for the

noise Eqn. (4.20). Since the SSET has two junctions, there are two

possible counting variables to use, NL, the number of particles in

the left reservoir, and NR, the number in the right reservoir. In the

calculations we give throughout the remainder of this chapter we will

use NL unless otherwise mentioned. The calculations involving NR

follow the same procedures.

There are eight elements in the Fourier transformed density matrix

for the DJQP, each corresponds to one of the elements in the reduced

density matrix we used for the island charge (see Eqn. (2.54). We then

wish to find evolution equations for each of these which will form the

Liouville space vector,

|ρ(χ)〉〉 = (ρ00,0, ρ22,0, ρ02,−2, ρ20,2, ρ−1−1,0, ρ11,0, ρ−11,0, ρ1−1,0)
T, (4.21)

we see that the label q keeps track of the coherence. All of the terms

which are diagonal or only involve coherence at the right-hand junc-

tion have q = 0, while the two terms which involve coherence have

q = ±2. As an example, we start by calculating the evolution equa-

tion for ρ00,0(χ). The full evolution of the density matrix is given by

Eqn. (2.50). From this and the description in Sec. 2.4, we find that the

relevant expression in the evolution of σ is given by,

〈0, NL| σ̇ |0, NL〉 = ΓL 〈1, NL + 1| ρ |1, NL + 1〉
+ iJ(〈2, NL − 2| ρ |0, NL〉 − 〈0, NL| ρ |2, NL − 2〉), (4.22)
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which, when we Fourier transform, yields,

ρ̇00,0(χ) = ∑
NL

〈0, NL| eiχN̂L ρ̇ |0, NL〉

= ∑
NL

eiχNL [Γ 〈1, NL + 1| ρ |1, NL + 1〉

+ iJ(〈2, NL − 2| ρ |0, NL〉 − 〈0, NL| ρ |2, NL − 2〉)]. (4.23)

The first term is straightforward, this only involves diagonal elements

and represents the incoherent, classical quasiparticle decay at the left

junction and is given by,

∑
NL

〈1, NL + 1| ρ |1, NL + 1〉

= ∑
NL

eiχ(NL−1) 〈1, NL| ρ |1, NL〉 = e−iχρ11,0(χ), (4.24)

where we have simply shifted the sum over NL by one to make sure

that we obtain something which matches with the definition of one

of the elements of ρ. The other terms involve coherence and so we

have to make sure that we shift each term by an appropriate amount

so that we can again match with the relevant definition of ρ,

∑
NL

eiχNL(〈2, NL − 2| ρ |0, NL〉 − 〈0, NL| ρ |2, NL − 2〉)

= e2iχρ20,2 − ρ02,−2. (4.25)

We note here that it is in the definition of these coherent terms that

we make sure Eqn. (4.9) is satisfied and we ensure χ is conjugate to

the operator N̂.

We can perform a similar calculation to obtain the evolution of the

off diagonal elements, for example,

〈0, NL| σ̇ |2, NL − 2〉 = iJ(〈2, NL − 2| σ |2, NL − 2〉− 〈0, NL| σ |0, NL〉)

−
(

iδL +
ΓR

2

)

〈0, NL| σ |2, NL − 2〉 , (4.26)

which gives,

ρ̇02,−2(χ) = ∑
NL

〈0, NL| eiχN̂L σ̇ |2, NL − 2〉

= iJ
(

e2iχρ22,0 − ρ00,0

)

−
(

iδL +
ΓR

2

)

ρ02,−2. (4.27)
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The other required terms are obtained in a similar way. Combining

these results with those for the evolution of the other elements, we

are able to find the evolution matrix in Fourier space as,

M(χ) =



































0 0 −iJ iJe2iχ ΓLe−iχ 0 0 0

0 −ΓR iJe−2iχ −iJ 0 0 0 0

−iJ iJe2iχ G−
L 0 0 0 0 0

iJe−2iχ −iJ 0 G+
L 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −ΓL 0 −iJ iJ

0 ΓR 0 0 0 0 iJ −iJ

0 0 0 0 −iJ iJ G−
R 0

0 0 0 0 iJ −iJ 0 G+
R



































.

(4.28)

This matrix contains all of the information describing the internal

(charge) dynamics of the system. The matrix has precisely the same

form as Eqn. (2.54) if we take χ = 0, but it now also contains infor-

mation about how charge passes through the transistor in the phase

χ. We have been able to represent the evolution of the system in the

full (infinite) Hilbert space of |n, NL〉 in this finite evolution matrix.

As a simple example, we will use M(χ) to calculate the average

current, and show that this agrees with the result calculated using the

rate equation approach of Sec. 2.4.2. We use Eqn. (4.12). This requires

M′(0) (obtained from Eqn. (4.28)) and the following quantities,

〈〈0| = (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), (4.29)

|0〉〉 = 1

4E2
J + 2Γ2 + 4(δ2

L + δ2
R)



































E2
J + 4δ2

L + Γ2

E2
J

−2EJδL + iEJΓ

−2EJδL − iEJΓ

E2
J

E2
J + 4δ2

R + Γ2

2EJδR + iEJΓ

2EJδR − iEJΓ



































, (4.30)

where we have again simplified the result by assuming ΓL = ΓR = Γ

(see Sec. 2.4). When multiplied out this gives an expression for the

average current,

〈I〉 =
3E2

J Γ

2Γ2 + 4E2
J + 4(δ2

L + δ2
R)

, (4.31)

which is the same as that found in Eqn. (2.58).
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We could equally have defined a counting variable, NR, which

counts the charges in the right-hand reservoir. This gives an evo-

lution in which the phase variable appears in the bottom right part

of the matrix,

M(χ) =



































0 0 −iJ iJ ΓL 0 0 0

0 −ΓR iJ −iJ 0 0 0 0

−iJ iJ G−
L 0 0 0 0 0

iJ −iJ 0 G+
L 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −ΓL 0 −iJ iJe−2iχ

0 ΓReiχ 0 0 0 0 iJe2iχ −iJ

0 0 0 0 −iJ iJe−2iχ G−
R 0

0 0 0 0 iJe2iχ −iJ 0 G+
R



































,

(4.32)

which naturally leads to the same average current as Eqn. (4.28).

These matrices can now be used to calculate the current noise. As

for the charge noise, we use a combination of exact numerical diago-

nalisation and analytic limiting cases to analyse the behaviour.

A useful dimensionless quantity to consider when discussing the

current noise is the Fano Factor [1] defined as,

F(ω) =
SI(ω)

〈I〉 , (4.33)

this quantity allows us to easily compare our results to those obtained

for an uncorrelated Poissonian system, which has F(ω) = 1 [2]. Sys-

tems with noise such that F(ω) > 1 are said to be super-Poissonian,

this is usually a sign that the transport is bunched at the frequency ω.

If the noise has F(ω) < 1, the transport is usually anti-bunched and

this is referred to as sub-Poissonian noise. Quantum mechanical pro-

cesses can lower the Fano factor below what is classically expected [2].

4.3.1 Zero frequency noise

We begin by calculating the zero-frequency Fano factor through the

left-hand junction. This quantity has already been calculated using

semi-classical approaches [14, 55]. By charge conservation arguments

this quantity must be the same at both junctions of the SSET [108].

It is possible to find a simple analytic expression for the Fano factor

given by,

F(0) =
3

2

(

1 −
2E2

J (3Γ2 − δ2)

(Γ2 + δ2 + 2E2
J )

2

)

, (4.34)

where δ = δL + δR. This matches the result obtained in Refs. [14, 55].
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Figure 4.1.: The zero frequency Fano factor as a function of the ratio EJ/Γ.
The black line shows the full quantum result, the red, dashed
line shows the results of an incoherent calculation.

For given system parameters, Γ and EJ , the noise is minimised by

choosing δ = 0; detuning from resonance enhances the noise. We

show the on-resonance Fano factor as a function of EJ/Γ in the black

solid line of Fig. 4.1. In the two limits EJ ≫ Γ and EJ ≪ Γ, the

noise goes to F(0) → 3/2, this can be thought of in terms of the ef-

fective charge transferred: in each cycle 3/2 electrons are transferred

per junction [55]. There is a dip in the noise around EJ ≈ Γ, with a

minimum of 3/8 when EJ = Γ/
√

2 [55]. This can be compared to the

results obtained for a normal state SET, where the minimum noise of

F(0) = 1/2 is found when the timescales for tunnelling at both junc-

tions match, ΓL = ΓR. This causes the noise to be sub-Poissoinain,

since when an event occurs at one junction, it is unlikely to followed

immediately by another. We see the same behaviour in the SSET

when the timescales for Josephson oscillations, EJ , and incoherent

tunnelling, Γ, are of the same order.

We can also calculate the zero frequency noise for the incoherent

model presented in Sec. 2.4.2 (in particular using the evolution matrix

Minc from Eqn. (2.55)), from this we find the result (at zero detuning),

Finc =
3

2

(

1 −
2E2

J Γ2

(Γ2 + 2E2
J )

2

)

, (4.35)

this is shown as the red, dashed line in Fig. 4.1. This has the same

qualitative form as the full calculation, but F(0) < Finc(0) for all

choices of EJ/Γ: coherence suppresses the noise below what is ex-

pected for classical charge transport. A process which is quantum

coherent is more ordered than a classical incoherent process and so

is less noisy [55].
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Figure 4.2.: Frequency dependent Fano factor, FL(ω). (a) Weak quasiparticle
tunnelling regime EJ/Γ = 5: δL = 0 (black solid line), δL = Γ

(blue dashed line) and δL = −Γ (red dotted line). (b) Strong
quasiparticle tunnelling regime EJ/Γ = 0.02: δL = 0 (black solid
line) and δL = 0.2Γ (blue dashed line). In all cases, δR = 0 and
ΓL = ΓR = Γ, neglecting the voltage dependence of the rates.

4.3.2 Frequency dependent noise

The key advantage of our technique over those presented elsewhere [4,

55] is that it allows us to calculate the full unsymmetrised frequency

dependent current noise. We now consider the noise through the left

junction, SL(ω), and the associated Fano factor, FL(ω), for a given set

of system parameters. We note that, at finite frequencies, we need

to distinguish between the noise through the left and right junctions

since there is, in general, no simple relation between the two quan-

tities away from ω = 0. However, since the junctions of the SSET

at the DJQP resonance are symmetric, provided one assumes (as we

do here) that the junctions are identical, the symmetries inherent in

the DJQP cycle mean that we obtain the same noise spectrum at each

junction, but with the replacement δL ↔ δR.
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Figure 4.3.: The effect of changing δR on the Fano factor in the left-hand
junction FL(ω). The parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.2, with
δL = 0. The black, solid line shows δR = 0, the red, dashed line
δR = Γ and the blue, dotted line shows δR = −5Γ.

Figure 4.2 shows the frequency dependent Fano factor for the left

junction. We can distinguish two different behaviours corresponding

to weak (EJ/Γ ≫ 1) and strong (EJ/Γ ≪ 1) quasiparticle tunnelling.

For EJ/Γ ≫ 1, shown in Fig. 4.2(a), coherent Cooper-pair oscillations

lead to strong peaks in the spectrum at ω ≃ ±EJ . The dynamics in

this regime can be thought of as a series of Josephson oscillations, in-

terrupted by very infrequent quasiparticle decays [55], and so the cur-

rent is highly correlated at the frequency of the Josephson oscillations,

leading to the large super-Poissonian peaks seen in the spectrum. We

can obtain an analytic expression for the noise at the resonant fre-

quency, and find, at linear order in δL and for δR = 0, that the peaks

have heights,

FL(±EJ) =
16EJ(EJ ∓ 2δL)

9Γ2
, (4.36)

and width ∝ Γ, since the resonance is broadened by the quasiparticle

decays. For δL < 0, the positive frequency part of FL(ω) is enhanced,

since resonant oscillation in the SSET involves absorption of energy.

This leads to an enhancement of the noise at the resonant frequency:

energy exchange with the environment is necessary for the oscilla-

tions to occur. The opposite process occurs for δL > 0, resonant

oscillation in this case requires the SSET to emit energy into the en-

vironment. The value of δR influences the magnitude of FL(ω), but

not its asymmetry, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Detuning the resonance at

the right hand junction affects the flow of current, but not the relative

probabilities of energy absorption and emission at the left junction.

For EJ/Γ ≪ 1, as in Fig. 4.2(b), there are no peaks in FL(ω). The

quasiparticle decays occur on a timescale much shorter than the Cooper-

pair oscillations, so the current does not feature coherent oscillations
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Figure 4.4.: Frequency dependent noise spectrum using the same parame-
ters as Fig. 4.2(b). Comparison of the results of an incoherent
model (green, dashed line) and the full quantum calculation
(black, solid line).

and the peaks are absent. The only feature in the spectrum is a dip

around ω = 0, with FL = 3/2 for |ω| ≪ E2
J /Γ (as was seen in the

zero frequency calculation), this then increases to FL = 5/3 on a scale

determined by E2
J /Γ ≪ |ω| ≪ Γ. This dip has the same origin as the

Lorentzian dip seen in the finite frequency spectrum of the normal

state SET. In that system, the frequency dependent noise is given by,

F(ω) = 1 − 2ΓLΓR

Γ2
T + ω2

, (4.37)

where ΓL(R) is the decay rate at the left(right)-hand junction, and ΓT =
ΓL + ΓR. This corresponds to a Lorentzian dip around zero frequency

which occurs because the large charging energy of the system means

that it is unlikely that two tunnel events occur in the same junction

on timescales shorter than the decay time of system. For the DJQP,

the same thing happens, an event at the left junction needs to wait

for an event at the right junction before another can occur at the left

junction, leading to the same dip around ω = 0.

For high frequencies, ω ≫ EJ , Γ, we find FL(ω) → 1/3, indepen-

dent of all system parameters (though the Born-Markov approach

breaks down eventually in the limit of very high frequencies ω ≫ EC).

This sub-Poissonian noise arises because Cooper-pairs contribute to

the current, but not to the high frequency noise. To illustrate this, we

make a comparison with the results of the incoherent model, based

on Eqn. (2.55), in Fig. 4.4. This model is derived by assuming that
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the Cooper-pair transitions are simply quasiparticle transitions with

charge 2e, resulting in the evolution matrix,

Minc =













−γL γLe2iχ Γe−iχ 0

γLe−2iχ −(γL + Γ) 0 0

0 0 −(γR + Γ) γR

0 Γ γR −γR













, (4.38)

from which we can calculate the current noise using Eqn. (4.20).

We see that the two curves match exactly at low frequencies, the

dip is well described by a model of incoherent transport, but at high

frequencies the incoherent model predicts FL(ω) → 5/3. In the

quantum calculation at high frequencies, only the quaisparticles con-

tribute, and so only 1 out of 3 charge carriers per cycle contribute

to the noise. In the incoherent model, the Cooper-pairs are treated

as quasiparticles with charge 2e, and so we obtain the same result as

in a tunnel junction in which quasiparticles of charge e and 2e carry

current.

4.3.3 Coupling to an oscillator

An oscillator coupled to the current travelling through one of the

leads is able to probe the asymmetric current noise spectrum through

the effective damping and temperature. In this section we will use the

linear response formalism, outlined in Sec. 3.2, to describe the back-

action on an oscillator which the current noise gives rise to. These

results will then be compared to the results of a recent experiment,

Ref. [8].

The oscillator is coupled to the current through one of the leads of

the SSET. However, this current is not just the tunnel current through

one of the junctions, but is given by a combination of the particle

current through the junction and the displacement current due to

accumulated charge on the capacitor plates. The full current in one of

the leads therefore involves the tunnel current through both junctions

and is given by the Ramo-Shockley theorem [2],

Î(t) =
CL

CΣ

ÎL(t) +
CR

CΣ

ÎR(t), (4.39)

where ÎL(R) is the particle current through the left (right) lead. We

need to calculate the noise in this quantity, not just the noise in par-

ticle currents, as we did above. We can then use this to construct the

current-current correlation function in the lead as,

〈 Î(t) Î(0)〉 = C2
L

C2
Σ

〈 ÎL(t) ÎL(0)〉+
C2

R

C2
Σ

〈 ÎR(t) ÎR(0)〉

+
CLCR

C2
Σ

(〈 ÎL(t) ÎR(0)〉+ 〈 ÎR(t) ÎL(0)〉). (4.40)
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Figure 4.5.: Experimental set-up of Ref. [8]. Reproduced from Ref. [8]. The
top-right hand corner shows the effective circuit, the SSET is
coupled to an LC oscillator formed from the inductor, L and the
capacitor, Cp.

The cross terms can then be written in terms of the charge noise by

noting that ˙̂n = ÎL − ÎR. The noise measured by coupling a detector

to one of the leads is then given by,

SI(ω) =
CL

CΣ

SL(ω) +
CR

CΣ

SR(ω)− CLCR

C2
Σ

ω2Sn(ω), (4.41)

where Sn is the charge noise spectrum (examined in detail in the pre-

vious chapter). For simplicity, we assume that the SSET is symmetric

CL = CR = C, and that the gate capacitance is small, Cg ≪ C, this

allows us to write,

SI(ω) =
SL(ω)

2
+

SR(ω)

2
− ω2Sn(ω)

4
, (4.42)

which is a reasonable approximation for most experimental set-ups.

An experiment was recently performed on a SSET close to the

DJQP [8], where the damping and effective temperature of an oscil-

lator coupled to the current flowing through one of the leads was

measured, it is this experiment which we now focus our attention on.

The experimental set up is reproduced in Fig. 4.5, we see that the

system consists of a SSET, with an LC oscillator coupled to one of the

leads. The interaction Hamiltonian for this system is given by [8],

Hint = − Î(t)Φ̂, (4.43)
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Physical quantity Experimental value

Charging energy EC = 237 µeV

Josephson energy EJ = 51 µeV

Superconducting gap ∆ = 190 µeV

Normal state junction resistances RJ = 27 kΩ

Oscillator frequency ω0/2π = 1.04 GHz

Oscillator-SSET coupling strength A = 2.28 × 1018 C−1

Table 4.1.: Parameter values for the experiment in Ref. [8].

where Φ is the flux in the inductor L, which plays the role of the

position of the oscillator.

The damping rate and steady state thermal occupation of the oscil-

lator are then measured, and their value without the SSET coupled

subtracted (to remove other environmental effects). The noise prop-

erties of the SSET at the frequency of the oscillator are then inferred,

using linear response, as we showed in the previous chapter. In this

section, we compare our analytical calculations to the experimental

results.

To calculate SI(ω), we use the results for SL(ω), presented in the

previous section, along with those for Sn(ω), from the previous chap-

ter. This just leaves us with SR(ω) to calculate, this is done using the

same procedure as for SL(ω) along with the evolution matrix at the

right hand junction from Eqn. 4.32.

The relevant parameters for the experiment in Ref. [8] can be found

in table 4.1. The junctions are taken to be symmetric, and the coupling

strength is calculated as [8],

A =
1

√

2h̄ω0Cp
. (4.44)

These parameters allow us to calculate a value of EJ/Γ ≃ 0.5 at

resonance, where Γ is calculated using the full expressions given in

Sec. 2.3. Using these parameters we are able to use our model to

predict the noise and, from this, the damping and effective steady

state temperature of the oscillator, deducing the effect of coupling to

the SSET.

We begin by considering the damping rate. We split the damping

into its three constituent parts, the particle current contributions,

γL(R) = A2(SL(R)(ω0)− SL(R)(−ω0)), (4.45)

shown in Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) respectively and the charge noise

contribution,

γn = A2ω2
0(Sn(ω0)− Sn(−ω0)), (4.46)
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Figure 4.6.: Contributions to the damping (in MHz) from particle currents
in (a) left, γL, and (b) right, γR, junctions; (c) contribution from
the charge noise, γn and (d) total damping, γBA. Dashed lines
indicate the two Cooper-pair resonances which overlap at the
DJQP resonance. For comparison, in (e) we reproduce the mea-
sured results, from Ref. [8], for the effective damping rate of the
oscillator due to the SSET.
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Figure 4.7.: Current-voltage characteristics of the SSET, around the DJQP, as
measured in Ref. [8]. Reproduced from Ref. [8].

shown in Fig. 4.6(c) along with the total damping rate,

γBA =
γL + γR

2
− γn

4
, (4.47)

in Fig. 4.6(d).

The particle current contributions are (almost 4) antisymmetric about

lines where the corresponding junction has a Cooper-pair resonance.

Regions of positive (negative) damping arise when a resonance is de-

tuned, so energy is on average, absorbed (emitted) from the resonator

by the SSET. The charge noise contribution has a different symmetry,

as both Cooper-pair resonances affect the island charge (discussed in

detail in the previous chapter). The overall damping, shown in Fig.

4.6(d), is dominated by γL and γR; the influence of γn is weak be-

cause the frequency scale for the SSET is set by EJ , which is much

larger than ω0, as can be seen from Eqn. (4.47).

For comparison we reproduce the results of Ref. [8] in Fig. 4.6(e).

The asymmetry which we have calculated, shown in Fig. 4.6(d), is

very similar to that observed in the experiment. We can also make

a simple comparison by computing the maximum and minimum val-

ues of γBA, which occur for ng = 0.5, and bias voltages below and

above the centre of the DJQP resonance (see Fig. 4.6(d)). We obtain

maximum and minimum damping rates with the same magnitude,

475 MHz, but opposite sign, in accord with the symmetry of the

problem. Measured maximum and minimum damping rates [8] were

≈ 550 MHz and ≈ −35 MHz respectively.

4 There is a perfect antisymmetry when the voltage dependence of the quasiparticle

rates is neglected; including this dependence, as is the case in Fig. 4.6 where we use

the full energy dependent rates discussed in Sec. 2.3, leads to small deviations.
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Our calculation fits with the experiment on the low bias side, though

agreement is less good on the high bias side. The difference is prob-

ably due to the low resistance junctions (RJ = 27 kΩ ∼ RQ) used [8,

10, 62], which allow higher-order processes (beyond the DJQP cycle),

whose contribution to the current (and hence to the damping) in-

creases with the bias voltage. We can see this by looking at the mea-

sured I-V characteristic of the device (reproduced here in Fig. 4.7),

where we see that the current does not have the simple Lorentzian

shape associated with the DJQP (see Sec. 2.4.2), but also has a back-

ground which seems to increase approximately linearly with bias volt-

age. The contribution of this background is small for voltages below

the DJQP, but is large above the resonance.

We next look at the effective back-action temperature of the oscil-

lator, which can be found from the noise using the expression Eqn.

(3.16). We are again able to split this expression up into the parts due

to the separate contributions from the particle currents in each junc-

tion, and the charge noise, as we did for the damping. These results

are presented in Fig. 4.8. We see that the symmetry of each part is the

same as that found for the damping, with regions of positive and neg-

ative T, corresponding to the positive and negative damping regions.

The experimentally measured results for this quantity are reproduced

in Fig. 4.8(e). We see that our results are able to reproduce the same

basic form as the experimental results, but for this quantity we do not

find such good quantitative agreement, even on the low bias side of

the resonance. We calculate that the minimum positive temperature

(i.e. at the point with the strongest cooling) is 420mK, whereas in the

experiment it is measured as being as low as 100 ± 40mK. This differ-

ence cannot be explained by the same mechanisms as the damping,

since the low temperature occurs on the low voltage side of resonance,

where the background current is small. However, in the experiment,

the effective temperature is a derived quantity which relies on accu-

rate measurement of the damping as well as the symmetrised noise.

The processes needed for measuring these additional quantities can

introduce a lot of extra sources of potential error, and even a very

small difference in the values can result in a large difference in the

inferred temperature.

4.4 josephson quasiparticle resonance

We now go on to discuss the asymmetric quantum current noise near

to the JQP resonance. The evolution matrix at the JQP resonance can

be calculated in a very similar way to the DJQP, using the model
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Figure 4.8.: Contributions to the inverse temperature (in K−1) from parti-
cle currents in (a) left, 1/TL, and (b) right, 1/TR, junctions; (c)
contribution from the charge noise, 1/Tn and (d) total inverse
temperature, 1/TBA. Dashed lines indicate the two Cooper-pair
resonances, which overlap at the DJQP resonance. For compari-
son, in (e) we reproduce the measured results, from Ref. [8], for
the effective temperature of the oscillator due to the SSET.
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presented in Sec. 2.3. If we count charges travelling through the left

(coherent) junction then we obtain,

M(χ) =



















0 Γ2 0 −iJ iJe2iχ

0 −Γ2 Γ1 0 0

0 0 −Γ1 iJe−2iχ −iJ

−iJ 0 iJe2iχ iδ − Γ1/2 0

iJe−2iχ 0 −iJ 0 −iδ − Γ1/2



















, (4.48)

where the basis for the matrix is given by,

|ρ(χ)〉〉 = (ρ00,0, ρ11,0, ρ22,0, ρ02,−2, ρ20,2)
T. (4.49)

Again, q labels the coherence, as for the DJQP. The eigenvectors nec-

essary for calculating the current from Eqn. (4.12) are,

〈〈0| = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0), (4.50)

|0〉〉 = 1

E2
J

(

2 + Γ1
Γ2

)

+ Γ2
1 + 4δ2



















E2
J + 4δ2 + Γ2

1

E2
J

Γ1
Γ2

E2
J

2δEJ − iEJΓ1

2δEJ + iEJΓ1



















, (4.51)

where we recall, EJ = 2J. This gives the same result for the average

current as obtained by counting methods in Sec. 2.3.2,

〈I〉 =
2E2

J Γ1

4δ2 + Γ2
1 + E2

J

(

2 + Γ1
Γ2

) . (4.52)

If we count at the right-hand junction we obtain a very different

form for the evolution matrix,

M(χ) =



















0 Γ2eiχ 0 −iJ iJ

0 −Γ2 Γ1eiχ 0 0

0 0 −Γ1 iJ −iJ

−iJ 0 iJ iδ − Γ1/2 0

iJ 0 −iJ 0 −iδ − Γ1/2



















, (4.53)

where at the right junction the basis is,

|ρ(χ)〉〉 = (ρ00,0, ρ11,0, ρ22,0, ρ02,0, ρ20,0)
T. (4.54)

Since the transport is incoherent at this junction q is always zero. We

see that counting at the right junction attaches phases to the inco-

herent decay terms Γ1(2) since it is these which are responsible for

the current through the right-hand junction. Even though this evolu-

tion matrix has a completely different form, the charge conservation
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Figure 4.9.: Zero frequency Fano factor F(0) for the JQP resonance as a func-
tion of EJ/Γ at zero detuning δ = 0.

enforced on the system ensures that the average current at the right-

hand junction is exactly the same as at the left-hand one.

It is again possible to obtain exact numerical results in the same

way as for the DJQP, by diagonalising the χ-dependent evolution ma-

trices for either the left or right junctions given above. As we will

show, the finite frequency noise is very different in each junction be-

cause of the different transport mechanisms. Transport through the

left junction is entirely coherent and inherently quantum mechanical,

whereas transport through the right junction is stochastic and clas-

sical. In contrast to the average current and zero frequency noise,

which are the same at both junctions, the finite frequency noise is

able to give signatures of this different behaviour.

Throughout the remainder of this section, we will assume Γ1 =

Γ2 = Γ, for simplicity, as we did for the charge noise in the previous

chapter.

4.4.1 Zero-frequency noise

At ω = 0 we can extract an analytic form for the Fano factor F(ω) =

S(ω)/〈I〉,

F(0) = 2

(

1 −
4E2

J (E
2
J + 2Γ2)

(3E2
J + Γ2 + 4δ2)2

)

, (4.55)

which is the same as was found using a variety of other techniques

in Refs. [53, 4, 93]. We show F(0) as a function of EJ/Γ at δ = 0 in

Fig. 4.9. In the incoherent limit, EJ , δ ≪ Γ, we find the Fano factor,

F(0) → 2, this can be understood [4] since, in this limit, the Cooper-

pair effectively breaks up on the island instantly and the quasipar-

ticles tunnel straight away. This then leads to an effective charge

transferred of 2e each cycle, and so the noise is twice the Poissonian

value. In the strong Josephson limit, EJ ≫ Γ, δ, we find the noise
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10.: Finite frequency Fano factor for (a) the right junction and (b)
the left junction in the incoherent (EJ = 0.1Γ) limit. The detun-
ings are δ = 0 (solid black curve), δ = 0.5Γ (dashed red curve)
and δ = −0.5Γ (dotted, blue curve). The δ = −0.5Γ case is not
shown for the right-hand junction, since this is the same as the
δ = 0.5Γ result.

is suppressed to F(0) → 10/9, which is much closer to the Poisso-

nian limit. As with the DJQP, we find a minimum in the noise when

the timescales for Cooper-pair oscillations and quasiparticle decays

match, EJ = Γ/
√

2, F(0) = 2/5. The presence of this dip is under-

stood in the same way as for the DJQP (see Sec. 4.3.1).

4.4.2 Finite frequency noise

Our technique also gives access to the finite frequency quantum cur-

rent noise. We begin by examining the incoherent limit EJ ≪ Γ. In

Fig. 4.10 we plot results for the Fano factor of (a) the right junction

and (b) the left junction for various detunings. We see that the noise

in the right junction is always symmetric in frequency, and changing

the detuning only has a small effect around ω = 0. The transport at
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11.: Finite frequency Fano factor for (a) the right junction and (b)
the left junction in the coherent (EJ = 5Γ) limit. The detunings
are δ = 0 (solid black curve), δ = Γ (dashed red curve) and
δ = −Γ (dotted, blue curve). The δ = −Γ case is not shown
for the right-hand junction, since this is the same as the δ = Γ

result.
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this junction is purely due to the incoherent tunnelling of quasipar-

ticles, there is no way for emission/absorption asymmetry to arise,

and the spectrum is always symmetric. This is no longer the case for

the left-hand junction, where the transport is purely due to coherent

Cooper-pair oscillations. We now see results which are reminiscent of

those at the DJQP, where detuning from resonance introduces a large

asymmetry to the spectrum. This detuning only affects the Cooper-

pair transport, it can only affect the noise at frequencies close to the

relevant eigenvalue of the evolution, |ω| ∼
√

E2
J + δ2, far from this

the noise must be detuning independent.

In Fig. 4.11, we plot similar results for the coherent transport limit

EJ ≫ Γ. We see that, as with the DJQP, the spectrum at the left junc-

tion develops peaks at the frequency of the Cooper-pair oscillations,

which become asymmetric depending on the choice of the detuning

parameter, δ. The spectrum for the right hand junction is very dif-

ferent. We see dips at the frequency of the Cooper-pair oscillations,

the current in the incoherent junction has weaker correlations at this

frequency. While the large amount of Josephson oscillations are occur-

ring at the left junction (which cause the peaks in FL(ω)), the current

though the right-hand lead becomes more ordered. Quasiparticle de-

cays can only happen when the Cooper-pair has a high probability

of being on the island which is controlled by the frequency of the

coherent oscillations.

The high frequency behaviour also shows significant differences be-

tween the two junctions, we find, for frequencies ω ≫ EJ , Γ, δ, that the

noise in the right-hand junction is Poissonian, FR(ω) → 1, whereas

the noise in the left junction vanishes, FL(ω) → 0. This can be un-

derstood in the same way that we understood high frequency result

of 1/3 obtained for the DJQP. In the left junction only Cooper-pair

oscillations which have a distinct frequency are present, at high fre-

quencies these make no contribution to the noise and so it vanishes,

whereas in the right junction only quasiparticle decays are present,

these are Poissonaian and so contribute at all frequencies, giving

purely Poissonian noise at high frequencies. We note that all of these

results, when symmetrised, match exactly with the semi-analytic re-

sults presented in Ref. [4].

4.5 cooper-pair resonances

We are able to calculate the current noise around the Cooper-pair res-

onances in an analogous way. We work using slightly different equa-

tions of motion than for the charge noise. Previously, we were able

to write evolution in the eigenstate basis |ρ〉〉 = (ρaa, ρbb, ρab, ρba)
T,

where exact diagonalisation is possible. However, in the eigenstate

basis the transfer of charge is complicated by the fact that, in this

basis, the decays are not between states with definite charge, and
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so attaching the relevant phases in the evolution matrix is compli-

cated. To simplify this process, we instead work in the basis where

the transferred charge is an easy to identify quantity, the charge basis.

The charge basis for the pth resonance at the left-hand junction is,

|ρ(χ)〉〉 = (ρ00,0, ρ11,0, ρ01,−(p+1), ρ10,p+1)
T. (4.56)

Full expressions for the counting variables, N̂′
L and N̂′

R, can be writ-

ten as power series in J, as we did for n̂′ = n̂(0) + n̂(1) + . . . (see

appendix B), since they are given by,

N̂′
L = −k̂′ − n̂′

2
, N̂R = k̂′ − n̂′

2
. (4.57)

However, in this section we will ignore any terms which arise at high

order, and only deal with the leading order contributions from n̂(0)

and k̂(0), since these are the dominant contributions.

We introduce the counting field, χ, to the evolution described by

the q = 0 case of the matrix in Eqn. (2.85). This equation describes

the full evolution within each doublet, including the evolution of the

coherences. It is rotated back to the charge basis by using the inverse

of the transformation in Eqn. (2.67), which gives,

M =













−A ΓL + ΓR + B C C∗

A −(ΓL + ΓR + B) −C −C∗

D E F G

D∗ E∗ G F∗













, (4.58)

where we have defined the quantities,

A = c4γab + s4γba, (4.59)

B = c4γba + s4γab, (4.60)

C = iJp/h̄ + cs(s2 − c2)γcoh, (4.61)

D = iJp/h̄ + sc[2(s2γba − c2γab) + (c2 − s2)γcoh], (4.62)

E = −iJp/h̄ + sc[2(c2γba − s2γab) + (s2 − c2)γcoh], (4.63)

F = −2i∆E/h̄ −
(

ΓL + ΓR

2

)

− (1 + 2s2c2)γcoh, (4.64)

G = −2s2c2γcoh, (4.65)

with c = cos α and s = sin α. We have used the non-RWA versions of

the inter-doublet transition rates, ΓL(R), from Eqns. (2.75)-(2.76), since

these are simpler in the charge basis. The extra elements arise from

rotating the intra-doublet rates, from Eqn. (2.78), to the charge basis.
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Figure 4.12.: Current close to the p = 1 resonance. The black solid line
shows the calculation based on the evolution matrix, Eqn.
(4.58), while the red, dashed line shows the analytic result from
Eqn. (2.91). The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.10 (b).

We can now attach counting fields to these terms in the same way

as we did for JQP and DJQP. This results in the following evolution

matrices where we count at the left and right junctions,

ML(χ) =



















−A
ΓLe−iχ + ΓR

+Be−i(p+1)χ
C C∗e−i(p+1)χ

Aei(p+1)χ −(ΓL + ΓR + B) −Cei(p+1)χ −C∗

D Ee−i(p+1)χ F Ge−i(p+1)χ

D∗ei(p+1)χ E∗ Gei(p+1)χ F∗



















,

(4.66)

MR(χ) =













−A ΓL + ΓReiχ + Be−ipχ C C∗e−ipχ

Aeipχ −(ΓL + ΓR + B) −Ceipχ −C∗

D Ee−ipχ F Ge−ipχ

D∗eipχ E∗ Geipχ F∗













,

(4.67)

noting that the only differences between the two matrices are whether

a phase is attached to the ΓR or ΓL term and for MR we make the re-

placement (p+ 1) → p. Transitions between resonant states transport

p + 1 Cooper-pairs through the left junction, but only p through the

right junction, since one remains on the island. The changes made

to the basis now make it harder to exactly diagonalise the evolution

matrix, Eqn. (4.58), and so we use numerical diagonalisation to find

the current and noise.
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Figure 4.13.: Zero frequency Fano factor, F(0), for the p = 1 Cooper-pair
resonance, as a function of EJ. All other parameters are as in
Fig. 2.10 (b) and are kept constant.

To check these expressions we first compare the average current

calculated using the analytic expression, Eqn. (2.91), and that calcu-

lated using the above matrices. In Fig. 4.12, this is shown close to

the p = 1 resonance, for the same parameters as Fig. 2.10 (b). We

see that the two approaches give very similar results, except for very

close to the resonance, where the conditions on the RWA, which was

used to find the analytic equation, are at their weakest. The current

is independent of whether we use ML or MR, as required by charge

conservation.

4.5.1 Zero-frequency noise

We now go on to look at the behaviour of the zero-frequency current

noise. It is more difficult to choose parameters for the Cooper-pair

resonances than for the JQP and DJQP, since there is no obvious sin-

gle parameter which can describe the behaviour of the system such as

EJ/Γ. For the CPRs, both the inter-doublet and intra-doublet decay

rates, Γ and γ, as well as the coherent oscillation frequency, Jp, de-

pend on EJ ; the incoherent decays are actually environment induced

transitions between states linked by a Josephson oscillation [45]. We

plot the zero frequency noise as a function of EJ , keeping all other

parameters constant in Fig. 4.13. The noise has a dip which looks

very much like those seen for the JQP and DJQP resonances. How-

ever this dip is not due to timescale matching: we are always in the

limit Jp ≪ Γ. The dip occurs as we cross the resonance; the results are

taken at constant ng and V, and so we cross the resonance at a partic-

ular value of EJ . This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4.14, where we

show the zero-frequency Fano factor as a function of both EJ and ng.

We also plot the position of the resonance, defined as the maximum

in the current, as the black, dashed curve and the location of the min-
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Figure 4.14.: Zero frequency Fano factor, F(0), for the p = 1 Cooper-pair
resonance as a function of EJ and ng. All other parameters are
as in Fig. 2.10 (b) and are kept constant. The black, dashed line
shows the resonance (where ∆E = 0) and the white, dashed
line shows the charge degeneracy point (where naa = nbb).

imum in the zero frequency charge noise (where ρaa = ρbb, see the

discussion in Sec. 3.7) as a white, dashed line. The minimum in the

Fano factor corresponds to the same point as the minimum in the

zero frequency charge noise. At this point the transport is more or-

dered. Fluctuations between eigenstates within the same doublet do

not cause charge fluctuations in the counting variable, the eigenstates

are equal mixtures of the two charge states which make up a doublet.

It is only the decays described by the inter-doublet transitions which

cause the current to fluctuate.

4.5.2 Finite-frequency noise

We show the finite frequency Fano factor around the p = 1 resonance

in Fig. 4.15 at both the left (a) and right (b) junctions, using the same

parameters as we did for the charge noise, shown in Fig. 3.7. We

are able to obtain an approximate description of the noise spectrum

around the peaks by performing a coherent calculation, outlined in

appendix E. The resulting spectra are given by,

Si(ω) =
∣

∣

∣I
(i)
ab

∣

∣

∣

2
[

ρaaΓcoh

(ω − ωab)2 + Γ2
coh

+
ρbbΓcoh

(ω − ωba)2 + Γ2
coh

]

, (4.68)

where i = L, R labels the junction and the matrix elements are,

I
(L)
ab = −2eiJp(p + 1)

h̄
, I

(R)
ab =

2eiJp p

h̄
. (4.69)

We see that this spectrum has many similarities to the charge noise

spectrum discussed in Sec. 3.7, except, in this case, the central peak
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Figure 4.15.: Frequency dependent Fano factor in the vicinity of the p = 1
Cooper-pair resonance. The parameters are the same as in Fig.
3.7 (b). The dashed lines show the locations of the constant
voltage sweeps presented in Fig. 4.16
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Figure 4.16.: Frequency dependent Fano factor close to the p = 1 Cooper-
pair resonance. The red lines show FL(ω), while the black lines
show FR(ω). The solid curves are the full spectrum, while the
dashed lines show the coherent part from Eqn. (4.68). In (a) we
show the spectrum directly on resonance, where the current is
maximised, (b) shows the spectrum at the charge degeneracy
point where ρaa = ρbb, (c) shows the spectrum when the system
is further detuned from resonance. The location of these slices
are shown as the dashed lines in Fig. 4.15.
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is not present. The peaks are located at ω = ±ωab, the frequency

of the coherent oscillation. In Fig. 4.16, we show slices through the

spectrum at three different values of V/Vres. The numerical results

are plotted as solid lines, while the dashed lines show the result of the

coherent calculation. Figure 4.16 (a) shows that the spectrum is not

symmetric at the centre of the resonance, but instead the symmetric

point occurs at a higher voltage, at the same point as for the charge

noise, when ρaa = ρbb, shown in Fig. 4.16 (b). This is an effect of

the intra-doublet transitions, as discussed in Sec. 3.7. The heights of

the peaks are well approximated by the analytic expression, the small

discrepancy seen in Fig. 4.16 (a) and (b) is because these results are

taken close to the resonance, in the regime where the RWA starts to

break down. Further away from resonance, as shown in Fig. 4.16 (c),

the coherent model exactly captures the nature of the peaks.

The noise in the left-hand junction is always larger than that in the

right-hand junction, except at ω = 0 when they must be equal. From

the coherent calculation we find,

FL(±ωab)

FR(±ωab)
=

(p + 1)2

p2
. (4.70)

At the left-hand junction each coherent oscillation involves p+ 1 Cooper-

pairs, while at the right only p Cooper-pairs are involved, this leads

to the much larger coherent peaks in FL(ω).
In the high frequency limit, we find that the spectrum becomes

symmetric, as is the case for the other resonances. All of the quantum

oscillations which give rise to the asymmetry do not contribute at

high frequencies. Exact, analytic forms for the high frequency noise

can be found as,

FL(∞) = 1 +
(p + 1)2(Aρ00 + Bρ11)− [(p − 1)ΓL + (p + 1)ΓR]ρ11

〈 Î〉 ,

(4.71)

FR(∞) = 1 +
p2(Aρ00 + Bρ11)− p(ΓL + ΓR)ρ11

〈 Î〉 , (4.72)

where the density matrix elements are evaluated in the steady state.

The noise in the left junction is again always higher than the right. If

we look at the difference in the noise at the two junctions we find,

FL(∞)− FR(∞) =

[

(p + 1)2 − p2
]

(Aρ00 + Bρ11) + (ΓL − ΓR)ρ11

〈 Î〉 .

(4.73)

The incoherent dynamics consist of the intra-doublet decays, which

take the system between eigenstates within the doublet and the inter-

doublet decays, which take the system from the n = 1 to the n = 0

island state via a decay at either the left or right junction. These two
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effects give different contributions to Eqn. (4.73) above. The intra-

doublet decays give rise to the first term: these decays carry p + 1

Cooper-pairs at the left junction and p at the right junction. The

difference in the inter-doublet decays at the left and right junctions

gives rise to the other term.

4.6 summary and future work

In this chapter we have presented a new technique for calculating the

current-current correlation function, which is valid for systems with

steady state quantum coherence. We have shown how the technique

is particularly suited to calculating the quantum current noise in sys-

tems with Josephson junctions such as the SSET. The current noise

spectrum shows similar features for all of the current resonances

which we study. Peaks occur in the noise spectrum at the relevant

Josephson frequency when the transport is coherent. The asymmetry

of these peaks is controlled by the detuning from resonance. The zero-

frequency noise shows a dip when the timescales for the coherent and

incoherent processes match (this is not possible for the CPRs). The

high frequency noise contains information about only the incoherent

decay process; the coherent processes have a definite frequency asso-

ciated with them, and so make no contribution in the limit ω → ∞.

Close to the DJQP resonance, we were able to use our technique

to closely match the results of the experiment in Ref. [8], using no

fitting parameters. This allowed us to confirm their interpretation of

the results as being due to the asymmetry in the emission/absorption

rates of the SSET.

The technique developed in this chapter opens up many oppor-

tunities for further investigation. In the first instance, it would be

interesting to develop a more complete calculation of the back-action

damping and temperature of an oscillator coupled to the current at

the JQP and CPRs. An interesting comparison could then be made

with the corresponding results for a gate coupled oscillator [15].

When a resonator is coupled to the gate of the SSET, the current

noise also contains important information about its dynamics. Apply-

ing our method to a model including the SSET and resonator would

allow us to calculate the quantum current noise in such a system for

the first time. In Ref. [95], it was found that the classical current noise

spectrum contains peaks at the frequency of the oscillator, it would

be interesting to look at the asymmetry in the quantum noise of these

peaks. It is likely that the asymmetry is related to the distribution of

energy in the oscillator, and so could be used as a way of measuring

the dynamical state of the oscillator.
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It would be interesting to think about higher order unsymmetrised

current correlations, such as the third order cumulant or skewness of

the distribution,

S(3)(ω1, ω2) =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
eiω1t1eiω2t2〈δ Î(t2)δ Î(t1)δ Î(0)〉dt1dt2. (4.74)

It should be possible to generalise our technique to calculate this

quantity, but at present it is unclear exactly what the unsymmetrised

skewness, means or how it could be measured in an experiment [109].
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Part III.

Classial Dynamis
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5
T H E D R I V E N S E T R E S O N AT O R

In this chapter, we turn to a look at a system which involves me-

chanical as well as electrical degrees of freedom. We will examine

the dynamics of the normal state SET capacitively coupled to a har-

monic oscillator in the presence of an external drive. We use a very

simple model to describe the system, but our approach is easy to

generalise to more complex systems. Effects like those we describe

could occur in a range of systems. From carbon nanotubes with em-

bedded quantum dots [11, 20], to nanomechanical shuttles in which

the central nanoparticle or quantum dot is allowed to oscillate [17],

from resonators coupled to quantum dots [16, 18], to molecular de-

vices, in which a molecular orbital acts as a resonator [19] as well as

the SET-resonators [25, 10] which we explicitly study here.

The model we use is an extension of the one presented in Refs.

[110, 111, 112, 113], for undriven SET-resonator systems. The oscil-

lator acts as a movable plate for the gate capacitor, thus the current

through the SET is dependent on the position of the oscillator. How-

ever, the charge on the island of the SET also exerts a fluctuating elec-

trostatic force on the resonator and so the dynamics of the resonator

are influenced by the charge travelling through the transistor. It is

these fully coupled dynamics which lead to the complex behaviour

of the system. It has been shown that for weak SET-resonator cou-

pling the SET damps the resonator’s motion driving it into a ther-

mal state [110], but for stronger coupling the dynamics become more

complex [112, 114, 113] and no simple picture for the behaviour of the

resonator exists. We present a generalisation of the existing models

to take into account a periodic driving force applied to the resonator,

this could be provided by, for example, an rf field [11], ultrasonic

waves [16] or using an AFM in self-oscillation mode [18].

The back-action of the SET on the oscillator can act like a ther-

mal bath provided the oscillator’s position does not affect the charge

dynamics too strongly. This picture can break down in three ways.

Firstly, if the back-action damping is negative, the SET emits energy

into the oscillator which can be driven into a limit cycle with large

amplitude oscillations [46]. Secondly, if the electromechanical cou-

pling is too strong then fluctuations in the system’s trajectory can

cause the dynamics to become non-linear [112, 114]. Finally, recent ex-
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periments [11, 20] have found that by driving the mechanical motion

strongly, it is possible to induce non-linear behaviour due to charge

transport. In this chapter we will explore how the interplay between

an external drive and electrical transport can lead to non-linear be-

haviour in the SET-resonator system.

Previous work [115, 116] has studied the electronic properties of

similar systems in the presence of a driving force. These pieces of

work were only interested in the electrical transport properties, and

did not consider the behaviour of the oscillator, which we focus on

here.

Beyond the non-linear dynamics, it is also interesting to look at

some of the thermodynamic properties of the system. In small sys-

tems thermodynamic quantities, such as the work done by an external

force, do not have well defined values. Fluctuations in the dynamics

lead the thermodynamic quantities to have distributions, the nature

of which can give insights into the behaviour of the system [30]. Exact

results for these distributions are available for a harmonic oscillator

in contact with a true thermal bath [117, 30]. This gives us a sensitive

test of how far the analogy of the SET acting on the resonator as a

thermal bath [110, 113] can go.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Sec. 5.1 we outline

the model of the driven SET-resonator which we use. We derive clas-

sical master equations which describe the evolution of the probability

distributions of both the SET and resonator. In Sec. 5.2 we present so-

lutions to the master equations in the regime where the driving force

is not strong enough to cause the dynamics to become non-linear. In

this section we also briefly review the results previously obtained for

the undriven system. In Sec. 5.3 we show how it is possible to go

beyond the linear theory, and give calculations of the frequency shift

and damping of the oscillator due to the SET in the non-linear re-

gion. We show how these results predict that the system can have

more than one stable solution, with different amplitudes of oscilla-

tion. This then leads to Sec. 5.4 where we examine the nature of the

bistability which can exist when fluctuations are able to drive transi-

tions between the stable states. Finally, in Sec. 5.5, we present some

preliminary results examining the thermodynamic properties of the

system. We examine the distributions of the work done by the driv-

ing force, and show how these can give important information about

the dynamics of the resonator.

5.1 model

The SET-resonator system is sketched schematically in Fig. 5.1. The

SET island is coupled to the left and right leads by tunnel junctions

with equal capacitances, CJ , and a bias, V is applied symmetrically

across the SET. A gate electrode is used to tune the operating point
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Figure 5.1.: Circuit diagram of the SET resonator system. The SET is coupled
by tunnel junctions to two leads. A gate capacitor is used to
tune the operating point, one plate of which is mechanically
compliant to provide electro-mechanical coupling.

of the island. The island capacitor consists of one plate which is me-

chanically compliant, giving rise to a position dependent capacitance

Cg(x). This means that, as the plate moves the operating point of

the SET changes and, as the charge on the island fluctuates, the elec-

trostatic force on the plate changes, giving rise to electro-mechanical

coupling. As long as the displacement of the resonator is small com-

pared to its equilibrium displacement, x ≪ d, we can make the linear

approximation for the dependence of the gate capacitance on the po-

sition of the oscillator [110],

Cg(x) = C0
g

(

1 − x

d

)

, (5.1)

where C0
g is the capacitance when the oscillator is in its equilibrium

position.

The dynamics of the SET are determined by the relative sizes of

the energy scales in the system. These are the charging energy of the

island, EC = e2/2CΣ (where CΣ = 2CJ + Cg(x) is the total capacitance

of the island), the thermal energy kBT and the energy scale of the

drain-source voltage eV. We choose to work in a regime where the

charging energy is the dominant energy scale. At low enough tem-

peratures, and if the island is small enough, then the charging energy

can dominate over thermal effects. The voltages are tuned such that

only the two island states n = N, N + 1 are available, as described in

Sec. 2.1.
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5.1.1 Equations of motion

We begin by writing down the Hamiltonian for the SET-resonator

system. This consists of three parts, one for each subsystem and one

for the external drive, F(t), and is given by,

H(n) = EC[n − ng(x)]2 +
p2

2m
+

mω2
0x2

2
− xF(t), (5.2)

where ng(x) = Cg(x)Vg/e is the, position dependent, polarisation

charge induced by the gate, m the mass of the resonator, and ω0

its natural frequency. The first term is the electrostatic energy intro-

duced in Sec. 2.1. and the other terms are simply the Hamiltonian

of a harmonic oscillator in the presensce of an external drive. Since

constants can be removed from the Hamiltonian without changing

the dynamics, and we only wish to keep terms at linear order in x/d

we may rewrite this as [110],

H(n) = EC

[

n2 − 2nn0
g

(

1 − x

d

)]

+
p2

2m
+

mω2
0x2

2
− xF(t), (5.3)

where n0
g = C0

gVg/e. For n = N we obtain,

H(N) = EC(N2 − 2Nn0
g) +

p2

2m
+

mω2
0x2

2
− (x − ∆x)F(t), (5.4)

where we have made a shift in the origin of position, x → x + ∆x,

with,

∆x =
−2ECNn0

g

dmω2
0

. (5.5)

For the state n = N + 1, we find,

H(N + 1) = EC[(N + 1)2 − 2(N + 1)n0
g] +

p2

2m

+
mω2

0(x − x0)2

2
− mω2

0x2
0

2
− (x − ∆x)F(t),

(5.6)

where x0 = −2NgEC/mω2
0d is the change in the equilibrium displace-

ment of the resonator when the SET changes between the charge

states n = N and n = N + 1 [110].

We can then use Hamilton’s equations to write down the equa-

tions of motion for the position and velocity of the resonator from

the above Hamiltonians,

ẋ =
∂H

∂p
=

p

m
= v, (5.7)

v̇ =
ṗ

m
= − 1

m

∂H

∂x
= −ω2

0(x − nx0) +
F(t)

m
, (5.8)
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where we now redefine n → n − N, so that the two states available

are n = 0, 1. Equations (5.7) and (5.8) are, in a sense, stochastic dif-

ferential equations [118], they do not have a unique solution since the

evolution of n is not deterministic. From these equations, we see that

an effect of the SET is to change the equilibrium point of the har-

monic oscillator, depending on the charge state of the island. The

force on the oscillator due to the SET is not entirely random, as in

the Langevin equation for an oscillator in a thermal bath [72], since it

also has a systematic component: it is driven by fluctuations on the

SET island which are not completely uncorrelated events.

We next need to calculate the rates at which electrons tunnel through

the SET. The voltage applied across the SET makes if favourable for

electrons to tunnel from left to right across the transistor, these are

the only processes allowed at zero external temperature without the

oscillator (see Sec. 2.1). As we will see, the position of the oscillator

is able to affect these rates: processes which are forbidden for the

uncoupled SET are possible and processes which are allowed in the

uncoupled system can become suppressed. This means that we need

to allow not only for the possibility of electrons tunnelling from left

to right through the transistor, but also from right to left. There are

then four possible processes which can change the charge state of the

island: if the island is empty, then electrons can tunnel from the left

or right leads onto the island, and if the island is occupied, the elec-

tron can tunnel off into either the left or right lead. We denote these

four rates by Γ±
L(R)

where +(−) represents transitions which go in

the same (opposite) direction to the applied bias, and L(R) denotes

transitions at the left (right) junction. These are shown schematically

in Fig. 5.1.

At zero temperature, the rates are calculated within the orthodox

model [44]. They are simply related to the energy differences between

the relevant states, as for the uncoupled system presented in Sec. 2.1,

Γ±
L(R) = Θ(∆E±

L(R))
∆E±

L(R)

RJe2
(5.9)

where Θ(·) is the Heaviside step function, RJ is the junction resis-

tance, and the ∆E terms are the free energy difference associated with

each of the transitions. The free energy differences can be calculated

from the Hamiltonian as,

∆E±
L = ±EL ± mω2

0x0x, (5.10)

∆E±
R = ±ER ∓ mω2

0x0x, (5.11)

where,

EL = EC

(

1 − 2n0
g

)

+
eV

2
, (5.12)

ER = −EC(1 − 2n0
g) +

eV

2
. (5.13)
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The extra term, eV/2, is due to the change of energy in the leads,

because of the tunnelling of an electron [41]. This term is then positive

if the electron is travelling with the bias, and is negative if the electron

tunnels in the opposite direction to the bias. We see that these rates

are the same as those in Sec, 2.1, but with the addition of an extra

position dependent term [110].

We can simplify the description by introducing a set of scaling pa-

rameters, which allow us to write the equations in a dimensionless

form [110]. We scale time as t = τt̃, where τ is the electron tunnel

time, τ = (Γ+
L + Γ+

R )
−1 = 2RJe

2/eV, and length is scaled by x = x0 x̃,

this then gives the dimensionless form of Hamilton’s equations,

˙̃x = ṽ, ˙̃v = −ǫ2(x̃ − n) + f (t), (5.14)

where ǫ = ω0τ is the dimensionless oscillator frequency, and f (t) =

F(t)τ2/mx0 is the dimensionless driving force. The dimensionless

tunnel rates are then given by Γ = Γ̃/τ, which gives,

Γ̃±
L = Θ(±∆L ± κx̃)(±∆L ± κx̃), (5.15)

Γ̃±
R = Θ(±∆R ∓ κx̃)(±∆R ∓ κx̃), (5.16)

where κ = mω2
0x0/eV, is the strength of the dimensionless coupling

between the SET and resonator and ∆L(R) = EL(R)/eV which satisfies

∆L + ∆R = 1 [110]. From now we will always use the dimensionless

forms of quantities, and so will drop the tilde.

We now see how it is possible for the position of the oscillator to

change which tunnel processes are allowed in the SET, and even block

transport completely, through the so-called distortion blockade [112, 114].

We see that, if the oscillator’s position is such that x > xmax, where

xmax = ∆R/κ, then the only possible allowed processes are those

in which an electron tunnels onto the island Γ+
L , Γ−

R and so trans-

port through the SET stops. The same occurs when x < xmin, with

xmin = −∆L/κ, when the only allowed processes are those in which

an electron tunnels off the island.

It is possible to use the above expression for the Hamiltonians and

tunnel rates to find classical master equations, which describe the

evolution of probability distributions for the state of the SET and the

resonator. These take the form of classical Liouville equations, which

include both the Hamiltonian evolution and the dissipative parts due

to electron tunnelling [110],

Ṗ0(x, v; t) = {H0, P0}+ (Γ+
R + Γ−

L )P1 − (Γ+
L + Γ+

R )P0, (5.17)

Ṗ1(x, v; t) = {H1, P1} − (Γ+
R + Γ−

L )P1 + (Γ+
L + Γ+

R )P0, (5.18)

where P0(1)(x, v; t) is the probability that, at time t, the SET is in the

state n = 0(1), with the resonator position and velocity given by x

and v respectively. The Hamiltonians for n = 0(1), H0(1) are the di-
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mensionless form of Eqns. (5.4)-(5.6). The evolution under the Hamil-

tonian is given by a Poisson bracket [118], defined by,

{H, P} =
∂H

∂x

∂P

∂p
− ∂H

∂p

∂P

∂x
. (5.19)

In the following section, we show how it is possible to find exact

solutions to these master equations in the limit where the decay rates

are linear functions of position.

5.2 linear theory

It is possible to make progress analytically when the electron tran-

sition rates have a linear dependence on the position coordinate, i.e.

when the dynamics of the system never take it into a region where

the Θ(·) functions are important. This occurs as long as the condi-

tion κ|x| ≪ ∆L,R is true for all trajectories explored by the system.

This amounts to ignoring all effects of the distortion blockade, and

is equivalent to taking the limits xmin → −∞, xmax → ∞ [110, 113].

When this is the case, the only rates which are non-zero are those in

which electron tunnel from left to right, Γ+
L(R)

. This allows us to sub-

stitute both the Hamiltonians and the correct decay rates into Eqns.

(5.17) and (5.18) to obtain,

Ṗ0 = [ǫ2x − f (t)]
∂P0

∂v
− v

∂P0

∂x
+ (∆R − κx)P1 − (∆L + κx)P0,

(5.20)

Ṗ1 = [ǫ2(x − 1)− f (t)]
∂P1

∂v
− v

∂P1

∂x
− (∆R − κx)P1 + (∆L + κx)P0.

(5.21)

These can be added together to give the Fokker-Planck equation for

the full probability distribution of the resonator, independent of the

state of the SET [110],

Ṗ(x, v; t) = [ǫ2x − f (t)]
∂P

∂v
− ǫ2 ∂P1

∂v
− v

∂P

∂x
. (5.22)

The master equations can be used to find equations of motion for all

moments of the position and velocity of the resonator, solving these

provides a full dynamical description of the resonator,

∂

∂t
〈xnvm〉 =

∫∫

dx dvxnvmṖ(x, v; t). (5.23)

We then integrate by parts to find the relevant parts of Eqn. (5.22) [110,

113],

∫∫

dx dvxnvm ∂P

∂x
= −n〈xn−1vm〉, (5.24)

∫∫

dx dvxnvm ∂P

∂v
= −m〈xnvm−1〉, (5.25)
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which allow us to find a closed set of expressions for the first mo-

ments [110],

˙〈x〉 = 〈v〉, (5.26)

˙〈v〉 = ǫ2(〈P1〉 − 〈x〉) + f (t), (5.27)

˙〈P1〉 = ∆L − 〈P1〉+ κ〈x〉, (5.28)

where 〈P1〉 =
∫∫

dxdvP1.

5.2.1 Undriven system

We briefly review the results previously [110, 112, 113] obtained when

no drive is present, f (t) = 0. In this case the set of equations for

the first moments, Eqns. (5.26)-(5.28), have the unique steady state

solution,

〈x〉ss =
∆L

1 − κ
, 〈v〉ss = 0, 〈P1〉ss =

∆L

1 − κ
. (5.29)

We can then simplify the analysis by shifting the equations of the first

moments by their steady state values [110], to give,

δẋ = δv, δv̇ = ǫ2(δP − δx), δṖ1 = κδx − δP1, (5.30)

where we define the shifted variables as, e.g., δx = 〈x〉− 〈x〉ss. We can

then Fourier transform these equations, to obtain a single equation for

δxω [110],

δx(ω)(−ω2 + ω2
eff + iωγeff) = 0, (5.31)

where δx(ω) is the Fourier transform of the position co-ordinate,

δx(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
eiωtδx(t)dt. (5.32)

We have also defined the quantities,

ω2
eff = ǫ2

(

1 − κ

1 + ω2

)

, γeff =
ǫ2κ

1 + ω2
. (5.33)

The physical motivation for these definitions is that Eqn. (5.31) has

many similarities to the equation of motion of a classical damped, har-

monic oscillator. The quantities in Eqn. (5.31) then represent the natu-

ral frequency and damping rate of this oscillator. However, written in

this form, ωeff and γeff are frequency dependent, and so the dynamics

cannot be exactly mapped to a harmonic oscillator without further ap-

proximation. This is because the full dynamics are non-Markovian, the

motion of the oscillator depends on the charge state, which depends

on the resonator position in the past. However, in the weak coupling

limit, κ ≪ 1, we can make the approximation that the response of
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the resonator is strongly peaked around ω = ǫ [110]. Hence, we can

exactly map the system onto the equation for a damped harmonic

oscillator with the replacement ω → ǫ in Eqn. (5.33),

δẍ + γeffδẋ + ω2
effδx = 0. (5.34)

Since γeff is always positive for the normal state SET [15], and can

be quite large, we do not add any extrinsic damping, γext, arising

from the resonator’s couplings to its thermodynamic surroundings

(e.g. via the clamping points of the beam). We always assume the dy-

namics are such that the back-action effects dominate, γeff ≫ γext [110,

112, 10, 18]. This is often the case in experiments, for example it was

found that γeff/γext ∼ 20 in Ref. [18] and γeff/γext ∼ 50 in Ref. [10].

It is also possible to analyse the charge dynamics of the SET. For

example, we can calculate the average dimensionless current passing

through the SET. In the steady state this is found as,

〈I〉 = (∆L + κ〈x〉)〈P0〉 = (∆R − κ〈x〉)〈P1〉. (5.35)

If we choose the tunnel rates, ∆L(R), such that the SET is at the charge

degeneracy point so that average charge on the island 〈P0〉 = 〈P1〉 = 0.5,

we find that the current is maximised, and is given by 〈I〉 = 0.25. This

amounts to choosing,

∆L =
1

2
(1 − κ). (5.36)

This value for the detuning keeps the system as far from the Coulomb

blockade boundaries (see Sec. 2.1) as possible, and so ensures that

the linear approximation works over the largest range of parame-

ters [110, 112, 113]. This is therefore the value used for all of the

results presented in the remainder of this chapter.

We can verify that Eqn. (5.34), the damped harmonic oscillator

equation, gives an accurate representation of the resonator’s dynam-

ics by comparing the solution to that obtained via numerical simu-

lation of the full system dynamics. The numerical calculations are

based on Monte-Carlo simulations of individual trajectories, full de-

tails of which can be found in appendix F. In Fig. 5.2, we show a com-

parison of position of the oscillator as a function of time, calculated

as both the solution to Eqn. (5.34), and the average over many runs of

the numerics, using initial conditions 〈x〉 = 〈v〉 = 〈P1〉 = 0. We see

that the analytics give a good approximation to the numerical results,

and so the approximations made are consistent, at least for the mean

dynamics. Since the dynamics are not deterministic, it is necessary to

obtain information about the full probability distribution, P(x, v), to

fully understand the behaviour of the system. The average position

and velocity do not give the complete picture, because of this we now

turn to examine the variances in the distributions of the oscillator

variables.
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Figure 5.2.: Average over many trajectories taken by the SET, the red, dashed
line is the position of the oscillator, the black, solid line is the
average charge on the island, 〈P1〉. We also show as a blue, solid
line the analytic solution to the damped, SHO equation for 〈x〉.
The parameters used are κ = 0.05, ǫ = 0.3.

The mean dynamics in the weak coupling limit are well described

by mapping the problem onto that of a classical damped harmonic

oscillator. This leads us to ask if the complete dynamics can be ap-

proximated by a harmonic oscillator in a thermal environment. If this

is the case, we expect that the distributions of position and velocity

should be Gaussian, and so the mean and variance of position and

velocity are enough to completely describe the distributions. We find

equations for the second cumulants of the system, following the same

procedure as for the means [110],

δẋ2 = 2δxv, (5.37)

δv̇2 = 2ǫ2(δv1 − δxv), (5.38)

δẋv = ǫ2(δx1 − δx2) + δv2, (5.39)

δẋ0 = δvN − κδx2 + ∆Rδx1 − ∆Lδx0, (5.40)

δẋ1 = δv1 + κδx2 − ∆Rδx1 + ∆Lδx0, (5.41)

δv̇0 = −ǫ2δx0 − κδxv + ∆Rδv1 − ∆Lδv0 − ǫ2〈P0〉〈P0〉, (5.42)

δv̇1 = −ǫ2δx1 + κδxv − ∆Rδv1 + ∆Lδv0 + ǫ2〈P0〉〈P1〉, (5.43)

where we have defined, for example, δx2 = 〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 and δx0 =

〈x0〉 − 〈x〉〈P0〉, with 〈x0〉 =
∫∫

dxdvP0x. These have the steady state

values [110],

δxv = δv1 = δv0 = 0, (5.44)

δx1 = −δx0 = 〈P1〉〈P0〉, (5.45)

δx2 =
〈P1〉〈P0〉

κ
, (5.46)

δv2 = ǫ2(1 − κ)δx2. (5.47)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3.: Distribution of the position and velocity of the resonator x and
v in the steady state for weak electro-mechanical coupling κ =
0.05. The solid black lines are the numerical results, the dashed
red lines show the Gaussian approximation calculated using the
analytic results for the mean and variance discussed in the main
text.

We can then compare these results with those of a harmonic oscillator

in contact with a thermal bath, where it can be shown that the system

obeys equipartition of energy with δv2 = ω2δx2 [72]. This is also

true for these results with the frequency given by the renormalised

oscillator frequency ωeff = ǫ
√

1 − κ, which is valid in the limit ǫ ≪ 1.

This then lets us identify the effective temperature of the SET as,

Teff =
ω2

eff〈P1〉〈P0〉
κ

. (5.48)

We can use these results to fully describe the distribution of the posi-

tion and velocity of the resonator, assuming it is Gaussian, and com-

pare them to the numerical results. The distribution of both the po-

sition and velocity are shown in Fig. 5.3, we see that, to a very good

approximation, over three orders of magnitude the numerical results

coincide with those predicted by the above expressions.

The probability distribution function for the resonator is, to a very

good approximation, thermal at low coupling strengths [110, 113]. We

can understand this result by considering the central limit theorem. Al-

though the electron tunnelling events are not Gaussian (for a tunnel

junction the distribution is Poissonian), in the weak coupling limit a

large number of (independent) events are needed to have an appre-

ciable effect on the resonator. We find, from the central limit theorem,

that the distribution of a large number of events is Gaussian indepen-

dent of the distribution of the individual events. This gives rise to

the observed thermal properties of the resonator when it is weakly in

contact with the SET. In the limit of large κ this picture breaks down.

Each electron tunnel event has a significant effect on the dynamics,

and so the central limit theorem no longer applies. This effect is ex-

amined in detail in Refs. [112, 114, 113], and we do not discuss it

further here.
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5.2.2 Driven Dynamics

We now examine the effects of including an external driving force.

We will concentrate on the case of a periodic applied drive, with drive

strength f0 and frequency ωD,

f (t) = f0 sin ωDt. (5.49)

The presence of the drive means that the first moments of the distri-

bution do not have a stationary solution, but in the long time limit

they must oscillate at the same frequency as the drive. Therefore, so

we make the following ansatz for the fluctuating part of the position,

δx = Ce−iωDt + C∗eiωDt, (5.50)

where we have again defined δx = x−〈x〉ss with 〈x〉ss the steady state

undriven solution from Eqn. (5.29). This is still the relevant quantity

since the force has zero average,
∫

f (t) dt = 0, when the integral is

over a complete period. This gives rise to the equations for the shifted

quantities,

δẋ = δv, δv̇ = ǫ2(δP − δx) + f (t), δṖ = κδx − δP. (5.51)

We are able to substitute the ansatz, Eqn. (5.50), into the expression

for δṖ, and find that in Fourier space this becomes,

δP(ω) = κ

[

C
δ(ω + ωD)

1 + iω
+ C∗ δ(ω − ωD)

1 − iω

]

, (5.52)

which can be converted back to the time domain to find,

δP(t) =
κ

1 + ω2
D

(δx − δv). (5.53)

This allows us to write an expression for δv̇,

δv̇ = −ǫ2

(

1 − κ

1 + ω2
D

)

δx − ǫ2κ

1 + ω2
D

δv + f (t), (5.54)

which is exactly the equation of a driven harmonic oscillator with

renormalised frequency and damping due to the SET. These are given

by,

ω2
eff = ǫ2

(

1 − κ

1 + ω2
D

)

, γeff =
ǫ2κ

1 + ω2
D

. (5.55)

These results are very similar to those in the undriven case, Eqn.

(5.33), but now it is the frequency of the drive which enters these

expressions in place of the natural frequency of the oscillator.

We can exactly solve the effective equation of motion for the damped,

driven, harmonic oscillator,

δẍ + γeffδẋ + ω2
effδx = f (t), (5.56)
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which allows us to find the coefficients from our ansatz, Eqn. (5.50),

C =
i f0(ω2

eff − ω2
D)− f0γeffωD

2(ω2
eff − ω2

D)
2 + 2γ2

effω
2
D

. (5.57)

We can check this result by looking at the response of the system to

an applied drive. In Fig. 5.4 we plot the amplitude of the position

oscillation of the resonator,

Ax = 2|C|, (5.58)

to various drive frequencies, for parameters such that the response

is always linear, κ = 0.05, ǫ = 0.3, f0 = 0.01. The horizontal, red

line shows the critical amplitude, Ac, above which the system starts

to go non-linear. At charge degeneracy, this can be written simply

in terms of the distance between the points where the tunnel rates

become non-linear,

Ac =
xmax − xmin

2
=

1

2κ
. (5.59)

For the coupling strength used in the figure, this means that the linear

theory is valid for Ax < 10. As can be seen in Fig. 5.4 the response

of the system to this drive strength is always much less than the criti-

cal amplitude, and so the linear theory matches the numerical results.

We see that the response is a Lorentzian, centred around the renor-

malised frequency of the oscillator (the ωD dependence of ωeff and

γeff is negligible), this is the expected result for a linear harmonic

oscillator.

If we look at the behaviour of the second moments, we find that

the system shows slightly different behaviour to thermal harmonic

oscillator. In a truly thermal environment, there is no dependence

of the temperature on the co-ordinates of the oscillator. For the SET-

resonator this is no longer the case, as we explain below.

To analyse the effective temperature of the system, we need to ex-

amine the variance of the position and velocity distribution, as we

did for the undriven system. We can obtain a set of ODEs for the

second moments using the same techniques as before, finding exactly

the same set of equations as (5.37)-(5.43). Although the equations are

the same, the results are slightly different: the term 〈P0〉〈P1〉 in these

equations oscillates due to the drive at frequency 2ωD
1 even in the

steady state. This produces oscillations in the variances of the posi-

tion and momentum of the resonator: the behaviour is like a thermal

environment with a position dependent temperature.

An example of the full position distribution over one period of the

drive is shown in Fig. 5.5 (a). The mean is well described by the linear

analytic result from Eqn. (5.50). The oscillations in the variance occur

1 At charge degeneracy we find 〈P1〉 = 1/2 + A sin(ωDt + φ) so 〈P0〉〈P1〉 = 1/4 +
A2 sin2(ωDt + φ), away from charge degeneracy there are also oscillations at ωD.
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Figure 5.4.: Amplitude of the position oscillations, Ax , as a function of drive
frequency, ωD. The solid, black line is the numerical result, the
dashed, black line the analytic result from Eqn. (5.58). The red,
dashed line shows the limit above which the linear theory does
not hold (see text). The parameters used are f0 = 0.01, ǫ = 0.3,
κ = 0.05.

Figure 5.5.: Oscillations in both the mean and variance of the position distri-
bution over a period of the drive. The parameters are ǫ = 0.3,
κ = 0.05, f0 = 0.05 and ωD = 0.002π. In (a) we show the full
position distribution, the solid, black line shows the analytic so-
lution for the mean. In (b) we show the variance, the solid line is
the numerical result, the dashed line shows the solution to Eqns.
(5.37)-(5.43).
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because of the oscillations in 〈P0〉〈P1〉, as described above. This can

be thought of as a change in the effective temperature of the bath at

each point in the cycle since Teff ∝ 〈P0〉〈P1〉 as in Eqn. (5.48). These

oscillations cannot be seen if the drive is faster than the relaxation.

We require ωD ≪ γeff, since, if the drive is too fast, then the oscillator

simply feels the average of the temperature over a single period. It

is not able to respond quickly enough to changes in its environment.

In Fig. 5.5, we have ωD/γeff ∼ 1.39, and so the oscillations are visi-

ble, but they are not as large as the variation in temperature which

the oscillator feels throughout the cycle. It is not practical to simu-

late the dynamics in the regime where the oscillator is driven slowly

enough such that it is always in thermal equilibrium; for weak cou-

pling, γeff is very small. However, we are able to examine this regime

by solving the set of coupled ODEs (Eqns. (5.37)-(5.43)), which, as

we can see from Fig. 5.5 (b), give a good approximation to the nu-

merical results. In Fig. 5.6, we plot the variance over a single period

for drive frequencies ωD/2π = 0.01 (black), ωD/2π = 0.001 (blue),

and ωD/2π = 0.0001 (green), along with the variances correspond-

ing to the maximum and minimum temperatures (red, dashed lines)

experienced by the oscillator during the cycle. The damping rate

γeff = 0.0009 and so the green curve satisfies the condition ωD ≪ γeff,

and so we see the variance oscillates between the extremes of tem-

perature experienced during the cycle. In this case, the oscillator is

in the adiabatic limit, the oscillations are slow enough that the system

is always in equilibrium with an effective bath, whose temperature

varies sinusoidally as 〈P0〉〈P1〉.

5.3 beyond linear response

It is possible, by increasing the drive strength slightly, to drive the

resonator into regions where the linear theory breaks down. If any

part of the trajectory enters the region where tunnelling in the SET

is forbidden, then the dynamics can become much more complicated.

In this section we will examine the response of the oscillator to a

stronger drive, and develop ways of analytically describing the dy-

namics.

5.3.1 Non-linear damping and frequency shift

Increasing the drive strength above that used in Fig. 5.4 means that

the simple linear expressions for damping and frequency shift in Eqn.

(5.55) are no longer valid. When the system is outside of the lin-

ear response region, the effective damping and frequency shift of the

oscillator will be modified. The simplest way to calculate such a mod-

ification is to calculate the fraction of time that the oscillator spends

in the region where xmin < x < xmax and modify the effective cou-
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Figure 5.6.: Oscillations of the variance of the position distribution over one
period of the drive for different drive frequencies. The black
curve is ωD = 0.02π, the blue is ωD = 0.002π and the green is
ωD = 0.0002π. The red, dashed lines show the variance which
corresponds to the maximum and minimum temperature expe-
rienced during the cycle.

pling strength by this factor. This method is inspired by the approach

in Ref. [113], used to calculate the renormalised frequency at strong

coupling strengths.

To make progress, we first assume that the position of the oscillator

is harmonic, and oscillates at the frequency of the drive (we ignore

the phase difference between the position and the drive since it does

not feature in what follows),

δx(t) = Ax sin(ωDt). (5.60)

Outside the linear region, when one of the Heaviside functions in the

decay rates is important, transport through the SET stops [112, 114].

This means that the oscillator effectively becomes decoupled from its

environment, and so is not damped or frequency shifted by the SET

in the parts of its trajectory outside of the linear boundary. This leads

us to introduce the amplitude dependent effective coupling,

κA =
ωDκ

2π

∫ 2π
ωD

0
Θ (∆L + κx(t)) Θ (∆R − κx(t))) dt, (5.61)

where x(t) = δx(t) + 〈x〉ss. This expression renormalises the linear

coupling strength by the fraction of the drive period which the mean

spends in the damped region. We can find the result of the integral

at charge degeneracy as,

κA =







κ Ax <
1

2κ

2κ
π sin−1

(

1
2κAx

)

Ax ≥ 1
2κ

. (5.62)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7.: Amplitude dependent (a) damping and (b) frequency of the os-
cillator using the simple model of Eqn. (5.63). Parameters are
ǫ = 0.3, κ = 0.05 and ωD = 0.29.

This expression can be then be used to find approximate, amplitude

dependent, expressions for the damping and frequency shift,

ω2
eff(Ax) = ǫ2

(

1 − κA

1 + ω2
D

)

, γeff(Ax) =
ǫ2κA

1 + ω2
D

. (5.63)

Examples of these functions are shown in Fig. 5.7. In the region

where the amplitude is still in the linear region, Ax < Ac, the damp-

ing and frequency shift remain at their linear values. Above Ac we

see the damping decrease towards zero and the frequency move to-

wards ǫ. In the limit Ax → ∞, the system spends less and less

time inside the damped region. This limit is, of course, not experi-

mentally relevant, since when the back-action damping becomes too

small, γeff < γext, the dynamics become dominated by the external

damping provided by the true thermal environment.

The oscillations will only be stable when they occur at certain val-

ues of Ax. To predict these values, we need to derive an equation of

motion for Ax [47]. This is given by,

Ȧx =
1

Ax

[

(x − 〈x〉ss)ẋ +
vv̇

ω2
D

]

. (5.64)

We can derive the terms on the right hand side of Eqn. (5.64) by using

the fact that the resonator position obeys the effective equation,

ẍ + γeff(Ax)ẋ + ω2
eff(Ax)x2 = f0 sin ωDt, (5.65)

where the amplitude dependent damping and frequency are calcu-

lated from Eqn. (5.63). This can be solved using the same ansatz, Eqn.

(5.50), as for the linear case, but now C(Ax) is a function of amplitude.

To make progress with Eqn. (5.64), we need to make some simplifying

assumptions. If we assume that the dynamics of Ax are slow on the

timescale of the force (we will verify these conditions self-consistently

later), we can introduce the quantity [47],

Ãx =
ωD

2π

∫ 2π
ωD

0
Ax dt, (5.66)
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Figure 5.8.: Self-consistency condition for f0 = 0.015, ǫ = 0.3, κ = 0.05, for
two different drive frequencies (a) ωD = 0.29: we see only one
crossing in the linear region, (b) ωD = 0.298: there are three
solutions, one in the linear region, one unstable and one high
amplitude stable solution. The solid, black lines show g(Ax)
from Eqn. (5.69), while the dashed, red lines are constant at 0, to
make the crossing points apparent.

which has the equation of motion,

dÃx

dt
= −γeff(Ãx)Ãx

2
− f0Re[C(Ãx)]

ωD Ãx

. (5.67)

We then find C(Ãx) from the solutions to Eqn. (5.65) and obtain the

simplified evolution equation,

dÃx

dt
= g(Ãx), (5.68)

where,

g(A) = −γeff(A)

2

[

A − f 2
0

A
[

(ω2
eff(A)− ω2

D)
2 + γ2

eff(A)ω2
D

]

]

. (5.69)

The slow dynamics condition above is then equivalent to |g(A)| ≪
ωD A, which is automatically satisfied close to a fixed point, and for

a fast enough driving force.

For the oscillations at a given amplitude, Ax, to be stable, there

are two conditions which must be met. Firstly, we require that the

amplitude corresponds to a fixed point, i.e. g(Afp) = 0. Secondly, we

require that amplitudes in the vicinity of these fixed points decay to

the fixed point solution. This is equivalent to the condition [119, 47],

dg

dAx

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ax=Afp

< 0. (5.70)
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From Eqn. (5.69), we find that the possible stable amplitudes are given

by2,

Ax =
f0

√

(ω2
eff(Ax)− ω2

D)
2 + γ2

eff(Ax)ω2
D

. (5.71)

This equation can have either 1 or 3 solutions depending on the choice

of parameters, examples of both cases are shown in Fig. 5.8. The sta-

bility of these solutions can be deduced from the gradient of the black

curves at the crossing point as described above. We see that, in the

case with only one crossing point, the system is in the linear regime,

and the stable solution is simply the linear one. In the case with

three crossing points, the central one gives an unstable solution, the

small amplitude result is in the linear region and the large amplitude

solution is a new stable fixed point for the system, where the damp-

ing and frequency shift are reduced from the linear values. This be-

haviour, where the system has multiple stable solutions with different

amplitudes, is found in many other driven non-linear systems, such

as the Duffing oscillator [119]. The Duffing oscillator can be seen as a

harmonic oscillator with a position dependent spring constant,

k(x) = k0 + αx2. (5.72)

In this system, at large enough drive strength, there are regions where

two stable amplitude solutions exist [119]. The non-linearity we find,

although similar to that of the Duffing oscillator, is different in detail.

In particular, for a Duffing oscillator, one finds a quadratic amplitude

dependence of the resonant frequency, which is very different from

the form found in Fig. 5.7, for the SET-resonator.

We can use the non-linear damping and frequency shift, along with

the conditions on stability of the solutions to Eqn. (5.71), to find the

response of the system, Ax, as a function of drive frequency. An

example of the resulting curve can be seen in Fig. 5.9. At low fre-

quencies, below the blue shaded region and at frequencies ωD > ǫ,

the non-linear results exactly match the linear theory. The response

is below Ac, and Eqn. (5.71) has only one stable solution; therefore

there are no modifications to the linear results.

In the blue shaded region, (a), in Fig. 5.9, the amplitudes grow

beyond Ac, and so the linear and non-linear calculations give differ-

ent results. The linear calculation leads to a Lorentzian peak centred

around ωeff(0). However, in the non-linear case, the frequency shift

becomes smaller (leading to a larger effective frequency) for Ax > Ac.

In the blue shaded region, this means that the drive frequency is fur-

ther from resonance than in the linear case, and hence the amplitude

is smaller.

2 In the limit A → ∞, we find γeff(A) → 0, but this only decays as 1/A and so

γeff(A)A is still finite.
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Figure 5.9.: The solutions to the self-consistency expression, Eqn. (5.71), as a
function of drive frequency, for f0 = 0.02, ǫ = 0.3 and κ = 0.05.
The black solid lines show the stable solutions, the red dashed
line is the unstable solution. We also show the linear result as the
black dashed line, the amplitude at which the linear theory fails,
Ac, as the horizontal blue dashed line, and the linear response
frequency, ωeff(0), as the vertical dashed green line. The shaded
regions (a) and (b) are discussed in the text.

In the green shaded region, (b), for drive frequencies close to (but

below) ǫ, a high amplitude solution exists because of a positive feed-

back mechanism. In this regime, as the amplitude grows beyond Ac,

the reduction in the effective frequency brings the system closer to

resonance with the drive. Hence, increasing the amplitude further

(an effect which is further enhanced by the reduction in γeff with in-

creasing Ax) causes the system to eventually stabilise. This is because,

when the amplitude and ωeff(Ax) become sufficiently large the sys-

tem moves significantly away from resonance.

When the drive frequency becomes larger than ǫ, the high ampli-

tude solution no longer exists. If the damping and frequency shift

were not amplitude dependent the system would simply oscillate

at a slightly lower Ax, due to being more detuned from resonance.

In fact, as this happens the effective frequency shifts further away

(ωeff decreases with decreasing amplitude), reducing the amplitude

of the oscillations further: the system spirals back down to the linear

branch.

We can better understand this behaviour by introducing an effec-

tive potential landscape for the system. We define the potential from

the equation of motion for Ax, Eqn. (5.68),

U(Ax) = −
∫ Ax

0
g(a) da. (5.73)

This potential then, naturally, has a gradient of zero at the solutions

to the self-consistency expression, Eqn. (5.71), the stable fixed points

correspond to minima in this potential. We note that the potential has
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Figure 5.10.: Examples of the potential landscape, calculated from Eqn.
(5.73). The parameters are the same as those in Fig. 5.8

a divergence at Ax = 0, as can be seen from the second term in Eqn.

(5.69), because of this we shift the potential by an arbitrary constant,

so that the minimum is U(Ax) = 0.

Example potential landscapes with one and two minima are shown

in Fig. 5.10, these correspond to the same parameters as Fig. 5.8. The

unstable solution is located at the maximum between the potential

wells of the stable solutions. As we increase ωD and sweep through

the resonance, the large amplitude solution appears as a second min-

imum, as seen in Fig. 5.10 (b).

We can compare the predicted stable amplitudes to our numerical

results for systems which enter the non-linear region. We expect the

dynamics to be much more complicated than for the linear case, since

the system has two stable solutions with different amplitude oscilla-

tions. We show numerical results as the solid blue and green curves

in Fig. 5.11. The results for the high amplitude state are qualitatively

the same as those calculated above, but there is some quantitative dif-

ference because of the simple model we used to calculate the renor-

malised damping and frequency shift. The green and blue numeric

curves differ only in their initial conditions, the results in green show

a sweep through frequency from low to high, whereas the blue curve

shows a sweep from high to low frequency. The initial conditions

for each data point are the final results of the previous one. The

direction of sweep has a large effect on the results observed in the

region where two solutions are predicted. If the fluctuations about

the mean are not large enough to escape the potential well which the

system is initially in, then it remains in that state. This means that

when we sweep down from large frequencies, the oscillator cannot

enter the high amplitude branch until the barrier between the two

states becomes small enough. We see that the blue curve jumps to

the high amplitude before the low amplitude state ceases to exist. At

some point these fluctuations are able to overcome the potential bar-

rier, and the system transitions to the high amplitude state which has

a deeper potential well (see Fig. 5.10 (b)), and so the system cannot

escape back to the low amplitude state.
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Figure 5.11.: Comparison of the numerical results to those obtained from
the self-consistency expression. The solid green and blue lines
show the numerical results for forward and backward fre-
quency sweeps respectively. The black, dashed line shows the
stable analytic solutions. The parameters are the same as Fig.
5.9.

We can produce a more complex model and obtain a better result

for the damping and frequency shift, by following the technique out-

lined in Refs. [47, 18]. We assume that a constant amplitude solu-

tion to the full non-linear expression exists, and use this to map the

equations onto that of damped, driven harmonic oscillator. We can

then identify the terms which correspond to an amplitude dependent

damping and frequency shift.

We begin with the set of coupled equations for the first moments,

including the non-linear rates but decoupling the second moments

which are present, so that, for example, we assume 〈x1〉 = 〈x〉〈P1〉 [47].

This approximation has been found to give good agreement for the

mean dynamics of various systems [120, 47, 121, 93]. We write the

equations of motion as,

ẍ − ǫ2(P − x) = f (t), (5.74)

Ṗ = ΓL(x)(1 − P) + ΓR(x)P, (5.75)

where we have dropped the angle brackets for compactness and writ-

ten P = 〈P1〉. We may then numerically solve the expression for P(t),

Eqn. (5.75), using the ansatz for x(t) in Eqn. (5.60). We wish to map

the equation for ẍ onto that for a damped, driven harmonic oscillator.

Making a comparison between Eqn. (5.74) and the driven oscillator

equation we identify,

−ǫ2P = γeffẋ + ǫ2∆ω2
effx, (5.76)

where we have defined the frequency shift,

ω2
eff = ǫ2(1 + ∆ω2

eff). (5.77)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12.: Amplitude dependent (a) damping and (b) frequency of the os-
cillator. Solid, black lines show the solution using Eqn. (5.78),
red, dashed lines show the results using Eqn. (5.63). Parame-
ters as in Fig. 5.7.

We can then multiply Eqn. (5.76) by either cos ωDt or sin ωDt, and

integrate over one period of the drive to find the damping and fre-

quency shift [46],

γeff = − ǫ2

πA

∫ 2π
ωD

0
P(t) cos ωDt dt, (5.78a)

ω2
eff = ǫ2

(

1 − ωD

πA

∫ 2π
ωD

0
P(t) sin ωDt dt

)

. (5.78b)

These expressions then give a simple physical interpretation of the

damping and frequency shift, the damping is due to the out of phase

(with respect to x) component of the average island charge, while the

frequency shift is due to the in phase component [46, 18].

It is possible to again extract the amplitude dependent damping

and frequency shift, which can be used in the self-consistency ex-

pression, Eqn. 5.71, to find the amplitude of the stable solutions. In

Fig. 5.12, we plot the amplitude dependence of the damping and

frequency shift calculated using this method, along with the simple

results calculated previously using Eqn. (5.63). We see that the cor-

rected damping and frequency shift is always larger than the sim-

ple estimates. This is because the damping does not just switch on

and off as the resonator travels through the non-linear boundary, it

becomes reduced when the mean is close to xmin or xmax, as some

trajectories are in the uncoupled region. Therefore, the previous cal-

culation was always an underestimate.

We can again use this result to compare with our numerical re-

sponse curve. To simplify the numerics, we neglect the dependence

of γeff and ωeff on ωD. The results of this calculation are then shown

in the dashed, black curve in Fig. 5.13, we see that this now gives very

good agreement with the numerics (shown as the green, solid curve).

For simplicity, we have only shown the high amplitude stable branch

and the numeric sweep from low to high frequency. The amplitude
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Figure 5.13.: Comparison of the numerical results (solid, green curve) with
those obtained using the more complex expressions in Eqn.
(5.78) (black, dashed curve). Same parameters as Fig. 5.9.

of the oscillations is greater than that calculated using Eqn. (5.63),

since, although the damping felt by the oscillator is larger, so is the

frequency shift, this means that the oscillator is closer to resonance

and so has a larger response.

5.4 bistability

In the previous section, we saw how it was possible for the system to

end up in a different state depending on the initial conditions used

for the numerics, but the stationary state was always either the high

or low amplitude solution. For weaker drive, it should be possible

to find bistable behaviour, where it is possible for fluctuations to drive

the system both from the high amplitude state to the linear state and

back again. The stationary solution should then contain components

of both solutions. This type of behaviour is common to a wide range

of damped, driven non-linear systems, such as in the Duffing oscilla-

tor [119], the damped, driven Jaynes-Cummings model [120] and an

SSET-resonator close to the JQP [46, 47].

In Fig. 5.14, we show the response for a drive strength appropriate

for this. In the region where the low amplitude state becomes sta-

ble again, the numerical mean amplitude moves to a point between

the two stable solutions, and the steady state is a mixture of the two

solutions. This can be seen in Fig. 5.15, where we plot the position

distribution as we pass through the bistability at the points labelled

(a) and (b) in Fig. 5.14. In Fig. 5.15 (a), we see that most of the distri-

bution is in the high amplitude state, with only a very low probability

of being in the low state whereas in (b), on the other side of the bista-

bility, most of the distribution is in the low amplitude state.
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Figure 5.14.: Response of the system as a function of driving frequency, all
parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.9, except f0 = 0.015. The
solid line shows the numerical response, the dashed line shows
the analytically predicted stable solutions using the damping
and frequency shift from Eqn. (5.78). The system shows a bista-
bility in the region where the linear solution reappears. The
dynamics at the points marked (a) and (b) are shown in Fig.
5.15.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.15.: Position distribution of the oscillator at the points labelled (a)
and (b) in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.16.: P(x, v) distributions. In (a) and (b) we show the full distribu-
tion far away from and at the bistability respectively. In (c) and
(d) we show slices through these distributions at v = 0.

To check that the two states are indeed distinct, we need to make

sure that they do not cross in phase-space [119]. To do this, we look

at the probability distribution as a function of both the position and

velocity of the resonator. This is shown in Fig. 5.16 (a) and (b), where

we show results away from the bistability and in the bistable region.

Both plots show rings in phase space, which means that the resonator

oscillates in its steady state [46, 47]. Away from the bistability there

is only one ring, which shows only one stable amplitude oscillation,

while at the bistability we can see two rings; the system really does

have two distinct stable orbits. To make this more apparent, in Fig.

5.16 (c) and (d) we show slices through the phase-space distribution

at v = 0. We clearly see a double peaked structure in the bistable plot

which is absent in the case where only one stable solution is present.

The two orbits at the bistability are linked by noise, the edges of the

distributions around the rings overlap. The system is able to switch

between the two states when fluctuations drive the high amplitude

state to a lower orbit or vice-versa. This then leads to the steady state

containing both stable solutions as seen in Fig. 5.15. If the amplitude

of the two states is well separated, this cannot happen. For example,

when the drive is larger, the fluctuations cannot take the system far

enough towards the other state to get over the potential barrier. As a

result, the system stays in one or the other of the states, depending

on the choice of initial conditions.

The variance of the distribution is also a useful way of identifying

the bistability. We show results for the variance of the x distribution,
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Figure 5.17.: Variance of the x distribution δx2, averaged over one period of
the drive for various drive strengths, the green curve is f0 =
0.01 (linear), the blue curve is f0 = 0.015 (bistable) and the red
curve is f0 = 0.02 (non-linear).

averaged over one period of the drive, for various drive strengths, in

Fig. 5.17. The linear results, the green curve, show that the variance in

this region is approximately constant, with a shallow dip near to the

resonance. This dip occurs because the average temperature felt by

the oscillator drops slightly when the amplitude of the oscillations in-

creases, this decreases the variance. We also show an example of the

variance in the high amplitude state as a red curve, this corresponds

to the blue curve in Fig. 5.11 (the sweep from high to low frequency),

in this case the variance increases away from the linear result. This

can be understood by thinking about two trajectories which exit the

linear boundary a small distance apart. As they are accelerated, de-

terministically, by the drive away from the damped region, the sepa-

ration between the trajectories increases. This causes the variance to

increase with the amplitude of the oscillations. The red curve in Fig.

5.17 shows the variance for the bistable system. We see a much larger

peak coinciding with the region of the bistability, the two solutions

with different amplitudes cause the variance to sharply increase.

5.5 thermodynamics

Much recent attention has focused on studying the thermodynamic

properties of small systems [122, 123, 124, 117, 30]. As systems are

made smaller, fluctuations become more important, and so events

which apparently violate the second law of thermodynamics can be-

come possible [30]. Questions about the distribution of thermody-

namic variables of small systems are addressed by fluctuation rela-

tions [31, 32]. These relations are able to give detailed information

about the properties of the distribution of thermodynamic quantites,

such as the work done and heat transferrred in out-of-equilibrium
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processes [117, 30]. These kinds of relations have very recently been

used to examine the thermodynamics of transport in mesoscopic de-

vices [33, 34, 35].

One simple way in which we can look at this type of behaviour,

in the driven SET-resonator, is to examine the work done by the ex-

ternal force [117, 30]. The work done over a period, τn = 2πn/ωD,

corresponding to n periods of the driving force is given by,

Wn =
1

τn

∫ t0+τn

t0

f (t)v(t) dt. (5.79)

For macroscopic systems the work is a well defined quantity which

only has one possible, positive, outcome. However, since the trajec-

tory of the oscillator is stochastic, if we integrate over a finite time,

then the work done can take on many different values and so has

a distribution. In particular, if the drive strength is small enough, it

is possible for the work done to be negative, apparently violating the

second law of thermodynamics [30]. This effect has been observed

in oscillators coupled to true thermal baths [124, 117, 30]. For the

thermal case, many exact results about this distribution exist, we will

discuss these in detail later. The work distribution provides another

way in which we can look at how far the analogy between the SET

and a thermal bath goes.

We begin by looking at the behaviour of the system in the linear

regime. In this case, we expect that the distribution should be ex-

actly Gaussian, as it is for a thermal environment [117, 30]. It is also

straightforward to calculate the mean work done for the linear sys-

tem. This is simply given by,

〈Wn〉 =
1

τn

∫ τn

0
f (t)〈v(t)〉 dt. (5.80)

Since we know 〈v(t)〉 from the time derivative of the linear ansatz,

Eqn. (5.60), we find,

〈Wn〉 =
f 2
0 ω2

Dγeff

2(ω2
eff − ω2

D)
2 + 2γ2

effω
2
D

, (5.81)

which is independent of integration time and, as required by the sec-

ond law, always positive.

The stochastic nature of the dynamics then leads to fluctuations

about this value. We show results for the work distribution, P(Wn),

for parameters in the linear region in Fig. 5.18, where we have used

the same parameters as Fig. 5.4 and an approximately resonant drive

frequency. The integration times used are n = 1, 20, 50. We see all

of the features described above, the work distribution has a positive

mean value which does not change with n, but the distribution gets

narrower as the integration time increases. As n increases, the stochas-

tic nature of the dynamics gets averaged out, suppressing the nega-

tive fluctuations in the work. This is the same behaviour as has been

observed in a thermal harmonic oscillator [124, 117].
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Figure 5.18.: Work distributions for n = 1 (blue), n = 20 (red) and n = 50
(green). The parameters used are the same as in Fig. 5.4, and
the drive frequency is approximately resonant, ωD/ǫ = 0.98.
The coloured, dashed lines show Gaussian fits to the data. The
vertical, black, dashed line shows 〈Wn〉 as calculated from Eqn.
(5.81).
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Figure 5.19.: Work distributions for n = 1 (blue), n = 20 (red) and n = 50
(green). The parameters used are the same as in Fig. 5.9, and
the drive frequency, ωD/ǫ = 0.985, and initial conditions were
chosen so that the system is in the high amplitude state. The
dashed lines show Gaussian fits to the data.
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Figure 5.20.: Potential landscapes which correspond to (a) Fig. 5.18 and (b)
5.19. The black lines show the potential, while the red, dashed
lines show the effective linear potentials.

If we look at a system which is oscillating in the high amplitude

state, we find that the distribution looks slightly different. An ex-

ample of this is shown in Fig. 5.19, where we see that the average

work is much larger than for the linear case, because of the larger

amplitude oscillations. We also see that the distribution is no longer

Gaussian, trajectories with lower values of work occur more often

than for a Gaussian distribution, whereas trajectories with larger val-

ues of work occur less often. To understand this, it is useful to look

at the potential landscapes which correspond to Figs. 5.18 and 5.19.

These potentials are plotted in Fig. 5.20, along with the potential for

a linear system, with the value for γeff and ωeff calculated at the sta-

ble amplitude. We note that these potentials are calculated using the

more complex expressions for γeff and ωeff from Eqn. (5.78). In the

linear case, the potential follows the linear result at Ax < Ac, as ex-

pected, and since we know that the system does not fluctuate above

this point, the behaviour is exactly linear and so has Gaussian fluctu-

ations [117, 30]. For the non-linear potential, we see that the potential

is not well approximated by the linear result, because of the ampli-

tude dependence of γeff and ωeff. The fluctuations in amplitude are

larger than in the linear case, which can be seen in Fig. 5.17; the sys-

tem has trajectories which reach into the shoulder in the potential in

the linear region. This causes the non-Gaussian behaviour seen in the

work distributions in Fig. 5.19.

We can also look at the work distribution around the bistability.

Distributions for various values of n are shown in Fig. 5.21, where we

can clearly see that the two different stable states give separate peaks

in the distribution. As the integration time is increased, we see that

the width of both subdistributions decreases. This is because we are

examining the system on timescales much lower than the switching

time of the system, where the switching time is the average time the

system takes to get between to two stable states.

We can examine this switching time by integrating the system over

longer periods. We expect that if the integral goes over a long enough
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Figure 5.21.: Work distributions for n = 1 (blue), n = 20 (red) and n = 50
(green). The parameters used are the same as in Fig. 5.14 and
the drive frequency chosen such that the system is bistable.

Figure 5.22.: Work distributions for long integrations in the bistable region.
Same parameters as Fig. 5.21, but with n = 500 (blue), n = 1000
(red) and n = 5000 (green).

period the distribution should become unimodal. In the long time

limit, all of the trajectories spend some time in both of the stable

states. We can see this happening in Fig. 5.22. We note that obtaining

good statistics for such long trajectories is difficult, and so these re-

sults have much less averaging than those presented previously. We

see that, when we integrate over 500 periods, the distributions is still

bimodal, the curve for n = 1000 shows the central part of the distri-

bution becoming a peak. Finally, for 5000 periods, the distribution

becomes unimodal, on this timescale most of the trajectories are able

to explore enough phase-space to spend time in both stable states.
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5.5.1 Fluctuation relations

Results have recently become available [31, 32] which are able to quan-

tify the probability of observing rare events in small systems, such as

fluctuations in the work done which lead to a negative value of Wn.

These results give rise to fluctuation relations (see Ref. [30] for a re-

view), which relate the relative probabilities of positive and negative

energy fluctuations. To describe these fluctuation relations we intro-

duce the symmetry function for the thermodynamic quantity Xn [30],

S(Xn) = ln

(

P(+Xn)

P(−Xn)

)

, (5.82)

which relates the relative probabilities of trajectories with X = Xn, to

those with X = −Xn. There are then two forms that the fluctuation

relations can take. Firstly, the transient fluctuation relation describes

systems which have been perturbed from their equilibrium state for

a finite amount of time [117, 30], in this case the symmetry function

obeys,

S(Xn) =
Xn

T
, (5.83)

where T is the temperature of the external environment. This rela-

tion is valid for all integration times, n. Secondly, there is the steady

state fluctuation relation, which is obeyed by systems in an out-of-

equilibrium steady state, such as in the presence of periodic drive.

In this case the fluctuation relation only holds for infinite integration

times [30],

lim
n→∞

S(Xn) =
Xn

T
. (5.84)

It is the steady state fluctuation relation which we make use of here.

We are able to test such relations for a limited range of parameters

in the SET-resonator. Exact results are available for a harmonic oscil-

lator driven by periodic force in a thermal environment [117, 30], and

it is these results with which we make a comparison. To do this, we

first introduce a slightly different definition of the work done

W̄n = τnWn (5.85)

which matches the definition used in the derivation of the fluctua-

tion relations [117, 30]. The symmetry function for the work done,

integrated over n periods of the drive, is then,

S(W̄n) = ln

(

P(+W̄n)

P(−W̄n)

)

. (5.86)

Then if the probability distribution is Gaussian, as it is for a harmonic

oscillator in a true thermal environment [117, 30], we find that the

symmetry function obeys,

S(W̄n) =
2

δW̄2
n

W̄n, (5.87)
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Figure 5.23.: The symmetry function in the linear regime, with κ = 0.05,
ǫ = 0.3, f0 = 0.01, ωD = 0.98ǫ. In (a) we show S(W̄n) for n =
1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 70 as solid lines (n increases as the gradient
decreases), the dashed line shows TeffS(W̄n) = W̄n which is
the long time limit prediction. In (b) we show the gradient
of S(W̄n) as a function of number of periods, n. The solid,
black line is the direct numerical result, the red, dashed line is
obtained from the numerical mean and variance, assuming the
distribution is Gaussian. The blue line shows the prediction of
the linear theory for the long time limit.

where δW̄2
n is the variance of the work distribution. This shows that,

for a Gaussian distribution, the symmetry function is linear, with a

gradient given by 2/δW̄2
n . Comparing with the fluctuation relation,

Eqn. (5.84), we see that in the long time limit, this gradient obeys,

lim
n→∞

2

δW̄2
n

=
1

T
, (5.88)

where T is the temperature of the environment. This then provides us

with a sensitive way of, not only examining how close the fluctuations

are to Gaussian, but also of determining the temperature of the bath

in contact with the system.

Unfortunately, the parameters with which we can numerically ex-

plore the symmetry function are limited. To calculate S(W̄n), we need

to have good statistics in the region W̄n < 0. This requires that the

average work done is small compared to the variance of the distri-

bution, even in the long integration time limit. This means that we

cannot explore the way in which changing the drive frequency causes

the system to explore the non-linear region, through resonance effects,

as we did in the previous part of this chapter. This would make 〈W̄n〉
too large. Instead we choose to look at the way in which changing the

strength of the electro-mechanical coupling, κ, affects the symmetry

function, while keeping the drive strength weak enough to allow us

to study the negative work fluctuations.

To begin with, we look at the results in the region where the linear

theory holds. We plot the symmetry function for various integration

times, n, in Fig. 5.23 (a), as solid lines, along with the result expected

for the long time limit, as a dashed line, given by the effective tem-

perature defined in Eqn. (5.48). As n is increased, the line moves
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Figure 5.24.: Gradient of the symmetry function varying with integration
time for the same parameters as Fig. 5.23, but with κ = 0.5. The
solid, black line is the direct numerical result, the red, dashed
line is obtained from the numerical mean and variance, assum-
ing the distribution is Gaussian. The blue line shows the pre-
diction of the linear theory for the long time limit.

towards the expected value, but the noise in the results increases.

This increase in noise is because it becomes more difficult to find tra-

jectories in which the work done is negative as the integration time

increases. The scale of the fluctuations decrease with increasing n as

the trajectories become closer to the mean when averaged over a large

number of periods.

We can then look at how the gradient of the symmetry function

varies with of the number of periods of integration, n. Results for this

are shown in Fig. 5.23 (b). We show two methods of calculating this

gradient. The first is using the direct numerical results to explicitly

calculate S(W̄n), and then the gradient is calculated directly from

this. These results are shown as the solid, black line. Secondly, we

can calculate the gradient by simply using the numerical value for the

mean and variance and assuming the distribution is Gaussian, then

Eqn. (5.87) gives direct access to the result. This calculation is shown

as a red, dashed line in Fig. 5.23. We see that the two methods of

calculating the gradient give the same result, since the distribution

is Gaussian, except at very large n, where the noise in the direct

numerical results increases. We can also see that, as n gets larger,

the gradient converges on the effective temperature, as defined in the

linear theory. There is a slight difference between the two results,

which is because of the effect of finite coupling [110, 113].

We next go on to look at the behaviour as we change the coupling

strength, κ. In Fig. 5.24, we show results for the same parameters as in

Fig. 5.23, but for larger coupling, κ = 0.5. We see that the distribution

is still well approximated by the Gaussian result at large n, but now

the long time limit does not converge with the linear temperature.
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Figure 5.25.: Effective temperature as a function of κ, normalised by the lin-
ear result, Teff. The solid, black line shows Teff, the red crosses
are the temperature calculated from the long integration time
limit of the symmetry function, the blue dots show the temper-
ature calculated from the variance of the steady state v distri-
bution.

This is consistent with the results found for the variance of the steady

state undriven system [110]. We see that the temperature found is

higher than the linear result, this is expected since the fluctuations are

amplified when the oscillator spends time in the uncoupled region.

In Fig. 5.25, we plot, as red crosses, the steady state temperature,

calculated in this way compared to the linear response result, as a

function of the electro-mechanical coupling, κ. As the coupling is in-

creased, this temperature increases away from the linear result. As κ

is increased, Ac decreases and so more and more of the resonator’s

trajectory lies in the region where the SET becomes stuck in one

charge state (this is true, even without the drive [112]). This leads

to an increase in the effective temperature as described above. As

a comparison, we also plot, as the blue dots in Fig. 5.25, the vari-

ance of the corresponding steady state (undriven) velocity distribu-

tion. In the small κ limit, this also gives the effective temperature of

the SET [110]. For κ → 0, we see the linear result, the work distri-

bution result and the variance calculation match. As the coupling is

increased, the variance increases above the linear result, following the

results from the work distribution quite closely. There is no signifi-

cant difference in the sensitivity of the temperature calculated using

either of these methods to the effects of finite coupling.

5.6 summary and future work

In this chapter, we have examined the dynamics of the SET-resonator

in the presence of a periodic drive. We have seen how a straightfor-
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ward generalisation of the theory presented in Refs. [110, 112, 113]

is able to accurately predict the behaviour for weak drive strengths,

when the non-linear parts of the decay rates are not important. In

this region, we found that the SET acts on the oscillator very much

like a thermal bath, the only slight complication to this picture occurs

in the limit ωD ≪ γeff, when the temperature of the bath appears to

be position dependent.

We then described the non-linear dynamics. We presented two

techniques for calculating the amplitude dependent damping and

frequency renormalisation experienced by the oscillator. The first of

these allowed us to derive exact analytic results, but did not give

good quantitative agreement with the numerical simulations, and so

a more complex result was derived. Using these expressions we were

able to find the amplitude of the stable solutions. We found regions

where only one state is available to the oscillator, and others where

two solutions are possible. For large drive strengths, the final state of

the oscillator in this region depends on its initial conditions, the po-

tential barrier between the two solutions is too large. For lower drive

strength, it is possible to find regions where the system is bistable.

The system switches between the two states on a short timescale com-

pared to that of the numerical simulations.

The distribution of the work done by the force provides a further

way of examining the dynamics. In the linear region, the distribution

is Gaussian and satisfies the fluctuation relation for a thermal bath. In

the large amplitude state, the distribution can become non-Gaussian

when the effective potential no longer matches the linear result on the

scale of the fluctuations. The work distribution also provides a use-

ful tool for examining the timescale for switching between the stable

solutions in the bistable region. The distribution has two peaks for

integration times less than the switching time, but becomes unimodal

for integration times longer than the switching time.

We also examined fluctuation relations for stronger electro-mechanical

coupling. We found that, for large κ, the system can still have Gaus-

sian fluctuations, but the effective temperature of these is smaller than

predicted by the linear theory.

There are still many questions to be answered about the thermody-

namics of the system. It would be interesting to examine the distribu-

tions of transferred heat and the change in internal energy, as exact

results are also available for these in the case of harmonic oscillator

coupled to a true thermal bath. We would also like to look at the

symmetry function over a larger range of parameters. What happens

to S(W) as a function of drive frequency for different drive strengths?

It would also be interesting to explore the other fluctuation relations,

and to see how the system reacts to a different type of driving force.

Calculation of the current noise spectrum could also provide us

with more insights into the dynamics, in particular, the timescales
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which are important for the system. This would let us look in more

detail at the switching time involved in the bistable behaviour.
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Appendies
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A
T H E I N T E R A C T I O N H A M I LT O N I A N F O R T H E

C O O P E R - PA I R R E S O N A N C E S

In this appendix we derive the coupling Hamiltonian between the

SSET and its electromagnetic environment, Eqn. (2.62) from the

main text. This is used to derive the Born-Markov description of the

Cooper-pair resonances in Sec. 2.5.

We begin by finding the Hamiltonian for the SSET in the absence

of coupling to the environment. The circuit diagram, along with our

conventions for the direction of current and voltage, is given in Fig.

A.1. We represent the Josephson junctions as capacitances, in parallel

with pure Josephson elements. In this appendix, we obtain results

for an asymmetric SSET, including the possibility of non-equivalent

Josephson junctions and an asymmetric distribution of bias.

We begin by writing expressions for the different voltages and cur-

rents in the system using Kirchoff’s laws. Loops 1 and 2, as labelled

in Fig. A.1, respectively give for the voltages,

VL + V1 − Vg +
Qg

Cg
= 0, (A.1)

VR + V2 + Vg −
Qg

Cg
= 0, (A.2)

where V1 and V2 are the voltages across the left and right Josephson

junctions and Qg is the charge on the gate capacitor. While the nodes,

labelled 1, 2 and 3, give for the currents,

IL + Ig − IR = 0, (A.3)

IL = −I1 − CLV̇1, (A.4)

IR = −I2 − CRV̇2. (A.5)

We obtain expressions for V1 and V2 which will allow us to find the

Hamiltonian of the system. To do this we will mostly work in Fourier

space, since this allows us to write the differential equations which
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Figure A.1.: Circuit diagram of the SSET with no coupling to the environ-
ment. Our conventions for current and voltage are shown. The
labelled loops and nodes are those to used in the Kirchoff’s laws
calculations (see text).

we derive as algebraic equations. To begin with we Fourier transform

equations (A.1) and (A.2) [125, 126],

0 = 2π(VL − Vg)δ(ω) + Ṽ1 −
1

iωCg

(

Ĩ1 − Ĩ2 − iω(CLṼ1 − CRṼ2)
)

,

(A.6)

0 = 2π(VR + Vg)δ(ω) + Ṽ2 +
1

iωCg

(

Ĩ1 − Ĩ2 − iω(CLṼ1 − CRṼ2)
)

,

(A.7)

where the tilde indicates a Fourier transformed variable and we have

eliminated Ig using equations (A.3)-(A.5). To find expressions for V1

and V2 separately we add the two Fourier space equations to find,

Ṽ1 + Ṽ2 = −2π(VL + VR)δ(ω), (A.8)

which we can then use to eliminate V2 from Eqn. A.6. Hence, we

obtain,

Ṽ1 = 2π

(

VL −
CLVL − CRVR + CgVg

CΣ

)

δ(ω)+
1

−iωCΣ

( Ĩ1 − Ĩ2), (A.9)

where we have defined the total capacitance of the island, CΣ = CL +

CR + Cg. We can then use the same technique to find V2 and convert

back to the time domain,

V1 = −VL −
CLVL − CRVR + CgVg

CΣ

− 1

CΣ

(Q1 − Q2), (A.10)

V2 = −VR +
CLVL − CRVR + CgVg

CΣ

+
1

CΣ

(Q1 − Q2). (A.11)

We can then use these to construct the Hamiltonian of the system.

The superconducting phase, φi, and number operators, Ni, for each

of the Josephson junctions are our conjugate variables, here i = 1, 2

labels the left and right junction respectively. We can use the standard
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Josephson relations [125, 127], and write down Hamilton’s equations

for the system,

∂H0

∂φ1
=

h̄

2e
Q̇1 = −h̄Ṅ1 = EJ1 sin φ1, (A.12)

∂H0

∂φ2
=

h̄

2e
Q̇2 = −h̄Ṅ2 = EJ2 sin φ2, (A.13)

∂H0

∂N1
= h̄φ̇1 = 2eV1 = −2eVL − 2e

CLVL − CRVR + CgVg

CΣ

+
4e2

CΣ

(N1 − N2),

(A.14)

∂H0

∂N2
= h̄φ̇2 = 2eV2 = −2eVR + 2e

CLVL − CRVR + CgVg

CΣ

−4e2

CΣ

(N1 − N2).

(A.15)

From which we can construct the Hamiltonian of the system as a

function which satisfies all of these relations,

H0 = −EJ1 cos φ1 − EJ2 cos φ2 +
2e2

CΣ

(N1 − N2)
2

+ 4e2 N0

CΣ

(N1 − N2)− 2e(VLN1 + VRN2), (A.16)

where we have defined N0 = −(CLVL − CRVR + CgVg)/2e. By rear-

ranging we can write this, up to an unimportant constant as,

H0 = EC(N1 − N2 + N0)
2 − 2e(VL N1 +VRN2)−EJ1 cos φ1 −EJ2 cos φ2,

(A.17)

where we have defined the charging energy of the island, EC =

(2e)2/2CΣ.

The Hamiltonian is quantised by promoting the counting variables

N̂1, N̂2 and phase variables φ̂1, φ̂2 to operators which obey the com-

mutation relations,

[N̂1, φ̂1] = i, [N̂2, φ̂2] = i. (A.18)

We can then reduce the Hamiltonian to the form which we use in the

main text, given in Eqns. (2.60) and (2.61), by simplifying the circuit

so that it is symmetric. We take CL = CR = CJ , EJ1 = EJ2 = EJ and

VL = VR = V/2, this means that N0 = CgVg/2e = ng. We also define

the quantum numbers n̂ = N̂2 − N̂1, and k̂ = (N̂1 + N̂2)/2. Putting

all of this together we obtain,

H0 = ∑
n,k

(EC(n − ng)
2 − 2eVk) |n, k〉 〈n, k|

− EJ

2
(|n, k〉 〈n + 1, k + 1/2|+ |n, k〉 |n − 1, k − 1/2〉+ h.c.).

(A.19)
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Figure A.2.: Circuit diagram of the SSET with impedances coupled to the
leads and gate.

To understand the effects of adding an electromagnetic environ-

ment we introduce impedances in series with each of the leads [125,

67, 126]. The new circuit is shown in Fig. A.2.

We follow the same procedure as for the case without environment,

this results in the same Fourier space equations as in equations A.6

and A.7, but with extra terms proportional to the impedances,

0 = 2π(VL − Vg)δ(ω) + Ṽ1 − ZL(ω) ĨL

+

(

Zg(ω) +
1

−iωCg

)

(

Ĩ1 − Ĩ2 − iω(CLṼ1 − CRṼ2)
)

, (A.20)

0 = 2π(VR + Vg)δ(ω) + Ṽ2 − ZR(ω) ĨR

−
(

Zg(ω) +
1

−iωCg

)

(

Ĩ1 − Ĩ2 − iω(CLṼ1 − CRṼ2)
)

. (A.21)

In this case we cannot immediately separate the equations for Ṽ1 and

Ṽ2, and so we write the coupled equations [126],

(

iωCLẐL − 1 −iωCRẐg

−iωCLẐg iωCRẐR − 1

)(

Ṽ1

Ṽ2

)

= 2πδ(ω)

(

VL − Vg

Vg + VR

)

+

(

ẐL −Ẑg

−Ẑg ẐR

)(

Ĩ1

Ĩ2

)

, (A.22)

where we define Ẑg = Zg + 1/(−iωCg) and ẐL(R) = ZL(R) + Ẑg. We

then need to invert the matrix on the LHS to find expressions for

the voltages. We can also simplify the term proportional to δ(ω) in
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the limit where the bare environment has no capacitive component,

limω→0 ωZL,R,g(ω) = 0 [125, 67]. This then allows us to write,

(

Ṽ1

Ṽ2

)

= −2πδ(ω)

CΣ

(

Cg + CR CR

CL CG + CL

)(

VL − Vg

Vg + VR

)

+
1

(iωCLẐL − 1)(iωCRẐR − 1) + ω2CRCLẐ2
g

×
(

iωCRẐR − 1 iωCRẐg

iωCLẐg iωCLẐL − 1

)(

ẐL −Ẑg

−Ẑg ẐR

)(

Ĩ1

Ĩ2

)

. (A.23)

We are interested in the effects of the environment on the system, and

so we subtract off the terms which give rise to the system Hamilto-

nian H0. To do this we define δVi = Vi − Vi,0 where Vi,0 is the voltage

with ZL,R,g = 0. These are given by,

(

Ṽ1,0

Ṽ2,0

)

= −2πδ(ω)

CΣ

(

Cg + CR CR

CL CG + CL

)

+
1

−iωCΣ

(

−1 1

1 −1

)(

Ĩ1

Ĩ2

)

.

(A.24)

We note that this is the same result as that obtained in the previous

section. The relevant limit for our system is the case of weak coupling

to the gate, Cg ≪ CL,R. In this limit we find that the fluctuating part

of the voltages is given by,

(

δṼ1

δṼ2

)

=
−(ZL + ZR)

1 − iω CLCR
CΣ

(ZL + ZR)





C2
R

C2
Σ

CLCR

C2
Σ

CLCR

C2
Σ

C2
L

C2
Σ





(

Ĩ1

Ĩ2

)

. (A.25)

This contains the information about how the bath couples to the sys-

tem operators. To see this we try to map the system onto the generic

bath Hamiltonian [67],

Henv = ∑
n

Φ2
n

2Ln
+

(Qn − αQ1 − βQ2)2

2Cn
, (A.26)

where Qn, Φn, Cn, Ln are the charge, phase, capacitance and induc-

tance of the nth mode of the environment and Q1(2) are the charge

variables of the SSET. These couple to the environment with strength

given by α and β. Physically, this environment corresponds to a set of

harmonic oscillators modelled as inductors and capacitors to which

the SSET is coupled [67]. We find that Hamilton’s equations for the

for the environment variables give,

Q̇n =
∂Henv

∂Φn
=

Φn

Ln
, (A.27)

Φ̇n = −∂Henv

∂Qn
= −Qn − αQ1 − βQ2

Cn
. (A.28)
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We can also define the parts of the voltages which fluctuate due to

the interaction with the environment. These result in a fluctuation in

the phase at each of the junctions of the SSET,

δΦ̇1 = δV1 = −∂Henv

∂Q1
= −α ∑

n

Qn − αQ1 − βQ2

Cn
, (A.29)

δΦ̇2 = δV2 = −∂Henv

∂Q2
= −β ∑

n

Qn − αQ1 − βQ2

Cn
. (A.30)

We can then use the solution to equation (A.27), which in Fourier

space takes the form,

Q̃n =
ω2

n

ω2 − ω2
n

(αQ̃1 + βQ̃2), (A.31)

where ωn = 1/
√

CnLn. This lets us write,

∑
n

Q̃n − αQ̃1 − βQ̃2

Cn
= ∑

n

ω2

ω2
n − ω2

αQ̃1 + βQ̃2

Cn
, (A.32)

which then allows us to find the current-voltage relation (noting that

Ĩ = −iωQ̃),

δṼ1 = −iωα(α Ĩ1 + β Ĩ2)∑
n

ω2

ω2
n − ω2

, (A.33)

= Zeff(α
2 Ĩ1 + αβ Ĩ2). (A.34)

A similar expression can be obtained for δṼ2, and hence we can write,

(

δṼ1

δṼ2

)

= Zeff

(

α2 αβ

αβ β2

)(

Ĩ1

Ĩ2

)

, (A.35)

which then has the same form as equation (A.25). From this we can

identify the coupling constants as

α =
CR

CΣ

, (A.36)

β =
CL

CΣ

. (A.37)

For a symmetric SSET, CL = CR, hence α = β = 1/2 and so we can

write the interaction part of the environmental Hamiltonian as,

Hint = −Q1 + Q2

2 ∑
n

Qn

Cn
. (A.38)

We can rewrite this in terms of the system operator k̂ = −(Q1+Q2)/4e

as,

Hint = −2ek̂δV̂, (A.39)

where δV = ∑n
Qn/Cn is the environment operator which describes the

fluctuation of the voltages [67]. This is the interaction Hamiltonian

used in the main text, Eqn. (2.62).
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B
T R A N S F O R M I N G T H E C O O P E R - PA I R

R E S O N A N C E S H A M I LT O N I A N

In the first part of this appendix we calculate the transformation

to the Hamiltonian for the Cooper-pair resonances, used in Eqn.

(2.64) of the main text, as a perturbative expansion in EJ . In the

second part, we use this transformation to calculate series expansions

for the operators n̂′ and k̂′ which are used throughout Secs. 2.5 and

3.7.

b.1 transforming the hamiltonian

We begin with the system Hamiltonian, HS = Hch + HJ , as defined

in Eqns. (2.60) and (2.61) in the main text. We find a unitary transfor-

mation, H′ = UHU† (we drop the subscript S in this appendix), such

that H′ only contains diagonal elements and those which couple res-

onant states. To do this we define the projector onto the k-th doublet

as,

Pk = |0, k〉 〈0, k|+ |1, k + p + 1/2〉 〈1, k + p + 1/2| . (B.1)

Then the condition on H′ above becomes PkH′Pk′′ = 0 for k 6= k′′. We

then write the transformation as [69] U = eiS, with S = S†, and treat

HJ as a perturbation. This allows us to write a series expansion for S

in terms of J,

S = S(0) + JS(1) + J2S(2) + . . . . (B.2)

There are infinitely many transformations which satisfy the condition

on H′, and so to uniquely specify U we choose that S should not have

matrix elements within the doublet, PkSPk = 0. We note that S(0) = 0,

since for the case J = 0 we need no transformation. This then allows

us to find the transformed form of the Hamiltonian as,

H′ = Hch + HJ + [iJS(1) , Hch] + [iJS(1) , HJ ]

+ [iJ2S(2), Hch] +
1

2!

[

iJS(1), [iJS(1), Hch]
]

+ . . . , (B.3)

which we can then write as a power series,

H′ = H(0) + H(1) + H(2) + . . . , (B.4)
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where we have grouped terms by order in J;

H(0) = Hch, (B.5a)

H(1) = HJ + [iJS(1) , Hch], (B.5b)

H(2) = [iJS(1), HJ ] + [iJ2S(2), Hch] +
1

2!

[

iJS(1), [iJS(1), Hch]
]

.

(B.5c)

These can then be used to construct the expression for S term by term,

and so build up the effective Hamiltonian. As an example, we give

the calculation of S(1). We begin by noting that PkH(n)Pk′′ = 0 for all

n and k 6= k′′ which gives,

0 = PkHJ Pk′′ + Pk(iJS(1)Hch − HchiJS(1))Pk′′ , (B.6)

from which we can calculate the matrix elements of iS(1) as,

〈0, k| iS(1) |1, k + 1/2〉 = − J

2peV
= G1, (B.7)

〈0, k| iS(1) |1, k − 1/2〉 = − J

2(p + 1)eV
= −G2, (B.8)

and the obvious conjugates. G1 and G2 become the natural small

parameters of the perturbation theory. These expressions can be used

to calculate S(2), and so on. This allows the transformed Hamiltonian

to be found up to any order, for example we find that the second

order corrections to the diagonal elements are given by,

〈0, k| H(2) |0, k〉 = − J2

eV

2q

q2 − 1
. (B.9)

We also need to be able to calculate the off-diagonal coupling between

resonant states, Jp. This appears to order 2p + 1 in the perturbation

expansion. The method outlined above becomes very cumbersome at

high orders and so, to calculate Jp for higher orders, we introduce the

level-shift operator [69, 45],

R(z) = HJ + HJ
Qk

z − Hch
HJ + HJ

Qk

z − Hch
HJ

Qk

z − Hch
HJ + . . . , (B.10)

where Qk = 1 − Pk. Which allows us to calculate the required matrix

element, Jp = 〈0, k| R(Ē) |1, k + p + 1/2〉. This gives the expression

found in Eq. (2.65). However, we have checked explicitly that this

approach gives the same expression for Jp=1 (the highest order used

in the main text) as that obtained using the perturbation expansion.

b.2 the transformed operators

We also need to transform the operators k and n. To illustrate the

method we give an explicit calculation of k′. This is done in exact
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analogy with the calculation of H′. We first write k′ as a power series,

k′ = k(0) + k(1) + k(2) + . . . , (B.11)

where,

k(0) = k, (B.12a)

k(1) = [iJS(1), k], (B.12b)

k(2) = [iJ2S(2), k] +
1

2!

[

iJS(1), [iJS(1) , k]
]

. (B.12c)

This allows us to calculate k(1) as,

k(1) =
1

2 ∑
k

G1 |0, k〉 〈1, k + 1/2|+ G2 |0, k〉 〈1, k − 1/2|+ h.c. . (B.13)

Also, k(2) is given by,

k(2) =
(2p + 1)G1G2

2 ∑
k

(|0, k〉 〈0, k + 1| − |0, k〉 〈0, k − 1|+ h.c.)

+ (G2
1 + G2

2)∑
k

(|1, k + 1/2〉 〈1, k + 1/2| − |0, k〉 〈0, k|). (B.14)

A similar calculation can be performed to calculate the power series

for n′ = n(0) + n(1) + n(2) + . . .. We find n0 = n,

n(1) = ∑
k

G1 |0, k〉 〈1, k + 1/2| − G2 |0, k〉 〈1, k − 1/2|+ h.c., (B.15)

n(2) = G1G2 ∑
k

(|0, k〉 〈0, k + 1| − |0, k〉 〈0, k − 1|+ h.c)

+ (G2
1 + G2

2)∑
k

(|1, k + 1/2〉 〈1, k + 1/2| − |0, k〉 〈0, k|). (B.16)
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C
D E R I V I N G T H E C U R R E N T N O I S E E X P R E S S I O N

In this appendix we show how it possible to derive the general ex-

pression for the current noise, given in Eqn. (4.20), starting from

the expression for the current-current correlation function, Eqn. (4.16),

SI(t1, t2) = ∂t1
∂t2 [θ(t1 − t2) f (t1, t2)+ θ(t2 − t1) f (t1, t2)

∗]−〈I(t1)〉〈I(t2)〉.
(C.1)

In Fourier space, the correlation function of the counting variable is

given by,

f (t1, t2) = 〈〈0| ∂

∂iχ

[

eM(χ)(t1−t2)
∂

∂iχ
eM(χ)t2

]

|ρ0〉〉 . (C.2)

The simplest term to calculate in Eqn. (C.1) is,

∂t1
∂t2 f (t1, t2) = 〈〈0| ∂iχ[MeM(t1−t2)∂iχMeMt2 −M2eM(t1−t2)∂iχeMt2

]

|ρ0〉〉.
(C.3)

The terms with ∂iχeMt2 cancel and so, in the limit t2 → ∞, we obtain,

∂t1
∂t2 f (t1, t2) = 〈〈0|M′eM(t1−t2)M′|0〉〉, (C.4)

and similarly for the conjugate part,

∂t1
∂t2 f ∗(t2, t1) = (〈〈0|M′eM(t2−t1)M′|0〉〉)∗. (C.5)

To calculate the derivatives of the step function, we introduce the

piecewise continuous, differentiable function,

θǫ(t) =



















0 t < 0

1
2

[

1 − cos
(

t
ǫ

)]

0 ≤ x < ǫπ

1 x ≥ ǫπ

, (C.6)

which corresponds to the Heaviside function in the limit limǫ→0 θǫ(t) =

θ(t). This has the advantage of always being zero for t < 0 therefore,

the fact that we only know the forward time evolution operator now
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Figure C.1.: The approximation to the Heaviside function which we use, de-
fined in Eqn. (C.6) for various values of ǫ.

presents no problems. This function is shown for various values of ǫ

in Fig. C.1.

We next consider the terms in Eqn. (C.1) involving a single time

derivative of the step function, θ′(t). We note that limǫ→0 θ′(t) = δ(t)
and so we can write these terms as,

δ(t1 − t2) [∂t2 f (t1, t2)− ∂t1
f (t1, t2) + ∂t1

f ∗(t2, t1)− ∂t2 f ∗(t2, t1)] , (C.7)

which, since the delta function only gives a contribution at t1 = t2,

can be written,

2δ(t1 − t2)Re [∂t2 f (t1, t2)− ∂t1
f (t1, t2)] . (C.8)

We can then go on to calculate the relevant derivatives, and find,

∂t2 f (t1, t2)|t1=t2 = 〈〈0|M′′|0〉〉+ 〈〈0|M′∂iχeMt2 |ρ0〉〉, (C.9)

∂t1
f (t1, t2)|t1=t2 = 〈〈0|M′∂iχeMt2 |ρ0〉〉. (C.10)

Finally we need to calculate the terms involving θ′′(t),

−θ′′(t1 − t2) f (t1, t2)− θ′′(t2 − t1) f (t2, t1). (C.11)

We show explicitly how to calculate θ′′(t1 − t2) f (t1, t2). To do this we

perform a trial integration, using a function Ψ(t1, t2), which vanishes

at the boundaries, ensuring convergence,
∫

dt1

∫

dt2θ′′ǫ (t1 − t2)Ψ(t1, t2) f (t1, t2). (C.12)

Making the change of variables, τ1 = t1 − t2, τ2 = (t1 + t2)/2, so that

the Jacobian is unity we find, by integrating by parts,

∫

dτ1

∫

dτ2θ′′ǫ (τ1)Ψ(τ1τ2) f (τ2 + τ1/2, τ2 − τ1/2)

= −
∫

dτ1

∫

dτ2θ′ǫ(τ1)∂τ1
Ψ(τ1τ2) f (τ2 + τ1/2, τ2 − τ1/2).

(C.13)
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Choosing Ψ such that ∂τ1
Ψ(0, τ2) = 0 gives,

∫

dτ1

∫

dτ2θ′′(τ1)Ψ(τ1τ2) f (τ2 + τ1/2, τ2 − τ1/2)

= −
∫ ∞

0
dτ1

∫

dτ2θ′ǫ(τ1)
1

2
[∂t1

f (t1, t2)− ∂t2(t1, t2)] . (C.14)

This then allows us to identify,

θ′′(t1 − t2) f (t1, t2) = θ′(t1 − t2)
1

2
[∂t1

f (t1, t2)− ∂t2 f (t1, t2)] , (C.15)

similarly we find,

θ′′(t2 − t1) f ∗(t2, t1) = θ′(t2 − t1)
1

2
[∂t2 f ∗(t1, t1)− ∂t1

f ∗(t2, t1)] , (C.16)

and so we find for the full term,

− θ′′(t1 − t2) f (t1, t2)− θ′′(t2 − t1) f (t2, t1)

= −δ(t1 − t2)Re [∂t2 f (t1, t2)− ∂t1
f (t1, t2)] . (C.17)

Putting all of this together we obtain an expression for the two time

correlation function,

SI(t) = δ(t)Re〈〈0|M′′|0〉〉+ 〈〈0|M′eMtM′|0〉〉
+ 〈〈0|M′e−MtM′|0〉〉∗ − 〈I〉2, (C.18)

which is the result used in the main text.
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D
D O U B L E Q U A N T U M D O T S

In this appendix we consider the model of coherent transport through

a double quantum dot, coupled to a thermal bath, discussed in

Ref. [107]. In this paper, it was found that the zero-frequency current

noise, calculated at different points along the system, took different

values. This result is worrying, since it implies a violation of charge

conservation through the device. Here we show that these quantities,

calculated using the formalism presented in Chap. 4, do conserve

charge.

d.1 model

A schematic of the model which we use (following Refs. [88, 58, 107]),

is shown in Fig. D.1. A potential difference is applied across the two

dots, so that electron transport occurs across the system. Leads at

the left and right provide reservoirs for the electrons, and a thermal

environment is connected to the dots. This decoheres states which

are superpositions of |L, NL〉 and |R, NL〉 where L(R) labels states in

which the left (right) dot is occupied, and NL counts the number of

electrons in the left reservoir, as for the SSET.

We begin by just considering the internal dynamics of the system

(i.e. the χ = 0 evolution), to do this we introduce the states |i〉 =

∑NL
|i, NL〉 where i = 0, L, R. The Hamiltonian for the dots is then

given by,

HS =
ǫ

2
(|L〉 〈L| − |R〉 〈R|) + Ω(|L〉 〈R|+ |R〉 〈L|), (D.1)

Figure D.1.: A schematic of the DQD system. (Reproduced from [107])
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where we have assumed the charging energy of the state |0〉 is 0 and

the |L〉 and |R〉 states are equally detuned from this, by an amount

ǫ/2. The dots are coherently coupled, with a strength described by

Ω. This Hamiltonian then has eigenvalues given by,

E± = ±∆

2
, (D.2)

where ∆ =
√

4Ω2 + ǫ2. We follow the method of Ref. [107] to include

the baths in our Born-Markov description. Using the basis,

|ρ〉〉 = (ρ00, ρLL, ρRR, ρRL, ρLR)
T, (D.3)

with ρij = 〈i| ρ |j〉. We write the master equation,

d|ρ〉〉
dt

= M|ρ〉〉 = Mcoh|ρ〉〉+Mleads|ρ〉〉+Mtherm|ρ〉〉, (D.4)

where Mcoh = −i[HS, ρ] gives the coherent evolution, Mleads in-

cludes the transitions into and out of the leads and Mtherm is the

dephasing and decoherence due to the thermal environment. Follow-

ing [107] these have the forms,

Mcoh =



















0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 −iΩ iΩ

0 0 0 iΩ −iΩ

0 −iΩ iΩ iǫ 0

0 iΩ −iΩ 0 −iǫ



















, (D.5)

Mleads =



















−Γ 0 Γ 0 0

Γ 0 0 0 0

0 0 −Γ 0 0

0 0 0 −Γ/2 0

0 0 0 0 −Γ/2



















, (D.6)

Mtherm =



















0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 γ+ −γ− −γp 0

0 γ+ −γ− 0 −γp



















. (D.7)

We have assumed the decay rates into and out of the bath are equal

ΓL = ΓR = Γ. We have also introduced the quantities which describe

the thermal bath [107],

γ± = −π
Ω

∆
J(∆)

(

ǫ

∆
coth

(

∆

2T

)

± 1

)

(D.8)

γp = 4π
Ω2

∆2
J(∆) coth

(

∆

2T

)

, (D.9)
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where T is the temperature of the bath, and J(ω) its spectral density,

which we take to be Ohmic and of the form,

J(ω) =
2γω

π
e−

ω
ωc . (D.10)

Here, γ is the coupling strength between the dots and the environ-

ment and ωc is a high frequency cut-off, introduced for regularisation,

which we assume is much larger than any other scale in the problem.

To calculate the noise we consider two counting variables. As well

as NL, which counts electrons moving from the reservoir to the left

dot (this is then a purely incoherent counting process), we will also

consider NC, which counts electrons moving from the left to right dot

(this involves keeping track of coherences correctly). Counting at the

left junction, we find that the Fourier transformed evolution matrix,

ML(χ), simply picks up a phase on the term which corresponds to

incoherent decays from the lead to the left dot,

ML =



















−Γ 0 Γ 0 0

Γeiχ 0 0 −iΩ iΩ

0 0 −Γ iΩ −iΩ

0 −iΩ + γ+ iΩ − γ− iǫ − Γ/2 − γp 0

0 iΩ + γ+ −iΩ − γ− 0 −iǫ − Γ/2 − γp



















.

(D.11)

Calculating the matrix which counts electrons transferring from the

left to the right dot is slightly more complicated. This involves coher-

ences which can be dealt with in the same way as for SSET. As an ex-

ample we introduce the notation ρij,q(χ) = ∑N eiχN 〈i, N| ρ |j, N + q〉
and calculate the evolution of the population,

ρLL,0(χ) = ∑
NC

eiχNC 〈L, NC| ρ |L, NC〉 , (D.12)

this then has the equation of motion,

ρ̇LL,0(χ) = ∑
NC

eiχNC [Γ 〈0, NC| ρ |0, NC〉 − iΩ(〈R, NC + 1| ρ |L, NC〉

− 〈L, NC| ρ |R, NC + 1〉)] , (D.13)

which gives,

ρ̇LL,0(χ) = Γρ00,0(χ)− iΩ
(

eiχρRL,−1(χ)− ρLR,1(χ)
)

. (D.14)

We can do the same thing for the coherences and find, for example,

ρ̇RL,−1(χ) = eiχ(γ+ − iΩ)ρLL,0(χ)− (γ− − iΩ)ρRR,0(χ)

−
(

−iǫ +
Γ

2
+ γp

)

ρRL,−1(χ). (D.15)
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Figure D.2.: Current as a function of dot detuning, ǫ. For all curves the
parameters are Ω = 5, Γ = 0.1, T = 10. The curves show
different couplings to the thermal bath. These are given by
γ = 0 (black, solid line), γ = 1 × 10−3 (red, dashed line) and
γ = 1 × 10−2 (blue, dotted line).

Combining all of these we find the evolution matrix,

MC =



















−Γ 0 Γ 0 0

Γ 0 0 −iΩe−iχ iΩ

0 0 −Γ iΩ −iΩeiχ

0 (−iΩ + γ+)eiχ iΩ − γ− iǫ − Γp 0

0 iΩ + γ+ (−iΩ − γ−)e−iχ 0 −iǫ − Γp



















,

(D.16)

where Γp = Γ/2 + γp.

d.2 results

Now that we have M(χ) for both counting positions we can use our

formulae to calculate the current, noise and Fano factor.

To begin with we calculate the current, as a function of detuning

of the dots, for different strengths of coupling to the thermal bath γ.

These are shown in Fig. D.2. We find the same results as in Refs. [88,

107], the current is the same through the left junction as it is between

the dots. We also see that coupling to the thermal environment makes

the current increasing asymmetric with respect to ǫ.

We can also find the zero frequency Fano factor, F(0) = S(0)/〈I〉.
In Ref. [107] they find that, as γ is increased, F(0) becomes depen-

dent on where the current is measured, and eventually starts to give

unphysical negative values when calculated between the dots. From

our calculation, we find this is not the case. The noise is independent

of where it is calculated and our results match those found in Refs.

[88, 107], for the incoherent junction, as shown in Fig. D.3.
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Figure D.3.: Zero frequency Fano factor as a function of dot detuning, ǫ.
For all curves the parameters are Ω = 5, Γ = 0.1, T = 10. The
curves show different couplings to the thermal bath. These are
given by γ = 0 (black, solid line), γ = 1 × 10−3 (red, dashed
line) and γ = 1 × 10−2 (blue, dotted line).

We are also able to go beyond the calculation of Ref. [107], and find

the full frequency dependent noise. In Fig. D.4, we show the effect

of the bath coupling strength on the frequency dependent noise, at

ǫ = 0. We see that the noise through the central dots has peaks at

ω = ±2Ω. These are exactly analogous to those found in the DJQP

noise. At ǫ = 0 and γ = 0 the peaks are symmetric, as expected.

As the thermal environment is turned on, the peaks are gradually

destroyed: the environment kills off the coherence, but it does this

asymmetrically, and so the positive frequency peaks becomes larger

than the negative frequency peak.

The noise through the left junction shows a much weaker depen-

dence on the thermal environment. The thermal environment only

destroys coherence between the dots, and so does not effect the inco-

herent transport, except at frequencies associated with coherent oscil-

lations. We see that it only destroys the small features at ω = ±2Ω.

A zoomed in version of this can be found in Fig. D.5. These results

match those found in Ref. [88].

Detuning the system from resonance introduces asymmetries to

FC(ω), as for the resonances in the SSET. If we detune such that ǫ > 0,

as in Fig. D.6, we find that the negative frequency peak is enhanced,

when the coupling to the thermal bath, γ = 0. As γ is increased the

peaks in FC(ω) become weaker, the coherent transport is destroyed.

The negative frequency peak is more affected by the bath: the ther-

mal environment prefers to take energy out of the system. This effect

is similar to that seen for the position noise spectrum of a harmonic

oscillator, calculated in Sec. 3.1. This means that, as the coupling to

the thermal bath is increased, we go through a point where the spec-
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Figure D.4.: Frequency dependent Fano factor between the dots (a), and
through the left junction (b). For all curves the parameters are
ǫ = 0, Ω = 1, Γ = 0.1, T = 10. The curves show different
couplings to the thermal bath. These are given by γ = 0 (black,
solid line), γ = 1 × 10−3 (red, dashed line) and γ = 1 × 10−2

(blue, dotted line)
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Figure D.5.: Zoomed in view of Fig. D.4 (b).
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Figure D.6.: Frequency dependent Fano factor between the dots, FC(ω).
Same parameters as Fig. D.4 except ǫ = 0.2
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trum is symmetric, as the effect of the thermal environment exactly

cancels the effect of the detuning.

d.3 discussion and conclusions

In Ref. [107] it was claimed that the issues with charge conservation,

found in the zero frequency noise between the dots, are a problem

with the quantum regression theorem. We have been able to provide

a full, unambiguous calculation, of the correct value for this noise and

obtained the same results as previously calculated for the incoherent

junctions. This means that the problem encountered in Ref. [107] is

one with the correct method of counting in the presence of coherence,

and not the regression theorem.

We have also been able to use our technique to find the same results

as [88] for the symmetrised finite frequency spectrum, at the incoher-

ent junctions. As an extension we have also calculated the the finite

frequency noise in the current between the dots, and found that the

thermal environment, as well as detuning of the dots from resonance,

are able to introduce asymmetries.

Measurement of finite frequency noise between the dots is difficult.

This quantity would not show up in, for example, the behaviour of an

oscillator coupled to the leads, since it does not give a contribution

to the displacement current through the device. However, it may

be possible to measure this quantity by coupling an oscillator to a

different quantity, such as σx = |L〉 〈R|+ |L〉 〈R|, as in Ref. [128], but

this needs further investigation.
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E
T H E C O H E R E N T E X P R E S S I O N F O R T H E C U R R E N T

N O I S E , N E A R T H E C P R S

It is possible to derive an expression for the purely coherent contri-

butions to the current noise close to the CPRs, which we use in Sec.

4.5. In this appendix, we calculate the noise using only the evolution

under the action of the coherent Hamiltonian, ignoring all incoherent

effects.

Counting at the left junction, the Hamiltonian for each block, in the

basis {|0, NL〉 , |1, NL − p − 1〉}, is given by,

HNL =

(

−∆E Jp

Jp ∆E

)

, (E.1)

where the full Hamiltonian is simply, H = ∑NL
HNL . The current

operator can then be found as,

ÎL = −2e
dN̂L

dt
= −2ei

h̄
[H, N̂L], (E.2)

which is given by,

ÎL = −2eiJp(p + 1)

h̄ ∑
NL

|0, NL〉 〈1, NL − p − 1| − h.c. . (E.3)

It is convenient to work in a basis where H is diagonal, and so we

introduce,

|a, NL〉 = cos α |0, NL〉+ sin α |1, NL − p − 1〉 , (E.4)

|b, NL〉 = − sin α |0, NL〉+ cos α |1, NL − p − 1〉 . (E.5)

In this basis the current operator is written as,

ÎL = −I
(L)
ab ∑

NL

|a, NL〉 〈b, NL| − h.c., (E.6)

where the relevant matrix element is given by,

I
(L)
ab = −2eiJp(p + 1)

h̄
. (E.7)

We then write the two-time correlation function of the current as,

lim
t2→∞

〈 ÎL(t1) ÎL(t2)〉 = Tr[ ÎLeiH(t1−t2) ÎLeiH(t2)ρ0], (E.8)
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where ρ0 is an arbitrary, initial density matrix of the full (dissipative)

evolution. The correlation function can then be calculated, defining

t = t1 − t2 as,

〈 ÎL(t) ÎL(0)〉 = |I(L)
ab |2

[

eiωabtρaa + eiωbatρbb

]

. (E.9)

The noise spectrum which corresponds to this is simply two delta

peaks at ω = ±ωab. By analogy with the charge noise spectrum

calculation, from Sec. 3.7, we make the ad-hoc assumption that the

effect of the environment on these peaks will be to broaden them by

Γcoh, the decay rate of the coherences. This then gives the spectrum,

SL(ω) = |I(L)
ab |2

[

ρaaΓcoh

(ω − ωab)2 + Γ2
coh

+
ρbbΓcoh

(ω − ωba)2 + Γ2
coh

]

, (E.10)

which shares many similarities with the coherent part of the charge

noise (discussed in the main text).

A similar calculation can be performed for the noise at the right

hand junction. The resulting spectrum is the same, but with the re-

placement I
(L)
ab → I

(R)
ab , with,

I
(R)
ab =

2eiJp p

h̄
. (E.11)
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F
N U M E R I C A L S I M U L AT I O N S O F T H E

S E T-R E S O N AT O R S Y S T E M

In this appendix we discuss the numerical techniques used to ob-

tain results throughout chapter 5. We wish to simulate the be-

haviour of the differential equations, given in Eqn. (5.14), of the main

text. These equations are stochastic, because the island charge, n, fluc-

tuates according to the tunnel rates given by Eqns. (5.15) and (5.16).

These lead to changes in n by the processes shown in Fig. 5.1.

We perform Monte Carlo simulations of the trajectory of the sys-

tem, governed by these equations. We evolve time in discrete steps of

length ∆t. At each time step, a uniform random number, r ∈ [0, 1], is

chosen. If r is in an interval [0, Γ−
L ∆t] then the state of the SET island is

changed accordingly, this test is then performed on all the other rates,

so, for example, if r ∈ [Γ−
L ∆t, Γ+

L ∆t] the state is evolved according

to Γ+
L . Otherwise, the resonator is evolved according to Hamilton’s

equations for the position and velocity. To improve the efficiency of

our simulations we evolve the ODEs in time with a slightly more so-

phisticated algorithm than Euler’s method. We implement a version

of Heun’s algorithm [129] which, for the equation dx/dt = f (x, t),

has the update rule,

x(t + ∆t) = x(t) +
[ f (x, t) + f (x̃, t + ∆t)]dt

2
, (F.1)

with,

x̃(t + ∆t) = x(t) + f (x, t)∆t. (F.2)

This can then be used to calculate how the trajectory of the SET-

resonator system evolves in time.

We are then able to produce all of the results of chapter 5 by ap-

propriate averaging over this trajectory. A typical run goes as follows:

firstly we evolve the equations from an arbitrary set of initial condi-

tions for a long enough time, t0, that the system has lost all memory

of the initial condition (this is tested by ensuring that the results are

not sensitive to changes in t0). We then evolve the system along the

trajectory recording the relevant quantity, for example the position

and velocity distributions in Fig. 5.3 were obtained by binning the

value of x and v at each timestep.
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To calculate the work done by the driving force, as in Sec. 5.5, is

more numerically intensive. The work is given by an integral over

a part of the trajectory, as in Eqn. (5.79), which can be calculated by

using a simple trapezium rule integration [129]. This then means that

we only obtain one data point for each amount of time, τn, of our

simulation as opposed to each ∆t for simple quantities such as x and

v.
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